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Something NEW in our line—a bias cut 
bodice, fashioned in aqua and white striped 
dacron voille. A bias ruffle of the material 
outlines the V neck and "criss-cross" 
front-bias bands trim the 3-tiered skirt. 
Aqua washable velvet ribbon is used lavish-
ly for color accent. A bouffant white slip 
is a suggestion: $8.95, $11.95 or $14.95. 
Also available in aqua & white or gold & 
white striped dacron and cotton. $3995 
NO. 6608 CIRCUS 
A fashion with the Op Art Look! Drip-dry 
cotton border print combining gold, black 
and white designs. The bodice and top 
tier are of the gold print. The white print 
trims the square neck and the short mid-
dle tier, both are accented with self ruf-
fle and black velvet ribbon. The bottom 
tier and the sleeves are the border print 
which combines all three colors. An ex-
citing dress. Try a gold petticoat and 
pantalettes for even more excitement - 
$14.95 and $8.95. 	 $299' 
ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS 
Each dress is custom made by an 
expert seamstress to your measure-
ments. Please state Bust. Waist, 
and Skirt length—from bottom of 
your waistband to the lower edge 
of your skirt. Also state your usual 
dress size. Add $1.00 to cover post-
age and handling charges. 
Fashions by NITA SMITH 
118 WALTON DRIVE 
COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS 77840 
The Caller's Best Friend Is His Hilton! 
It's true now, more than ever before! Now featured as a standard component of 
the Hilton sound system is the all-new Hilton HP-SV Synchro-Variable Turntable, 
with features never before built into a variable speed turntable! 
Hysteresis - synchronous motor, 
unaffected by voltage changes 
Seamless belt drive, no mechan-
ical hum 
Patented speed control, with 
12" sweep, calibrated in RPM 
Neon strobe and precision hi-fi 
pickup arm and cartridge 
The Hilton Amplifier-Monitor, the 
HP-SV turntable, and the HP-JBL 
speakers add up to the finest 
square dance sound system that 
you have ever used—your money 
back if you don't agree! 
   
E-V 635A MIKE and Remote Control 
ELECTROVOICE 635A DYNAMIC MICROPHONE 
(he finest microphone available to the caller regard-
'ess of price. Designed for the most exacting pro-
fessional use. Four-stage filter eliminates pop and 
breath noises. Non-metallic diaphragm gives smooth 
response from 60-15,000 cps. exceptional quality and 
clarity. Internal shock absorber insulates against noise 
from cable and hand contact. Almost indestructible in 
normal use. Two-year unconditional warranty against 
malfunction from any cause, including accidental drop-
ping. Low impedance, no on-off switch (see remote 
assembly below). Length 6 inches, weight 6 ounces. 
HILTON 635A REMOTE CONTROL ASSEMBLY 
When used with the Hilton HP-95 amplifier-monitor, 
puts complete control of music on both the main and 
monitor channels under the caller's thumb. Music may 
be reduced for talk-through spots, boosted for excite-
ment, balanced with voice, without going near the 
amplifier. Also includes on-off switch for microphone 
and matching transformer for high-impedance ampli-
fier input. Weight- of assembly 7 ounces, including 
cord. Cord length 12 feet, control assembly 5 inches. 
Write for complete catalog of Hilton premium quality 
sound equipment and caller's teaching aids to 
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS 
3409 RANDOLPH AVENUE, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94602 
TELEPHONE AREA CODE 415, 532-1628 
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The best and easiest way for any modern square or 
round dancer to keep informed about his hobby is to 
read. There are many fine books, magazines, and other 
publications being printed constantly which cover al-
most everything worth knowing about square and round 
dancing. To read these publications is to be informed. 
Most of today's publications do their utmost to 
be worthy of your attention and interest. Naturally, 
some are better than others. The best survive and go 
on to greater things while the mediocre fall by the way-
side and are soon forgotten. 
SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE is proud to soy 
that this month begins its 22nd year of publication. Nor 
many magazines in this field, or any other field, can 
boast of such a record. All this, we think, proves that 
SQUARE DANCE is the kind of magazine that most 
dancers enjoy reading and "keeping in the know" with 
month after month. Thank you for your loyalty in the 
past and happy reading in the months aheaa. 
ARVID OLSON 
Publisher and Editor 
SQUARE DANCE Magazine 
1622 N. Rand Rd. 




Change of Address 
If you're moving, please let us 
know three weeks before changing 
your address. Place magazine label 
here. Print your new address below. 
If you have a question about your 
subscription, place your address la-
bel here and clip this form to your 
letter. 
    
name 
address 
city state 	 zip code 
It was a highlight of our lives to 
attend the 15th National Convention 
and join hands with square dancers 
from all over our proud country. I 
like to feel this is our folk dance, and 
I am mighty proud of it . . . 
I had looked forward to seeing you 
and thanking you in person for select-
ing my entry for the "How Square 
Dancing Changed My Life" story con-
test. Three visits to your display prov-
ed fruitless, so here's a big written 
THANK YOU. 
Vi Riewaldt 
Columbia, S. C. 
Our group (Globeswingers) of four-
squares is going to Fiji, Australia and 
New Zealand next year . . . We are 
gradually dancing all around the world. 
Last year we square danced with clubs 
in Manila, Japan, and Hawaii. 
This year we will visit Holland, Nor-
way, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, and 
England. We will square dance in Ber-
lin and London with the local clubs 
getting together to host a dance for us. 
John Campbell 
San Carlos, Calif. 
What is wrong with square dance 
organizations, from a small club up 
through the National Convention, 
when we try to exclude a certain seg-
ment of people from square dancing 
because of bad planning? 
Let's count all the married people 
who sit on the sidelines an evening be-
cause the husband or wife is calling or 
on a committee. This seems to be a 
penalty these folks pay because of so-
cial customs of the past. Square danc-
ing is an activity that does not need 
to follow these customs. 
I cannot see any wrong in a lady 
asking a man to square dance. Part-
ners change during a dance anyway. 
Just think how many more people 
could be happy. 
We can overcome this problem for 
single as well as married people. The 
caller must educate everyone through 
the written word or by announcing 
once an hour that there is a solo sec-
tion in the hall. The solo station 
should be fully marked and set apart. 
Anyone who wants to dance and is in 
need of a partner may sit in the solo 
station. Single people can wear badges. 
I also think that the hosts at a con-




Address: Mail Editor, SQUARE DANCE 
Magazine, 1622 N. Rand Rd., Arlington 
Heights, Ill. 60004. 
SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE 
Please include SQUARE DANCE 
address label to insure prompt 
service whenever you write about 
your subscription. Mail to: 
SQUARE DANCE 
Subscription Service 
1622 N. Rand.  Rd. 
Arlington Heights. Ill. 60004 
To subscribe to SQUARE DANCE 
moil this form with your pay-
ment and check 0 New Sub-
scription 0 Renew My Present 
Subscription. 
Subscription rates in the United 
States: One year, $5.00: Two 
years, $9.00; Three years, $12.00. 
Canadian and foreign add $ .50 
per year postage. 
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You are now reading the first 100 page issue of SQUARE 
DANCE Magazine, our 22nd Anniversary Edition. During the 
coming months, your subscription to SQUARE DANCE will be 
worth more to you than ever before. 
Included in this 22nd Anniversary Issue is the only complete 
Square Dance and Round Dance Record Catalog available today. 
Callers and dancers alike will find this catalog an invaluable refer-
ence when selecting records. Record dealers and square dance 
shops are invited to order quantities of the Record Catalog from 
SQUARE DANCE Magazine for distribution to their customers. 
The publication of the semi-annual edition of the Record 
Catalog is one of many special projects coming in future issues of 
SQUARE DANCE. Our plans for the 1966-67 publication year 
have been designed with YOU in mind. 
The center fold-out section of this issue announces the opening 
of the modern Square Dance Center in Arlington Heights, Ill. The 
Center represents an exciting new concept in recreational facilities. 
It is designed and built exclusively for square dancing. 
The Square Dance Center features a 5,000 square foot hard-
wood dance floor, mounted on rubber for dancing ease, and o 
complete Square Dance Shop. The entire building is air-conditioned, 
beautifully decorated, and has plenty of parking available. 
A full program, including clubs for new dancers (classes), 
challenge nights, round dance clubs and classes, special events, teen 
dances, and much, much more, is scheduled to begin Oct. 1, 1966. 
Coming soon is a step-by-step story of how the Square Dance 
Dance Center was built and why it was built. Watch for this spec-
ial feature. 
This new Square Dance Center is the permanent home of 
SQUARE DANCE Magazine. We are in the process of moving 
all of our editorial, advertising, and mailing facilities into one 
location to serve you more efficiently. 
When you are in the Chicago area, please be sure to stop 
and see us. Dance with us while you are here. We're looking for-

















Ft. 11'orth, Tex. 
The first ten members of the 
SQUARE DANCE Magazine Na-
tional Advisory Board are featur-
ed on these pages. The goal of the 
Advisory Board is to establish 
closer and more personal contact 
among square dancers every-
where. 
The Board's objective is to 
strengthen, unify, and promote 
the square dance movement 
through a mutual exchange of 
ideas and information. The mem-
bers of the SQUARE DANCE 
Magazine Advisory Board are 
YOUR representatives in a coop-
erative effort• to reach this goal—
a goal that means progress for 
the entire square dance activity. 
As our recreation continues to 
grow, so too increases the respon-
sibility of every dancer, caller, 
and leader to keep fully informed 
about all phases of the move-
ment. Everyone should keep 
8 
track of current trends, news and 
events, and new ideas. This task 
is a great one that gains added 
importance every day. 
Six months ago SQUARE 
DANCE Magazine began to plan 
for a committee of nationally rec-
ognized leaders who would act as 
National Advisory Board to help 
all square dancers meet the re-
sponsibility of being fully inform-
ed. That plan has now material-
ized and is already in action. 
Each of the first ten members 
of the Advisory Board are recog-
nized professionals in the square 
dance movement. 
Al "Tex" Brownlee, a 20 year 
veteran in square dancing, trav-
els nearly 100,000 miles each year 
to bring you many happy dancing 
hours. Louis Calhoun, popular 
caller and recreation director at 
Fontana Village, N.C., has vast 
















well as many other fields of rec-
reation. Johnny Davis, who's 
spent nearly all his life in square 
dancing, is an acknowledged ex-
pert on timing and choreography. 
Ohio's Jerry Helt, an artist and 
engineer as well as top caller, is 
equally at home with squares, 
rounds, contras, mixers, and folk 
dances. John Hendron, trans-
planted Midwesterner, is now one 
of New England's most sought-
after leaders. Phyl and Frank 
Lehnert, active in many Ohio and 
Midwestern event s, are well-
known round dance leaders. 
Melton Luttrell, owner and re-
cording artist of Square L Rec-
ords, has helped many of today's 
leading callers onto and up the 
road to success. Singin' Sam 
Mitchell. one of the recording in-
dustry's most popular artists, is 
in touch with thousands of danc-
ers nation-wide through his tours. 
Earle Park, Canada's most well 
known caller, plays a vital role in 
efforts to bring Canadian and 
United States dancers even closer 
together. Vaughn Parrish, a Colo-
rado rancher when he's not be-
hind a microphone, crisscrosses 
the country several times a year. 
These callers and leaders have 
agreed to help square dancing by 
working on this special project. 
You can help by seeking out 
these National Advisors. Talk to 
them and let them know your 
ideas, suggestions, and opinions. 
Your comments will be shared, 
through SQUARE DANCE Maga-
zine, with other square dancers 
throughout the nation. 
When one of these National 
Advisors is in your area, do give 
him a few moments of your time. 
YOU are the most important link 
in the square dance communica- 








By Edna and Gene Arnfield 
What's thr.- A new ap-
proach? N. not 10.111y. Round 
dancing, so old And honored 
part of 1ilio.11 	(lancing, was 
taught by ',owe (lance cal-
lers before the round dance 
teacher, 	\\ know him to- 
day, ea In e into existence. 
Let's loni, At the natural role 
of eallets as round dance 
teaohel 
The "eJiller approach" to 
(.. the most logical. 
The .(iier is an established 
le;ntel ‘‘ oh it two-fold tune-
hen Iii witch and to guide. 
willows all the qual-
Hie., '11,11 ;ire musts for round 
it.m.i ordrnet(ws, namely, 
1(,n(1 	 rhythm and 
eninhined with pa-
tience, (111(ler,,tanding, and the 
.1hutt ■ hi make dancing fun. 
i:re,lire he handles more 
1.0npie, the ealh.r has a defin-
ite Ad\ Ant.we over the round 
(Lowe oestrortor. He teaches 
dancing I'en( I he first "walk, 
2, 3, 4" nit that all-important 
first night of square dance 
class. 
There is a natural follow 
through with additional 
square dance classes. Several 
of the basics included in all 
square dance basics classes 
are: two-step balance (execut-
ed in alamo style); twirl from 
a promenade; backward 
wheels for the man (as in 
wheel and deal); f o r w a rd 
wheels for the man (as in 
cast-off); changing sides and 
direction (as in California 
twirl); heel and toe polka (as 
used in some singing calls); 
roll across and slides (as in 
eight roll away with a half 
sashay); buzz steps and the 
swing; vines (as often done on 
10 
circle left and right, even 
though this is frowned upon 
as poor styling). 
In addition to these basics, 
which are common to both 
squares and rounds, consider 
the standard positions of 
stars, promenade, open, half-
open, escort, and closed (as 
for swing). Not convinced 
yet? Then notice how many 
callers use quadrilles and con-
tras in their classes to teach 
additional timing and rhythm. 
Every round dance instructor 
can take lessons in cueing 
from the caller who teaches 
contras. There is little doubt 
that callers are more capable 
of cueing rounds than the av-
erage round dance teacher. 
Their familiarity with phrase 
and sight calling and know-
ledge of musical phrasing 
in relation to figures and 
breaks enables them to ana-
lyze well-written rounds with 
their repeats that correspond 
to the "figure-break" patterns 
of singing calls. 
It is interesting that callers 
with strong round dance 
groups have a stronger and 
more personal bond with their 
dancers. They have smoother 
dancing groups with "dance 
longevity". Have you noticed 
how many of our top travel-
ing callers are active round 
dancers? Some are excellent 
instructors who have written 
routines that are especially 
popular with square dancers. 
A few of these callers are: 
Bruce Johnson, Jerry Helt, 
Frank Lane, Bob Page, John-
ny LeClair, Vaughn Parrish, 
Dave Taylor, Al Brundage, 
Bob Van Antwerp, and John-
ny Davis. Two of the top men  
in round dancing have also 
been callers—Frank Hamilton 
and Manning Smith. 
The caller's wife plays a vi-
tal role in round dancing as 
well as square dancing. In ad-
dition to her other important 
duties, she may work out 
dance routines, teach with 
her husband as a partner, and 
demonstrate dances as her 
husband cues. 
Many callers associations 
have recognized the natural 
role of the caller as a round 
dance teacher and have spon-
sored week end workshops to 
encourage and instruct their 
members along this line. In 
these workshops, usually con-
ducted by nationally known 
round dance leaders, callers 
are given pointers on selec-
tion of material, how much to 
teach and how fast, and spec-
ific teaching techniques. Cal-
lers get a chance to teach a 
simple round and/or cue a 
dance routine. An excellent 
test for the caller-round dance 
teacher is to tape his cues and 
then let him dance to his own 
cueing. 
The ultimate goal of these 
workshops, in developing the 
caller as a capable round 
dance instructor, is keeping 
squares and rounds together, 
thus benefiting both dance 
forms. Here is one case where 
a square peg does fit in a 
round hole and vicey versey! 
■ 
SQUARE DANCE Magazine extends 
its thanks to the Indiana State Callers 
Association for permission to publish 
this material as presented by the Aril-
fields at the I.S.D.C.A. Annual Work-
shop in August 1966. 
Colley'r College ilalferi Darlene and lark 	.dustrate a point. 
Millie and Bernie Coffey of Dallas, 
Tex. believe that square dancing must 
have capable leaders if it is to continue 
to grow and progress. With that be-
lief uppermost in mind, they bring 
Coffey's College, a schedule of dance 
weeks and week ends, to interested 
dancers, callers, and teachers each year. 
The success of their many sessions dur-
ing the past nine years has helped 
guarantee square dancing qualified 
leaders for its future. 
In their own words, the Coffeys ex-
plain the goal of their Colleges as one 
of "enjoyment of a well-balanced week 
or week end of fun, dancing, relaxa-
tion, fellowship, and a little more en-
lightenment about our hobby." 
Coffey's College sessions are held 
12 
School—Square Dance Style 
COFFEY'S 
COLLEGE 
Millie and Bernie Coffey 
primarily throughout Oklahoma and 
Texas, but participants c o m e from 
across the nation. Six such programs 
were held in 1966. Staff members gen-
erally come from the area where each 
program is held. At least one nationally 
known caller and round dance couple 
are also included on the staff roster. 
In addition, all callers attending each 
College are invited to participate in 
the program. Gala after parties are also 
the work of all College participants. 
Lectures and round table discussions 
are highlights of the Coffey's College 
programs. Past lecturers have included 
Mrs. Dorothy Shaw, Arvid Olson, and 
Dr. Palmer Boeger of East Central 
Oklahoma State College. Attendance 
and enthusiasm at lectures and discus- 
A highlight at Coffey's Colleges—Some hilarious after parties! 
sions is high as dancers hash out new 
ideas, current trends, and plans for the 
future. 
Millie and Bernie feel that square 
dancers who have not experienced a 
week end or week-long square dance 
event are missing one of the most en-
joyable phases of the activity. They 
are proud that their Colleges have 
drawn many "first-timers", square dan-
cers who have never attended a dance 
vacation or institute before. These same 
people go on to become avid enthusi-
asts of square dance vacations. The var-
ious Colleges have also been stepping- 
off points for many new callers who 
have enjoyed their first exposure to 
nationally prominent leaders. 
The Coffeys, who met at a square 
dance, have been actively engaged in 
the promotion of their favorite recrea-
tion since 1957. Both Millie and Bernie 
feel a sense of obligation to square 
dancing—a responsibility to reveal to 
others what wonderful experiences are 
in store for them. They invite your in-
quiries about their 1966-67 season of 
Coffey's College sessions. Write to Ber-
nard M. Coffey, 4521 Meredith St., 
Dallas, Tex. 75211. 	 ■ 






BY REGINA PAULSON 
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Square dancing is a lively activity, yet our square dance apparel should look 
delicate and feminine. It is not designed for rugged wear. To make our wardrobes 
last longer and look their best, they need liberal doses of TLC (Tender Loving 
Care). To keep them up to date and perked up with fresh interest, they require 
an occasional touch of III (Inventiveness, Ingenuity, Imagination). Here are a few 
hints for both for two important parts of your dancing wardrobe — your slippers 
and petticoats. 
SLIPPERS 
Slippers, of course, are subject to more wear and tear than any other part 
of our attire. That wear and tear is even greater, if like me, you prefer the thin-
soled ballet or folding type slippers which feel like next-to-nothing on your feet. 
They have the advantage of giving you almost barefoot freedom and are available 
in a great variety of colors and textures, but they are hard on the feet. 
I don't know what I would have done at the recent National Convention, 
with all the asphalt and concrete dance floors, if Lee Wehausen of Elmhurst, Ill. 
hadn't loaned me a pair of foam rubber insoles. Despite all the punishment they 
sustained, I had a pair of what Wally Schultz called "happy feet". You can buy 
these insoles at drug stores or variety stores. Try them and feel the difference! 
The best way to preserve the shape of your firm-soled slippers is to tree 
them. Edna Arnfield has a colorful array of slippers, all neatly shoe-treed. There 
are gold and silver touch-up tubes on the market to take care of those nicks and 
scratches. To touch up all other colors, it would pay to invest in an inexpensive 
beginner's set of oil or acrylic paints. Either type can be purchased for less than 
$5.00, thus allowing you the opportunity to wear shoes of every color. Mixing 
the right shade for a touch-up might stimulate your creativity. You could wind 
up with a one-woman show! 
PETTICOATS 
How to keep petticoats crisp as long as possible is a universal concern of 
square dancers. Let's face it, though. Like death and taxes, eventual limpness is 
inevitable. However, the right kind of TLC will preserve a petticoat's bouffant 
quality longer. 
Do store petticoats in roomy plastic bags with a minimum of crowding. 
For long term care, there is nothing like a large plastic bag. This does not mean 
that you cannot transport your petticoats for a trip stuffed into a small space. 
Just hang them up in the bathroom while taking a shower to shake out the wrinkles. 
Do wash petticoats with mild soap in warm water. Shake out moisture or 
spin the petticoats in the slow cycle of your washer. Lay them flat out on a sheet 
and pat into shape. Let dry, and see if you won't find that precious crispness un-
impaired. 
If you must shorten your petticoat, cut off part of the torso, make a new 
hem, and pull the elastic through. There is no need to shorten any petticoat by 
hemming all that yardage around the bottom tier! 
Here's an III tip for a bouffant that has lost its zip. Make a shorty-prop 
out of it. Using the two or three bottom tiers of a limp petticoat, depending on 
the length of each tier, make a hem from the material of the tier above. Pull elas-
tic through the hem to make a shorty of about 12 inches to 14 inches, depending 
on your height. Even with its body gone, the shorty, worn under or over another 
petticoat, will prop up your full-length petticoat and give it added fullness. I like 
the shorty better than wearing two petticoats because it is less bulky and, being 








Bob Van Antwerp 
Assistant Recreation Director 
Long Beach, California 
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What does square dancing do for the recreation-minded 
public? This is a vital question in our activity which has sev-
eral answers. 
Both squares and rounds are important facets of recreation 
in today's society. To some people, square dancing is relaxation. 
To others, it is an escape. And to still others, it is making new 
friends and/or developing new skills. 
The true strength of a sound square dance program is in 
the variety of benefits derived by people of all ages— children, 
teens, young adults, adults, and senior citizens. The community 
is concerned for each individual and for a strong recreation 
program that will enable each individual to develop his capa-
bilities. This development comes through experience in a pro-
gram of recreation devoted to simple mixers, instruction clas-
ses in squares and rounds, and a follow-up program of placing 
people in square dance clubs. 
There is a definite need for proper planning to meet the 
needs of all ages involved in such a recreation program. Ad-
vance planning segments should include the following: 1) 
proper timing and knowing when to start a program so it will 
be accepted; 2) employing good leadership; 3) making full use 
of and cooperating with community schools; 4) assessing spec-
ial fees to assist in financing; 5) developing healthy working 
relationships with instructors and callers; 6) keeping the public 
informed of the outlined dance program; 7) and finally, pro-
ducing and developing dancers who heartily approve of the 
program and, in turn, sell it to others. 
We have in our activity many capable and dedicated lead-
ers who are working diligently to put square dancing on a 
sound and lasting foundation. They are always striving to at-
tract more people into the activity and to make it so enjoyable 
that it continues to grow year after year. 
The selection of instructors in the recreation program is 
usually based on leadership traits, personality, ability, and many 
other points. Some of these points are: 
* Confidence—People follow the confident leader without 
hesitation. They rarely follow a leader who is not sure of himself. 
*.Technical Skill—A knowledge of teaching and calling and 
the ability to pass that knowledge on to others are qualities most 
frequently sought in recreation leaders. The fluffer or "hot air 
artist" may make a good first impression, but he will not last. 
*.Communication—Leaders must be able to communicate with 
their dancers and so must have the established tools of speech 
at their commands. 
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* Frankness and Honesty — A true leader does not straddle 
the fence, but speaks out frankly and honestly when his opinion 
is sought. A capable leader is not cowardly or dishonest, but 
tactful. 
* Courage — Enthusiasm, faith in themselves, willingness to 
accept responsibility and direction, and the ability and desire 
to make decisions also mark true leaders. 
Once it has qualified leadership for its square dance pro-
gram, the recreation department must observe several other 
important guide lines for success: 
1) Good qualified supervision of classes — Be consistent in 
teaching methods of all instructors. One person should be in 
charge of both the square and round dance programs for prop-
er coordination. 
2) Adequate promotion 	Be sure promotion is well-planned. 
Starting dates of classes should be listed one year in advance. 
Enthusiastic promotion is a necessity. 
3) Program evaluation — Seriously evaluate the program per-
iodically. If changes appear necessary, make them. 
4) Club program — If possible, develop a program of square 
dance clubs for graduates of the recreation program's classes. 
Of course, there are problems to be overcome, but none 
of these are insurmountable. The decision must be made by 
each recreation department whether or not it will sponsor clubs 
for its program graduates. The Long Beach Recreation Depart-
ment does not actually sponsor clubs, but it does allow clubs 
the use of its facilities. There is also difficulty in some cases in 
keeping top leadership in a tax supported program. 
Halls of adequate size, floor quality, cost, and ventila-
tion must be found and secured. Also, a set fee for instructions 
must be decided upon for participants. And finally, in most 
areas, square dancing requires a general build-up publicity-wise 
to attract participants for such a program. 
The planned support of municipal recreation departments 
for sound square dance programs can be a great asset in many 
respects. Such support offers recreation departments the op-
portunity to publicize other programs, as well as providing 
financial returns. Many recreation departments across the 
country do not yet realize that a square dance program can be 
financially a good investment because their programs have 
lacked proper planning. 
We in Long Beach have found that a sound square dance 
program is not only successful, but one of the highlights of 
our recreation program. Does square dancing fit into the 
municipal recreation program? Yes, it definitely does! 	■ 
1B 
RECORD DEALER ROSTER 
All new square and round dance records advertised or reviewed in SQUARE 
DANCE Magazine are available from the dealers listed on this page. Write 
dealer of your choice for the Fall-Winter 1966 Square and Round Dance 
Record Catalog published by SQUARE DANCE Magazine. 
ARIZONA 
• MAIL ORDER RECORD SERVICE 
P.O. Box 7176, Phoenix 
CANADA 
• GERRY HAWLEY RECORDS 
34 Norman Crescent, 
Saskatoon, Sask. 
GEORGIA 
• LuuCATIONAL AND DANCE 
RECORDS 
P.O. Box 11776, Atlanta 30305 
ILLINOIS 
• ANDY'S RECORD CENTER 
1614 N. Pulaski Rd., 
Chicago 60639 
• SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
6407 N. Caldwell Ave., 
Chicago 60646 
• SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
1622 N. Rand Rd., Arlington 
Heights 60004 
INDIANA 
• MAXINE'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
4428 S. 7th St., Terre Haute 
• PARKER STUDIO OF MUSIC 
Hiway 3 N. at Cree Lake 
Kendallville 
• STEVENS CAMERA SUPPLIES 
3600 S. Main St., Elkhart 
MICHIGAN 
• BUCKBOARD WESTERN SHOP 
R. 2, Marshall 
• SCOTT COLBURN'S SADDLERY 
33305 Grand River, 
Farmington 48024 
MINNESOTA 
• "AL" JOHNSON RECORDS 
4148 10th Ave., Minneapolis 7 
WASHINGTON 
• AQUA RECORD SHOP 
12301/4', Westlake Ave., Seattle 
WISCONSIN 
• MIDWEST RADIO COMPANY 
3414 W. North Ave., Milwaukee 
IN TIME FOR 
FALL SHOPPING 
Now in TWO convenient locations 
to serve you better 
SQUARE DANCE 
SHOPS 
SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
6407 NORTH CALDWELL AVENUE 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60646 
PHONE: (312) 763-8252 
HOURS: Tues., Wed., Sat.: 10 AM - 5 PM 
Mon., Thurs., Fri: 10 AM - 9 PM, Sun: 1 - 5 PM 
SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
1622 NORTH RAND ROAD 
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS 60004 
PHONE (312) 255 -4060 
HOURS: Mon. thru Sat.: 10 AM - 8 PM. Sun.: 1 - 5 PM. 
Opens October 1, 1966 
New fall merchandise now in stock. Shop early while 
selections are complete. Same styles, selections and 
prices at both stores. Visit the store most convenient 
to you. Both are close to expressways, easy to get to 
with plenty of FREE parking after you get there. Come 
in and browse . . . catch up on the latest square dance 
happenings in the area. 
1966 
FALL - WINTER 
SQUARE DANCE ROUND DANCE 
RECORD 
CATALOG 
PUBLISHED BY SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE ORDER 
RECORDS 
FROM 
Square Dance Shop 
1622 N. RAND RD. 




Square Dance • Round Dance 
RECORDS 
This catalog is designed for you—Mr., Mrs., or Miss Record Buyer—to help you 
locate all available records in The square and round dance field. All active record 
labels are inc'uled in this authoritalive reference boceet. In The first section records 
are listed by label, type, and number. In the second sec ion they are listed alpha-
betically by title as a cross-reference for finding records quickly and easily. 
ALL RECORDS ARE 45 RPM 
PRICE: $1.50 
(unless otherwise noled) 
LABEL NAMES ARE ABBREVIATED AS FOLLOV'S 
Aqua— AQ 
	
Lore — LO 
Beico — BCO MacGregor — MAC 
Blue Star — BS 
	
Mustang — M US 
Bogan — BOG Old Timer — OT 
Family Srruares — FS 
	




Go — GO Se:s In Order—SIC 
Grenn — GR 
	
Lloyd Shaw — LS 
Hi-Hat — HI Square L—SL 
Jewel —JWL 
	
Swinging Square — SS 
Kaiox — KA Top — TOP 
Keeno — KNO 
	
Wagon Wheel— WW 
Longhorn — LH Windsor — WIN 
SQUARE DANCE • ROUND DANCE RECORDS is published twice each year (Spring-Summer and 
Fall-Winter). Entire contents Copyright 1966 by AMERICAN SQUARES, INC., 1622 N. Rand Rd., 
Arlington Heights, III. 60004. 
AQUA 	  AQUA RECORD CO., 12301 '2 WESTLAKE AVE. N., SEATTLE 9, WASHINGTON 
HOEDOWNS 
31 I Tennessee Waggoner/Topeka Polka 
312 Vodka Jitters/Rocky Butte 
313 Nine Pin Reel/Square Dance Reel 
314 Wham Bang/Topsy Turvy 
315 Poor Boy Hoedown/Evergreen Hoedown 
FLIPS-INSTRUMENTALS/with CALLS 
112 Let the Bells Keep Ringing — H. Shoe-
maker 
113 You Do Something To Me — P. Booker 
114 Sunny Side Of the Street — P. Booker 
115 Toorie On His Bonnet — P. Booker 
116 Doing What Comes Naturally — P. Booker 
117 Mack the Knife — P. Booker 
118 Buttons And Bows— P. Booker 
119 Naughty Lady — P. Booker 
120 Worried Man — P. Booker 
121 	Dreamer's Holiday — P. Booker 
122 Along the Utah Trail — P. Booker 
123 I Can't Give You Anything But Love -
AQUA RECORD CO. also produces a Viking 
P. Booker 
124 Love Letters In the Sand — R. Kerfoot 
125 Delaware — P. Booker 
126 When +he Work's All Done This Fall — 
V. Hutton 
127 Bei Mir Bist Du Schon ( You Are Grand ) 
D. Anderson 
128 Dottie Lou — V. Hutton 
129 Medley Of Favorites -- B. Rehlman 
130 Bird Of Paradise -- A. Hagen 
131 You Do — J. Willison 
ROUND DANCES 
209 Waltz Caress/Surrey Ride 
210 Temptation Waltz/Tippy Toe Two-Step 
211 Rainier Waltz/Merry Mixer 
212 Sir; Tango/Naughty But Nice 
213 Samba Mixer/Jerr-Dee Waltz 
214 Illusion Waltz/White Lilacs 
215 Lindsay Waltz/Sunny Waltz 
216 World's Fair Waltz/You Polka Me 
Folklore Series. Write for a listing of these records. 
BELCO 	 KALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTION CO., 316 STARR ST., DALLAS 3, TEXAS 
  
HOEDOWNS 
D: ice All Night/Soldiers Job 
FLIPS-INSTRUMENTALS/with CALLS 
101 Sweet Sue — J. Adkins 
103 Mamma Blues — K. Golden 
104 Shake Hands Friend, You're From Texas 
— J. Adkins 
105 I'm Looking High And Low For My Baby 
K. Golden 
106 Ida — J. Adkins 
107 Sweet And Easy — J. Pierce 
ROUND DANCES 
701 	Belle Redondo/Let's Hully Gully 
202 Little Brown Jug/Hot Time Mixer 
203 Your Love/White Christmas 
204 Mr. Saturday Night/Lucky 
205 Hey Chic/Twistin the Bossa Nova 
206 Tuxedo Junction/C. A. Stamp 
207 Green Door/Tanzy 
208 Route 66/Serenade Of the Bells 
209 Melody For Two Guitars/Matador 
210 Ruby Ann/No One But You 
21 1 So Long Dearie/Smile Awhile 
212 How About That/Night Train 
213 Just Because Polka/Date With an Angel 
214 Oh Boy !/Blue Skirt Waltz 
215 Sweetheart Tree/Wheel Of Fortune 
216 Steppin' Easy/Happy Time Rag 
217 Can't Stop Loving You/Right Love 
218 Hey Good Looking/Walkin' In the Rain 
219 I Love You So Much/People Will Say 
We're In Love 
BLUE STAB 
	 MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, 323 W. 14th ST., 
HOUSTON, TEXAS 
HOEDOWNS 
1502 Caller's Choice/Soldier's Joy 
1504 Cindy Bala nce/Josie's Hoedown 
1513 Cracker Jack/Up the Creek 
1516 	Briar Patch/Turnpike Special 
1521 Pretty Lady/Earl's Hoedown 
NOTES 
23 















Fancy Pants/Let the Hammer Down 
Moedown/Benny's Nightmare 
Romp & 	Stomp/Nighthawk Special 
Jumpinn Jack/ trailblazer 
Jackrabbit/Ladies 	Fancy 
Step And 	Fetchit/Buck And Doe Run 
Ethel/Daisetta 
Comin' Out/Fayvette 
Old Dan Tucker/Big Boss 
Walkin'/Running 	Fiddle 
Big 	Thicket/Midnight 












Chasin' Women — A. Andrus 
If the World Keeps On Turning — M. 
Hippo 
Gamblin' 	Man — L. Wylie 
Foolin' — M. 	Flippo 
We 	Might As 	Well 	Forget It — A. 
Andrus 
Heartaches By the Number — L. Wylie 
My Life's Been a Pleasure — A. Andrus 
I Over Looked an Orchid — J. Livingston 
Thinking Of You — J. Livingston 
I Wonder Why — M. Flippo 
Take Me Along — M. Flippo 
1587 Meadowcreek/Trailride 1550 Rock In the 	Road — L. Wylie 
1603 Thunderbird/Showboat 1551 Slaunch To Donegal — M. Smith 
1606 Shot 	Gun 	Boogie/Blue Water 1552 Walkin' 	And Talkin' — M. 	Flippo 
1612 Sasafrass/Ragtime Annie 1553 Shut That Gate — A. Andrus 
1613 Rareback/Rawhide 1555 Swinging With You — M. Flippo 
1624 Lucky/Booger Red 1557 Somebody Else's Date — M. Flippo 
1636 Sending Cindy/Golly Molly 1561 Queen Of the Square Dance Hall — A. 
1639 Garlando/Stingeree Andrus 
1640 Bullet/Wooleybooger 1562 Lonesome Road — A. Andrus 
1652 Tar 	Baby/Larry's Stomp 1563 Swing Your Baby Now — M. Flippo 
1666 Bluebonnet/Whirlwind 1564 Swing Her Easy, She Belongs To Me — 
1682 Home Sweet Home/Cripple Creek M. Flippo 
1686 Low 	Down 	Boogie/Marilyn 1565 Call Me Up When You've Got Nothing 
1692 Forest Creek/Trinity River Bottom To Do — M. Flippo 
1693 Uncle Bud/Shoot the Moon 1566 Are You Lonesome Tonight — A. Andrus 
1703 Mandolin Boogie/Gone 1567 Red Head Gal Of Mine - A. Andrus. 
1722 Dew Drops/Rumpus 1568 Money, Marbles And Chalk — L. Faught 
1735 Richmond/Chinese Breakdown 1569 North To Alaska — V. Parrish 
1739 Old Joe Clark/Devil's 	Dream 1570 Send Me Your Pillow — V. Parrish 
1744 Cindy/Ragtime Annie 1574 Walk Right Back — M. Flippo 
1746 Ida 	Red/Fishers 	Hornpipe 1575 Million 	Dollar 	Smile — M. 	Flippo 
1756 Kirkwood/Whiteface 1576 Quick Silver — M. Flippo 
17.c1 Puffin' On the Dog/Lone Star Rag 1577 South 	Pacific Shore — M. 	Flippo 
1767 Boyne 	Highlands Stomp/Rubber Dolly 1579 Somebody Loves You — A. Andrus 
1778 Sugarfoot Rag/Tulsa 1580 Old Fashion Love — A. Andrus 
1781 Cholly's 	Folly/Old 	Joe 	Clark 1581 Pickles — V. 	Parrish 
1736 High Gear/Blue Mountain Top 1582 Footprints In the 	Snow — V. 	Parrish 




Mexico — A. Andrus 
When 	the 	Saints 	Go 	Marching 	In — 
1508 Cindy Balance —A. Andrus A. Andrus 
1517 Auctioneer — M. 	Flippo 1591 Will She Ever Think Of Me — B. Evans 
1518 Squares Along the Yukon — R. Holt 1593 M anisette — L. 	Faught 
1522 Cielito Lindo — M. Flippo 1594 No Tear Drops Tonight — L. Faught 
1523 Heart 	Full Of Love —M. 	Flippo 1595 Don't Be a Baby, Baby — M. Flippo 
1527 Bundle Of 	Southern 	Sunshine — M. 1596 Norman — M. Flippo 
Flippo 1597 Walk On By — V. Parrish 
NOTES 
21 




Teasin' 	the 	Girls — V. 	Parrish 
I 	Can't Quit — M. Flippo 
If You 	Knew 	Susie — B. 	Evans 
1664 
1667 
You're 	Nobody 	Until 	Somebody 	Loves 
You — S. Fanara 
Jessie 	Polka — V. 	Parrish 
1631 Sukie — B. 	Evans 1668 Hawaiian 	Square — V. 	Parrish 
1604 April 	Showers — L. 	Faught 1669 Bill 	Bailey — A. 	Andrus 
1607 Call Me Baby — M. Flippo 1672 Bright 	And 	Shiny — M. 	Flippo 
1608 Round 	'N' 	Round — M. Flippo 1673 A 	Fooler, A Faker — B. Fisk 
1609 Kcep Those Cold 	Icy 	Fingers 	Off 	Of 1674 Texas Tornado — A. Brownlee 
Me — A. Andrus 1615 I'm 	Alone 	Because 	I Love 	You — A. 
1610 Too Many Sweethearts — A. Andrus Andrus 
1611 Smile, Darn You, Smile — M. 	Flippo 1626 Dime a Dozen — M. Flippo 
1614 Lock My Heart — B. Evans 1677 It's 	Been 	Nice — V. 	Parrish 
1615 Johnny Jingo — M. 	Flippo 1678 Come On Home -- V. Parrish 
1617 Caper — M. Flippo 1681 Tie 	Me 	Kangaroo 	Down — A. 	Andrus 
1620 By the Sea — G. Byrns 1683 Hey Ma — A. Brownlee 
1621 Blue 	Eyes — A. 	Brownlee 1684 Tennessee 	Gal — N. Merrbach 
1622 Down Yonder In 	New 	Orleans — A. 1685 Mamma Inez — S. Fanara 
Brownlee 1688 Don't 	You 	Call 	Me 	Sweetie — B. 	Fisk 
1623 Give 	My 	Regards To 	Broadway — 	J. 1689 Mamma Don't Allow — S. Fanara 
Brower 1690 Oh! 	Johnny — 	S. 	Fanara 
1625 Glory 	Hallalujah — A. Andrus 1691 Just a Gadabout — S. 	Fanara 
1629 Cocain Blues — L. 	Faught 1694 Oh! My Oh! — A. Brownlee 
1630 Possum Song — A. Andrus 1695 Old 	Fashion 	Girl — J. 	Brower 
1631 There'll 	Be 	Some 	Changes 	Made — A. 1697 Broken Hearted — 	A. Brownlee 
Andrus 1698 Paper 	Doll — S. Fanara 
1632 You've 	Got 	the 	Right 	String 	Baby, 	But 1699 Makc Friends — A. Andrus 
the Wrong Yo Yo A. Brownlee 1700 Zippity 	Doo 	Da — S. 	Fanara 
1635 O'd 	Mother 	Nature — L. 	Faught 1703 Vacation -- M. Flippo 
1637 Jingle Bells -- A. 	Andrus 1704 I Wanta Go Home — L. Faught 
1638 Don't 	Expect 	Kisses — A. Andrus 1706 Time 	Changes 	Everything — J. 	Brower 
1641 Down At the Roadside Inn — A. Brownlee 1707 Best Things In Life Are Free — A. Andrus 
1642 Old 	Heckler 	( Party 	R e c o r d) — A. 1710 Ragtime 	Gal 	S. 	Fanara 
Brownlee 1711 Dancing On Top Of the World — 	S. 
1643 Wreck Of the Old '97 — B. Evans Fanara 
1644 Crazy Rhythm — J. Turner 1712 Put Your Arms Around Me — A. Brown- 
1647 Under Your Spell — A. Andrus lee 
1648 Then 	I'll 	Be 	Happy — A. 	Andrus 1713 Mountain 	Dew -- V. Parrish 
1649 My Ideal — M. Flippo 1714 Don't Blame It All On Me -- A. Andrus 
1650 True 	Love — B. 	Fisk 1715 Pretty Girl 	In 	a Square Dance Dress — 
1651 Pass the Udder Udder — A. Brownlee V. 	Parrish 
1653 That's 	My Weakness — S. 	Fanara 1716 City Lights — 	S. 	Fanara 
1651 Anytime — B. 	Fisk 1717 Take 	These 	Chains From 	My 	Heart — 
1655 James -- M. Flippo B. Fisk 
1655 hat 	Certain 	Party — V. 	Parrish 1718 Bless Them 	All 	A. Andrus 
1659 Heart Of M1 Heart — A. Andrus 1719 Blue Moon Of Kentucky -- M. Flippo 
1660 Swing That 	Maid — M. Flippo 1720 Someday — B. Fisk 
1661 Blue Sioux City 	Five -- M. 	Flippo 1721 After 	She's 	Gone — A. 	Andrus 
1662 Is It True 	What They 	Say About 	Dixie 1723 Don't Let the Stars 	Get In 	Your 	Eyes 
—V. Parrish — A. Brownlee 
1663 Hello Bluebird — B. 	Fisk 1724 Marilyn -- C. 	Custer 
NOTES 
25 







Miss Mary — A. Andrus 
I 	Had Someone 	Else — A. Andrus 
Hello 	Dolly — M. Flippo 
Dream Train — M. 	Flippo 
Careless Love — A. Andrus 
Brighten the 	Corner — A. Andrus 
WITH CALLS—LP ALBUMS-
- 331/3 RPM—$3.98 
1001 	Flippo 	Flips — M. 	Flippo 
1002 Marshall Flippo M. 	Flippo 
1003 	Andy Andrus Calls 'Em Wild — A. An- 
1 733 I'm 	Walking the 	Floor 	Over You — A. drus 
Brownlee 1004 Fun 	Level 	Dances — M. 	Flippo 
1734 Ramble On -- L. Faught 1005 Andy Andrus 	Calls 	'Em Sensational 	- 
11.i7 Ramblin' 	Rose — A. 	Brownlee A, Andrus 
1738 Sheik Of Araby — A. Andrus 1006 Great 	Hippo 	Calls — M. 	Flippo 
1740 Green 	Light — S. 	Fanara 1007 Everybody 	Dances — M. Flippo 
1743 Playmate — S. 	Fanara 1008 01' 	ex—A. Brownlee 
1745 She's 	a 	Dancin' 	Swingin' 	Rose -- L. 1009 Beginner 	Dances — M. 	Flippo 
Faught 1010 Best 	Collection — M. Flippo 
1747 I'll Never Love Another — V. 	Parrish 1011 Blue Star 	Jubilee, 	Parts 	I, 2, 	3 
1749 Say It With a Smile — C. Custer 1012 Keep 	Smiling 	With Blue Star 	J. 
1750 Blue 	Blue 	Eyes - - A. 	Andrus Brower 
1751 Say Hello - B. 	Evens 
1752 Honey Love — B. Fisk ROUND DANCES 
1753 Bayou 	Baby — 	A. 	Andrus 3-1525 Star 	Waltz/Whispering 	Mixer 
1755 Paddlin Maddlin Home - S. Fanara 3-1528 Steppin' 	Out/Good 	Night Sweetheart 
1757 All 	By 	Myself 	M. 	Flippo 3-1537 Last 	Night/Swiss Polka 	Mixer 
1759 Say Something Sweet — M. 	Flippo 3-1547 Paul Jones/Georgia 	Polka 
1760 When 	the 	Whippoorwill 	Sings — 	M. 3-1548 Cecilia/Joe 	and 	Helen 	Two-Step 
Flippo 3-1556 Ocarina/Heartaches 
1763 So 	Round, 	So 	Firm, 	So 	Fully 	Packed 	- 3-1558 I Dream Of You/Baby 0' Mine 
B. 	Fisk 3-1560 Red Head/Oh 
1764 Rich Livin' 	Woman 	M. 	Flippo 1572 Merry 	Oldsmobile 	Mixer/Sentimental 
1/65 Crying 	On My 	Shoulder -- A. 	Andrus Dream 
1766 Super Cal — S. Fanara 1578 Walk-- Don't 	Run/Happy 	Pair 
1768 You Can't Take It With You —M. Flippo 1588 Nola/Jessie Polka 
1769 Maybe - A Andrus 1592 Chop 	Suey 	Polka/Polkadot 	Glide 
1770 I'm 	In 	Love — A. 	Brownlee 1602 Frankie and Johnny/Jolly Polka 
1771 Dancing In 	the Street -- M. 	Flippo 1605 Dancing 	In 	the 	Streets/By 	the 	Sea 
1772 Everywhere You 	Go --- B. Fisk 1616 Remember Today/Samba Polka 
1773 I 	Thank 	My 	Lucky 	Stars 1618 Honey Bun/76 Trombones 
1774 Truly 	Fair --- M. 	Flippo 1619 Bill 	Bailey/Stardust 	Mixer 
1775 Silver Moon 	Upon 	the 	Golden 	Sands 1626 Ooh La 	La/Infatuation 
--- A. 	Brownlee 1627 Kansas Kitty/Smiles 	Mixer 
1777 Out Of Your Mind — A. Brownlee 1628 Honest 	and 	Truli/Susie 	Mixer 
1779 You Call Everybody Darling — M. Flippo 1633 Love Makes the World Go 	Round/ 
1780 Fairweather Sweetheart — M. Flippo Blue Moon 
1 784 Let the Rest Of the World Go By — A. 1634 Swingin' 	Gently/Jealous 
Andrus 1645 Frauline/Rose 	Room 
1785 Ej 	Marie — A. 	Brownlee 1646 Ramblin' 	On/That's 	My 	Weakness 
1657 Slow 	Poke/City 	Lights 
WITH CALLS 1659 My Ideal/Acapulco 
1503 Raley's 	Romp/Cindy 	Balance -- 	A. 	An- 1665 That 	Happy 	Feeling/Just For Two 
d rus 1670 Ten Pretty Girls/Lansing's 	Mixer 
NOTES 
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BLUE STAR (continued) 	  
  
  
1671 	I'm Forever Blowing Bubbles/All By 
Myself 
1679 	Tag-A-Long/ Baby Look At You Now 
1690 Keeshka Polka/Tell Me True 
1687 	Western Swing/Street Where You Live 
1696 Mrs. Bailey Mixer/Mamma Inez 
1701 	Everywhere You Go/Moonlight Be/ 
1702 Enchanted Two-Step/Doll Dance 
1705 	Missouri Waltz/Sunny Side 
1709 Emperor Waltz/Don't Let Me Dream 
1725 	Love Walked In/Rondelier Waltz 




1122 Sage Brush/Big Sandy 
1118 Uncle Remus/Mule Skinner 
1195 Four Star Rag/Cindy 
FLIPS—INSTRUMENTALS/with CALLS 
1101 Bo Weevil — N. Hale 
1104 I Saw Your Face In the Moon — C. Ro- 
gan 
1108 Alice Blue Gown — N. Hale 
1113 Linger Awhile — N. Hale 
1111 Marie — N. Hale 
1112 Pocket Full Of Dreams — N. Hale 
1 113  Everything's Nice About You — N. Hale 
1114 Hindustan — N. Hale 
1115 Into Each Life Some Rain Must Fall - 
N. Hale 
1116 Blackboard Of My Heart — B. Lewis 
1117 Ten Years — B. Lewis 
1119 End Of the Line — B. Lewis 
1120 I Cin't Give You Anything But Love — 
C. Guest 
1121 	Feel That Old Age Creeping On — C. 
Guest 
1123 You Know She Loves You Most Of All 
— C. Guest 
1124 We're Drifting Further And Further 
Apart — C. Guest 
1125 Everybody's Gonna Dance Tonight — 
B. Lewis 
1126 Singing Bye-B,,e Blues — B. Lewis 
1127 Please Don't Talk About Me When I'm 
Gone — C. Guest 
1736 	Struttin With Maria/Venetian Melody 
1741 Lonely Me/Love Ya Mixer 
1742 	Misty/Cameos and Lace 
1748 Old Man River/Petticoat Junction 
1754 	lavisible Tears/Swinging Two Step 
1758 A Night In Rio/Skipping Along Mixer 
1762 	You're the Only World I Know/ Lou- 
ella 
1776 	Summer Sounds/Baby Look At You 
Now 
1782 	Grand Sashay Mixer/Ruthie's Waltz 
1783 Pokey/Western Mixer 
1788 	Goofus/Mamie's Mixer 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, 
323 W. 14th ST., HOUSTON, TEXAS 
1128 Swing With the Girl That You Adore 
— C. Guest 
1129 Salty Dog — N. Hale 
1130 Cherokee Maiden — B. Lewis 
1131 What Fun It's Gonna Be — B. Lewis 
1132 Swing Your Bundle Of Love — N. Hale 
1133 That's When I Miss You Most — J. 
Robertson 
1134 Biting My Finger Nails — J. Robertson 
1135 Hello Mary Lou — J. Robertson 
1136 Four Leaf Clover — N. Hale 
1137 Tuck Me To Sleep — N. Hale 
1138 Jambalaya — J. Robertson 
1139 Down In Old Mexico — J. Robertson 
1140 I Never Knew — H. Smith 
1141 Your Lips Tell Me No, No — N. Hale 
1142 Minnie the Mermaid — N. Hale 
1143 Rosalita — T. White 
1144 Brown Eyes — J. Robertson 
1145 Silver Dew — T. White 
1146 Kissin — H. Wolfraim 
1147 You Little Sweet Little You — C. Drake 
1148 I Only Want a Buddy Not a Girl — C. 
Drake 
1149 Walking Along — B. Aubuchon 
1150 Right Up Town — A. Morvent 
1151 You Do Something To Me — T. Pharr 
1152 Stolen Love — H. Wolfraim 
1153 Little Ba'd Of Gold — C. Dunman 
1154 Smoke On the Water — L. Sturgis 
1155 Swing For Me — B. Redford 
1156 Blue Water Line — C. Drake 




1158 Ring Of Fire — B. Dittemore 
1159 Puff the Magic Dragon — B. Dittemore 
1 160 Six Days On the Road — B. Dittemore 
1161 	Ace In the Hole — B. Radford 
1162 Tavern In Town — C. Drake 
1163 Calico Girl — D. Slocum 
1164 Sunday — D. Slocum 
1165 Margie — D. Slocum 
1166 I Like Your Kind Of Love — B. Dittemore 
1167 Jellybean Stompo.rs Ball — B. Radford 
116B Baby Doll — D. Slocum 
1169 I'll See You In Mt Dreams — B. Radford 
1170 Talk Back Trembling Lips — B. Dittemore 
1171 Don't Let Me Dream — D. Slocum 
1172 If I Could Be With You — D. Slocum 
1173 	Little Bitty Tear — B. Dittemore 
1174 Wait For the Wagon — J. Robertson 
1175 Trouble In My Arms — B. Dittemore 
1176 Howdy Neighbor — B. Dittemore 
1177 Your Heart Tur-ed Left -- B. Dittemore 
1178 Roses Of Picardy — D. Slocum 
1179 	Freight Train — B. Dittemore 
FAMILY SQUARES 
WITH CALLS—LP ALBUMS 
331/3 RPM — $3.98 
43001 	North American Square Dances - P. 
Moore 
43002 Progressive Teaching Album — D. Jones 
43003 Instant Square Dancing For Beginners 
P. Hartman 
WITH CALLS — 98c 
42001 	Its American Man/Star Bound — P. 
Moore 
42002 Easy Like ABC/Swing Happy — P. 
Moore 
42003 What Do I Care/Kingston Chain — 
P. Moore 
42004 Double Orbit/Turn Back To Swanee -
P. Moore 
42005 Tom Tom Twister/Please Stay Home -
P. Moore 
42006 Ragtime Shuffle/All Over the World 
1180 Two Timin' Gal — D. Slocum 
1181 	Singin & Swingin — D. Slocum 
1182 Polka On a Banjo — J. Robertso- 
1183 Good Clean Fun — J. Robertson 
1184 Invisible Tears — K. Thomsen 
1185 Blowin In the Wind — C. Lambert 
1186 Idaho — B. Wickers 
1187 Nobody's Business But Our 0.- — H. 
Wolfraim 
1188 Mexico — K. Thomsen 
1189 Summer Sounds — C. Lambert 
1193 Anne — C. Lambert 
1191 You All Come — B. Dittemore 
1192 Love Bug — B. Dittemore 
1193 One 01 the Right Is On the Left — 
— C. Lambert 
1194 When the Ship Hit the Sand — C. 
Lambert 
1196 Count Down — B. Dittemore 
1197 I 	Can't Believe You're 	M;ie — H. 
Wolfraim 
GRENN, INC., 
P.O. BOX 16, BATH, OHIO 
— P. Moore 
42007 Let's Dance/From Me To You — D. 
Jones 
42008 Heads And Sides/I Like Mountain Mu-
sic — D. Jones 
42009 Promenade Inside/Sheik Of Squaraby 
— D. Jones 
42010 Star Dosey/Mack's Star — D. Jones 
42011 Chain Hash/Good Old Summertime — 
D. Jones 
42012 Banjo Ball/Round-Up — D. Jones 
42013 Musical Introduction/Wrong Way -
P. Hartman 
42014 Clap Hands/Please Come Home — P. 
Hartman 
42015 Military Style/Look At You Now — P. 
Hartman 
42016 Be Careful/New Partners All — P. Hart-
man 




EDWARDS RECORDS SERVICE 
P.O. BOX 194, PARK RIDGE, ILLINOIS FLIP 	
HOEDOWNS 
101 Battle of New Orleans/Black Mountain 
Rhythm 
FLIPS-INSTRUMENTALS/with CALLS 
102 Salty Dog Breakdown — H. Hall 
103 Orange Blossom Special — H. Hall 
104 Grand Prowl -- H. Hall 
105 Goose Bumps — H. Hall 
106 Sauer Kraut — J. Hendron 
107 Buck's Hoedown — J. Hendron 
108 Cecelia — R. Quads 
109 Total Stranger — R. Holt 
110 	Up the River — H. Pickle 
III 	Frosty the Snowman — J. Roth 
112 Playmates — J. Roth 
113 Hot Banjo Boogie — R. Holt 
114 Glow Worm — B. Brown 
115 Green Green — E. Hempel 
116 Red Hot Susie -- L. Newton 
117 Dixieland Swing — A. Matthews 
118 Walk Right In — E. Hempel 
ROUND DANCES 
501 	Louisiana Waltz/Catch A Falling Star 
502 Blue Dancing Shoes/Buttons and Bows 
503 Silver Dollar/Little Grass Shack 
504 	Bells Of Avalon/Tiptoe Through the Tulips 
GO 
GO RECORDS, 1105 FOSTER ST., 
SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA 
FLIPS--INSTRUMENTALS/with CALLS 
101 Hey Porter — M. McCoslin 
102 Prairie Moon — M. McCoslin 
103 S.S. Lureline — M. McCoslin 
104 Chewing Gum — A. Morvent 
105 Little Liza Jane — A. Morvent 
106 Frankie And Johnny - A. Morvent 
107 Picture Window Facing South — R. War-
rick 
108 Nobody's Sweetheart M. Holly 
109 Wings Of an Angel — M. McCoslin 
110 Sioux City Sue -- W. Dyer 
1 1 1 One Time Too Often — M. McCoslin 
112 Polly Wolly Doodle -- W. Dyer 
113 	Bye, Bye, Blackbird — B. Kivett 
114 Worried Man — W. Dyer 
GRENN 	  GRENN, INC., P.O. BOX 16, BATH, OHIO 
HOEDOWNS 
12002 Catie M/Grennlin 
12006 Hot Pepper/Ontario 
12010 Molly Ann/Rolling Stone 
12016 Rockin' Cindy/Choctaw 
12028 	Merle's Gallop/Blue Hill Tunnel 
12032 Charlotte's Downbeat/Ragtime 
12036 Rocky River/Will-O-Wisp 
12038 Clear Track Special/Sugar Foot Wild 
12042 Town And Country/Gitfiddle Rag 
12045 Possum Sop/Orange Blossom Special 
12050 Cackling Hen/Soldier's Joy 
12052 Shcrbrooke/Bucke,,e Hoedown 
13053 Beaver Creek/Twisted Hoedown 
12057 Railey Special/Sally G 
12058 Revere Romp/Flop Eared Mule  
12060 Red Hot River/Alambama Hot Jubilee 
12062 One Horse Reel/Taos 
12063 Special Events 
12068 Galleywes+/G Train 
12071 Rolling High/Kitatinny 
12080 Kickin' It Up/Cornfield Holler 
12081 Whirlpool Hoedown/Piney Woods 
Whoop 
FLIPS-INSTRUMENTALS/with CALLS 
12033 Kingston Town E. Johnston 
12034 	Friendship — E. Johnston 
12035 Big Daddy — J. Davis 
12037 Johnston's Rag — E. Johnston 
12039 Just the Same — R. Schneider 
12040 That Old Bilbao Moon — E. Johnston 
12041 	Doodle-De-Doo --- E. Johnston 
NOTES 
29 
GRENN (continued) 	  
12047 Thru the White And Drifted Snow 
—R. Schneider 
12048 Mack Is Back — E. Johnston 
12049 Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer -
E. Johnston 
12051 	Summertime — R. Schneider 
12054 Portugal — R. Schneider 
12055 Ragtime Cowboy Joe — E. Johnston 
12056 Baby's Gone Bye Bye — J. Davis 
12059 Auld Lange Syne — E. Johnston 
12061 Dancing On Top Of the World- 
R. Schneider 
12064 Stairway To Paradise 	E. Johnston 
12065 Pretty Maid -- E. Johnston 
12666 Southtown USA — J. Davis 
12067 Island In the Sun — R. Schneider 
12069 You Must Have Been a Beautiful Baby 
— J. Davis 
12070 Just a Stomp At Twilight — J. Davis 
12072 This Old Riverboat — J. Davis 
12073 Mighty Mississippi — E. Johnston 
12074 	Hi Jolly 	J. Davis 
12075 Hawaiian Tattoo - - R. Schneider 
12076 Clementine - E. Johnston 
12077 Henry the Eighth — E. Johnston 
12078 This Land Is Your Land — J. Davis 
12079 Yellow Bird - R. Schneider 
12082 Denver — R. Schneider 
WITH CALLS—WORKSHOP 
12001 Dixie-Daisy Workshop/Pair the Line 
Workshop -- J. Davis 
12005 Grenn and Bear It/Split Square Thru 
Workshop — R. Schneider 
12015 Shuffle the Deck Workshop/Dogbone 
— R. Schneider 
12021 Ocean Wave Workshop/Red Hot Ri-
ver - J. Davis 
12027 Star Thru Workshop/Wheel and Deal 
Wo-kshop - R. Schneider 
12031 	H •If Sashay Workshop/Wheeling Pairs 
— J. Davis 
WITH CALLS—EP ALBUMS 
45 RPM—$1.95 
13001 	Shake the Dice Workshop/Will-O-Wisp 
Fold the Line Workshop/Thornapple 
13002 Dixie Star-Thru Workshop/Wheel And 
Deal Hash 
Quarter Left Workshop/Rocky Quarters 
13003 	All-Four-Couple Hash/Ends Cross Over 
Workshop 
Cast-Off Workshop/Chain Hash 
13004 Peel-Off Workshop/Curlique Workshop 
Instant Route Hash/Instant Box Hash 
13005 Wheel-Thru Workshop/Wheel-Thru 
Hash 
Stack the Wheel Workshop/Ends Turn 
In Hash 
13006 Beer Mug Chain/Trio-Deal 
Folding Workshop/Folding Hash 
13007 Swing-Thru Workshop/Swing-Thru Hash 
Island Chain/Arching Dancers 
13008 Susie Q Dive/01' Buster Hash 
Swing And Run/Fun Hash 
13009 Run Workshop/Running Hash 
Hook-4-In-Line/Siamese Twins 
13010 	Curl-Thru Workshop/Circulate Work- 
shop 
Others/Buster's Graduation 
13011 Easy Tandem/Tandem Joyride 
Chain 'Ern Swing 'Ern Tanden/Tande-
moniurn 
13012 Arky Workshop 
13013 Chain Star Thru/Loop the Loop Work-
shop 
Spin the Top/Circulate Hash 
13014 Clover And Anything/Cloverleaf Work-
shop 
Dixie Daisy Hash/Dixie Daisy Workshop 
13015 Cast Back Workshop/Old Buster's Dou-
ble Cross 
Trade Workshop/Trade Back Hash 
13016 Slide Thru Workshop/Slide Thru Hash 
Turn Thru Workshop/Turn Thru Hash 
13017 Ole Buster's Turn Over/Pass To the 
Center Workshop 
Dixie Spin Workshop/Dixie Spin Hash 
ROUND DANCES 
14001 Hey Mr. Guitar/Beautiful Girls of 
Vienna 
14002 Bye Bye Blues/Sophia 
14003 Summer Breeze/Neapolitan Waltz 
14004 Moonbeam Waltz/Chita Boo Mixer 
14005 Holiday Waltz/Gingerbread 
14006 Sweetheart of Sigma Chi Waltz/Who 
14007 Piano Roll Waltz/Alabama Jubilee 
Mixer 








Lady 	Be 	Good — J. Davis 
YCJ 	Alone — E, 	Johnston 





Twenty Four Hours a 	Day/Stars In My 
Eyes 
Me And My Gal/Apple Blossom Waltz 
Free 	And 	Easy/Candy 
14009 Waltz 	Duet/Mack's 	Round 14050 Chattanooga 	Choo 	Choo/Linger 
14010 Moonlight 	Waltz/ Manning's 	Mixer Awhile 
14011 Dream 	Walk/Waltz Together 14051 One 	Kiss/Kiss 	In 	the 	Dark 
14012 Elmer's Tune/Shortcake 14052 Wildflower/Born To Dance 
14013 Waltz 	In 	June/It's 	True 14053 Evening 	Star/Norma's 	Waltz 
14014 Stumbling/Mickey 14054 Rhythm In the 	Rain/By Heck 
14015 Lady Be Good/TuTu 14055 Beautiful 	Love/I Hum 	a Waltz 
14016 Lady 	Of 	Spain/Very 	Chic 14056 Auf 	Wiedersehn 	Not Goodbye/Keep 
14017 Domani Waltz/Lover's Guitar It Sunny 
14018 Mannita Waltz/Same Old We 14057 June 	Night/Beautiful 	Lady 
14019 Remember 	When 	Waltz/Happy 	Two 14058 While We're 	Young/Pretty 	Baby 
Step 14059 Golden 	Earrings/Kentucky Home 
14020 May 	Tears 	Ago/Tico 	Tico 14060 When We Waltz/Forever You 
14021 Lonesome Mama 	Blues/Waltz 	In Para- 
dise 
14061 Never Should 	Have Told 	You/Tic Toc 
Melody 
14022 One Rose/Mais Oui 14062 Hello Dolly/ Is You 	Is My Baby 
14023 Waltz With 	Me/Fair Lady 14063 Hooten-Toot/ Pixie 
14024 Missing You/White Dove Waltz 14064 Dancing On a Moonbeam/Two Hearts 
14025 Brasilia/Lingering 	Lovers 14065 I 	Remember 	You/Safari 	Tango 
14026 Waltz-a-Round/Siesta 	In 	Seville 14066 Put Your Dreams 	Away/Easy To Love 
14027 Sea 	Breeze/A-La-Carty 14067 I 	Could 	Have Danced 	All 	Night/ 
14028 Goodnight 	Sweet 	Love/White 	Silver Georgia Blues 
Sands Mixer 14063 Miss 	You 	Tonight/I 	Want 	a Girl 
14029 Dancing 	Cheek 	to 	Cheek/Rain 	In 14069 Bye Bye Mama /It's a Sin 
Spain 14070 Lit1le 	Spanish 	Town/Lotus 	Blossom 
14030 Sleepy Time Gal/Hey, 	Look Me Over Waltz 
14031 Doodley Doo Mixer/Ain't-Cha 	Glad 14071 Fund-Derful/Many Times 
14032 Smoothie/Mozart 	Waltz 14072 S'il 	Vous 	Plait/Maytime 
14033 Enchanted 	Waltz/Red 	Robin 14073 Spinning a Web/Maybe 
14034 Deep 	Purple/Waltzing On 	the 	Mall 14074 Alab ,ma Waltz/ D' Lo eely 
14035 Are You 	Lonesome 	Tonight/East Of 14075 Ramona/Manhattan 
the Sun 14076 Teachin'/Silver 	Lining 
14036 Ballerina 	Waltz/Chell 	L la Everywhere 	Mixer/Virginny 	Mixer 
14037 One You Love/Will-O-Wee 14077 Everybody Loves a Lover/Gingersnlp 
14038 Alice 	Blue 	Gown/Gai-!- y 14078 Heavenly Night/Tango Mannita 
14039 Too Much Mustard/R '°  14079 Dream 	Tango/Zembesi 
14040 Golden 	Gate Waltz/Billy 14080 All Alone/Look Me 0 rer 
14041 Moon Over Miami/Mimi Shore 14081 Love Me Tenderly/San Francisco Bay 
14042 It's Moonglow/Rebel 	Rock 14082 Archie's Melody/Winter Mixer 
14043 Rhumba 	Round/Chili And Chaps 14083 Allez 	Vous 	En/Moonlight 	Saving 	Time 
14044 Merry Widow 	Walk/St. 	Louis 	Blues 14084 Deep In My Heart/Wonderful Rain 
14045 Roundabout Rock/Old Town Mixer 14085 Latin 	Louie/Someone 
14046 Sweethearts 	On 	Parade/Reminiscing 14086 Carolina Morn/New Love 
Waltz 14087 Taste Of Honey/Connecticut Waltz 
NOTES 
31 
HI-HAT 	  
HOEDOWNS 
601 Deuces Wild/Pair Of Kings 
602 Mustache Jack/Joker 
603 Jack '0 Diamonds/Straight Flush 
604 Twenty One/Grand Slam 
605 Stone Rag/So Bossie 
606 Dang Fiddle/Swingin' Doll 
607 Hi-De-Ho/Whoa Dobbin 
609 Jim-Jam/What a Gal 
FLIPS—INSTRUMENTALS/with CALLS 
302 When You Wore a Tulip — W. West 
304 Yellow Rose Of Texas — M. Olds 
306 Jealous Heart — M. Olds 
:07 Tavern In a Town — W. West 
:08 Wild Over You — R. & J. Orme 
310 Careless Love — B. Green 
312 Face In the Moon — D. Houlton 
313 Linda Sue — D. Hills 
314 Oh Johnny — J. Kadish 
315 Somebody Else Will — W. West 
317 Darktown Strutters Ball — W. Jessup 
318 Caribbean —J. Livingston 
319 One You Love — E. Kinney 
320 Two Hoots — B. Foross 
321 Livin', Lovin', Laughin' — L. McCormack 
322 Five Foot Two — R. Bates 
323 New Orleans — D. Houlton 
324 I'm Not Fooling — D. Weaver 
325 That's My Girl — E. Kinney 
326 Devil Woman — B. Green 
227 Foolish Questions—J. Kadish 
729 Little Bit Of Sugar — L. McCormack 
329 Good Time Polka — E. Kinney 
330 Till the Well Runs Dry — D. Hills 
331 Bird Of Paradise -- R. Bates  
HI•HAT RECORDS, 11231/2 N. SWEETZER, 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
332 Saving Your Kisses — J. Livingston 
333 Second Hand Rose — D. Houlton 
334 Shame On You — E. Kinney 
335 Chim Chim Cheree — R. Silvius 
336 Don't Fence Me In — B. Wickers 
WITH CALLS —LP ALBUMS 
331/3 R.P.M. —$3.98 
/001 Modern Square Dances — W. West 
ROUND DANCES 
801 	Hillbilly Two-Step/C'est Magnifiq .,e 
803 Dancing In Paradise/Let's Dance 
804 Teasin' Melody/Honeycomb 
806 Ding Dong Daddy/Driving Me Crazy 
807 San Antonio Rock/Whispering  
808 Chiquita/Anniversary Song 
812 Careless Love/River Of Dreams 
813 Linda Two Step/Are You Lonesome 
814 Hot Toddy/Strutters Two Step 
815 Love For Two/Dancing With You 
816 Amelia/Bleck Orchids 
817 Jambalaye/Me And My Shadow 
818 Johnny-O-Polka/Young At Heart 
819 You Alone/Ginger 
820 My Silent Love/La Ronda Waltz 
821 Top Brass/Waltz You Saved For Me 
822 Four Walls/Way Down Yonder 
823 Talkin' About the River/Lemon Tree Sam-
ba 
824 I'm Gonna Build a Fence/My Best To You 
825 Milord/Call It Love 
826 Shufflin'/Wouldn't You Know 
827 Mood Indigo/Ain't She Sweet 
823 It's You/'S Wonderful 
829 Bernadine/Girl That I Marry 
JEWEL RECORDS, 328 LINDA AVE., 
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA JEWEL 	
101 
HOEDOWNS 
Union County/Chinese Breakdown 
102 
103 
Slowly — J. O'Brien 
Little Heartache— 	J. O'Brien 
105 Red 	River Train/Ole Sally 104 Till the End Of the World — J. O'Brien 
III Sourwood Mountain/John Henry 106 Beverly Hillbillies— L. Calhoun 
112 Cookin' Cabbage/Cumberland Gap 107 Foot Of the Bed — L. Calhoun 
137 Ouch/Molly 108 Loose Talk — J. O'Brien 
138 	Square 'Ern Up/Welkin' the Dog 109 Ha mbone — L. Calhoun 
FLIPS—INSTRUMENTALS/with CALLS 110 Blame It On the Bosa Nova — L. Calhoun 
100 I Won't Go Huntin' — J. O'Brien 113 Blue Blue Day — J. O'Brien 
NOTES 
32 
JEWEL (continued) 	  
114 
115 
Big Wheel —J. O'Brien 
Cottonfields — J. O'Brien 
126 
127 
Mob — L. Calhoun 
Big River —J. O'Brien 
116 That's How Much I Love You — L. Cal- 129 Sam's Hill — J. O'Brien 
houn 130 Copper Kettle —J. O'Brien 
117 My Old Kentucky Home — R. Bohn 131 Hallo 	Dolly/That's 	Where 	My 	Money 
118 Santa Claus Is Coming To Town — L. Cal- Goes — J. O'Brien 
houn 133 Pearly 	She'ls —J. O'Brien 
119 I Walk the Line — L. Calhoun 134 Big City — J. O'Brien 
120 Good Man Is Hard To Find — R. Bohn 135 I'm Gonna Have Love — J. O'Brien 
122 Hello Dolly — L. Calhoun ROUND DANCES 
123 I Heard the Bluebirds Sing — L. Calhoun 121 Let 	Me 	Call 	You 	Sweetheart/Bonnie 
124 Don't Let Your Deal Go Down — L. Cal- Mixer 
houn 128 Glory Of Love/Cold Cold 	Heart 
125 Crooked Little Man — L. Calhoun 132 Bubbles/Red 	Roses 	For a Blue 	Lady 
KALOX 	  KALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO., 316 STARR ST., DALLAS 3, TEXAS 
HOEDOWNS — B. 	Lewis 
1012 
1020 
Red 	Hot 	Cabbage/Muddy 	Mississippi 
Deep Elem Glide/Beer Creek Jump 
1019 Mean Woman With Green Eyes — C. 
Guest 
1022 Jonny Up a Gum Stump/Water Boy 1021 Sugar Daddy — S. Mitchell 
Boogie 1024 Sweet Poop., — H. Smith 
1029 Rip 	Tide 	12:g/Wayward 	Hoedown 1025 I Don't Mind — C. Guest 
1034 Don't Let the Deal Go Down/Fat Boy 1026 She's Gone — B. Lewis 
Rag 1027 Let 	a Smile 	Be 	Your 	Umbrella —S. 
1035 Rag 	Mopp/Happy 	Rattle Mitchell 
1044 Headin' For the Barn/Down Home Rag 1028 Walking To Kansas City— B. Lewis 
1346 Boot Heel Shuffle/Old Joe Clark 1030 1 Saw the Light — H. Smith 
1049 Lone Star Rag/Latin Hoedown 1031 Jose — C. Guest 
1055 Nobody/Coming Ro,:rd the Mountain 1032 Happy 	Life — B. Yerington 
1059 Yakkity-Yak/Cur-berlin' 	Gap 1033 Rainbow Round My Shoulder — S. Mit- 




Rosetta — B. Lewis 
Pretty Little 	Miss — H. 	Smith 
1002 She's Mighty Sweet — C. Guest 1038 Believe Me — C. Guest 
1004 False 	Hearted 	Girl — C. 	Guest 1039 I 	Still 	Get 	Jealous — B. 	Yerington 
1006 Pretty Little Thing — C. Guest 1040 Kissin Cousin S. 	Mitchell 
1009 She 	Likes 	Da icing 	That 	Way — C. 1041 So 	Long 	Dearie — B. 	Lewis 
Guest 1012 Paying Off the Interest — H. Helsel 
1010 Somebody's 	Pushing —C. Guest 1043 Sunbonnet Sue 	— H. Smith 
1011 My 	Blue He•vel-- C. Guest 1045 You 	Don't Care — C. Guest 
1013 Dreamy Melody — B. Lewis 1017 That's Where 	My 	Money 	Goes — V. 
1014 After You've Gone —C. Guest Parrish 
1015 Do It Yours- If Rod Wing — B. Lewis 10'9 Love Mo Ho-ey Do — B. Yerington 
1016 I'm 	Kinda 	Gonna Wenta 	Swing 	With 1050 Girl Crazy — S. Mitchell 
You — C. Guest 1051 Lazy 	River — L. 	Helsel 
1017 Tico 	Tico — S. 	Mitchell 1052 Around the World — B. 	Lewis 
1018 We've Got a Long, Long Way To Go 1053 Easy Way — H. Smith 
NOTES 
33 
KALOX (continued) 	  
1054 Bumming Around — C. Guest 
1055 Alabama Maid — V. Parrish 
1057 You Were Only Fooling — S. Mitchell 
1058 My Confession 	H. Lackey 
1061 If You Knew Susie — B. Lewis 
KEENO 
INSTRUMENTAL SINGING CALLS 
2120 Margie/Square Dance Party 
2230 Pickin Up a Storm/Detour 
FLIPS—INSTRUMENTALS/with CALLS 
2100 Lady Loves To Dance — H. Bausch 
2110 Don't Sit Under the Apple Tree — H. 
Bausch 
2130 Mack the Dancer ( Mack the Knife) -
H. Bausch 
2140 Your Little Sweetheart — B. Pickett 
2150 Later Than You Think — H. Bausch 
2160 Smiles — H. Bausch 
2170 Wizard — H. Bausch 
2180 Row, Row, Row — H. Bausch 
2190 Apple For the Teacher — H. Bausch 
2200 Wooden Heart— H. Bausch 
WITH CALLS—LP ALBUMS 
331/3 R.P.M.—$3.98 
2000 Best Oi Kalox — S. Mitchell 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, 
323 W. 14th ST., HOUSTON, TEXAS 
2210 Johnny Will — H. Rausch 
2220 Steel Guitar Rag 	H. Rausch 
2240 kichest Man In the World — H. Rausch 
2250 Old Lamplighter — H. Bausch 
2260 I Dream Of You — H. Bausch 
2270 I'd Still Be There — H. Bausch 
2280 Just To Be With You — H. McKechnie 
2290 When You And I Were Young — H. 
Bausch 
2300 Bungalow For Two — H. Bausch 
2310 Round Robin — H. Bausch 
2330 Set Me Free — H. Bausch 
WITH CALLS 
2122 Margie/Square Dance Part/ H. 
Bausch 
ROUND DANCES 
2320 Omaha/Blue Of the Night 
LONGHORN 	  ICALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO., 316 STARR ST., DALLAS 3, TEXAS 
HOEDOWNS 
306 Smiles Special/Resin Dust 
307 Five Thirty Breakdown/Boil the Cabbage 
FLIPS—INSTRUMENTALS/with CALLS 
129 Mona Lisa — R. Warrick 
130 Rolly Poly — J. Horn 
131 	I isy Bitsy Bikini — R. Warrick 
132 Still Water — J. Horn 
133 Walk Right Back — R. Warrick 
134 Haul Off And Love Me — A. Morvent 
135 Pray For the Light To Go Out — R. 
Warrick 
136 What It Means To Be Blue. — K. Golden 
137 Blue Hawaii — R. Warrick 
138 Two Timin' Blues — B. Peers 
139 How I Cried — V. Smith 
140 I'll Never Let You Go Little Darling -
H. Lackey 
141 	Mission Bells — R. Warrick  
142 Moon's Just Right — K. Golden 
i43 Dreaming Of You — J. Adkins 
144 Bailin' the Jack — B. Peters 
145 Free Home Demonstration — H. Lackey 
146 Gotta Take Me Back — R. Warrick 
147 Don't Call Me — V. Smith 
148 Be Bye Blue E /es — K. Golden 
149 Got a Lot Of Rhythm — B. Peters 
150 Tie Me to Your Apron Strings Again -
H. Lackey 
151 Highway To Nowhere — R. Warrick 
152 Back In Circulation — L. Calhoun 
153 Echo From the Hills — J. Adkins 
154 Tennessee Border — B. Peters 
402 Square C Romp — R. Chambers 
WITH CALLS—LP ALBUMS 
331/3 R.P.M. — $3.98 




LONGHORN (continued) 	  
ROUND DANCES 
204 Girl I Left Behind Me/Dream Train 
LORE 
HOEDOWNS 
1005 Pierre'/Buffalo Swine 
FLIPS—INSTRUMENTALS/with CALLS 
1 001 	Hashin' the Boogie — M. Engle 
1002 Sweet Clover Rag — M. Engle 
1003 Careless Love — M. Engle 
1004 Wrangler's Stomp — M. Engle 
1006 Limehouse Blues — M. Engle 
1008 Let's Think About Living — J. Hendron 
1009 Hey, Look Me Over — J. Hendron 
1010 Blackeyed Susan Brown — B. Henderson 
1011 Hundred To One -- J. Hendron 
1012 	Star Flicker - M. Engle 
1013 Over Yonder -- M. Engle 
1014 You Were Meant For Me — J. Creel 
1015 	Little Girl In Calico — B. Augustin 
016 Somebody's Taking Your Place — L. Cal-
houn 
1017 When You're Swinging — T. Mullen 
1018 Near You — L. Calhoun 
1019 Everything Is Rosy Now — T. Mullen 
1020 Whose Heart Are You Breaking Now --
T. White 
1021 Pick Me Up On Your Way Down — J. 
Creel 
1022 Sally, Let Your Bangs Hang Down - B. 
Lewis 
1023 Big Mamou - - J. Creel 
1074 	Ever Lov in' Dixie Land -- J. Creel 
1025 Colinda — J. Creel 
1026 Country Music's Gone To Town — J. 
Creel 
1027 New Moon Over My Shoulder — B. 
Augustin 
1028 You Are My Sunshine — B. Augustin 
1029 No, No Nora - T. Mullen 
1030 Candy Kisses — B. Augustin 
1031 Powder Your Face With Sunshine - 
J. Creel 
1032 Whispering — T. Dove 
PARTY SERIES 
500 Old Buster/Let's Have an After Party 
R. Warrick 
501 	Our Neighbor/Buster Has Arrived - R. 
Warrick 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
323 W. 14th ST., HOUSTON TEXAS 
1033 Good Man Is Hard To Find — J. Creel 
1034 Five Minutes More — B. Augustin 
1035 Things — J. Pierce 
1036 	Every Man a King --- B. Augustin 
1037 Mr. Sandman — S. Fanara 
1038 Muskrat Ramble — J. Creel 
1039 Dance Till Sunday Morning Saturday 
Night — B. Lewis 
1040 Hey, Look Me Over -- T. Dove 
1041 Waltzing Matilda--S. Cohen 
1042 Battle Cry 01 Freedom — B. Augustin 
1043 One Has Your Heart -- B. Augustin 
1044 I Can't Begin To Tell You — B. Augustin 
1015 Shanty In Old Shanty Town — J. Creel 
1046 Welkin' In My Sleep — B. Ditternore 
1047 This Old House — B. Augustin 
1048 Too Late - - B. Augustin 
1049 	Click Go the Shears -- R. Jones 
1050 Folson Prison Song — J. Pitchford 
1051 Whistling Piano Man — J. Creel 
1052 You Can't Have My Love -- J. Creel 
1053 All I Want For Christmas Is My Two 
Front Teeth — B. Peterson 
1054 Winter Wonderland -- B. Augustin 
1055 Sugar Time — B. Augustin 
1056 My Dreams Are Getting Better All the 
Time — B. Augustin 
1057 Marzy Doats — D. Kenyon 
1058 Forty Shades Of Green — D. Kenyon 
1059 Moments To Remember - B. Augustin 
1060 Yankee Doodle Dandy — R. Bates 
1061 	Down at Papa Joe's 	B. Augustin 
1062 Makes No Difference Now — B. Augus- 
tin 
1063 Home Sweet Home — J. Creel 
064 I'd Like To Swing You One More Time 
 - - B. Augustin 
1065 Ragged But Right — J. Creel 
1066 New Orleans — B. Arnold 






Ain't 	She 	Sweet -- 	A. 	Tipton 
Won't You Say You're Mine 	For 	Ever- 
more — B. 	Augustin 
1081 
1082 
Yonder 	Comes 	a Dancer 	— A. 	Tipton 
Red Roses For a Blue Lady B. Augus- 
tin 
1070 I Cried For You — B. Augustin 1083 Sweet Temptation — J. Creel 
1071 Swingin' 	M 	- J, Creel 1084 Why Haven't I Told You 	B. Augustin 
1072 Gonna Write 	Myself 	a 	Letter — 	A. 1085 Dance 	Is On — B. Dubree 
Tipton 1086 Go Swinging With a Lad /- - A. Tipton 
1073 Grand Old Flag — R. Bates 1087 Old 	Town 	Hall -- J. 	Creel 
1074 Cry Baby — A. Tipton 1088 What It Means To Be Lonesome — A. 
1075 Basin 	Street 	Blues — J. 	Creel Tipton 
1076 Are You 	From Dixie — J. Creel 1089 Ferris Wheel — E. Duming 
1071 Betcha My Heart I 	Love You --- B. Au- 
gustin 
WITH CALLS—LP ALBUMS 
331/3 R.P.M.—$3.98 
1078 Shine — J. 	Creel 
1079 
1080 
In My Own Peculiar Way 	B. Augustin 
Brush Those Tears From Your Eyes 	B. 
1001 New 	Orleans 	Style --- B. 	Augustin 
ROUND DANCES 
Augustin 1007 Midnight 	Waltz/Tailgate 	Bounce 
MacGREGOR 
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HOEDOWNS 7475 Loose Talk/Yellow 	Rose Of Texas 
7455 Rickett's 	Hornpipe/Billy 	In 	the 	Low 7495 Tweedle 
	Dee/Twelfth 	Street 	Rag 
Ground 7515 
When My Baby Smiles At Me/Teasin' 
7595 Mutable 	Muddle/Wright's 	Quick-Step 7535 Charming 	Little 	Widow/Jellybean 
7615 After They've Seen Paree/Whattayaknow 7555 Yes! 	We Have 
No 	Bananas/Country 
7635 Trixie's 	Special/Lookin' 	Back 	To 	See Style 
7675 Lighted Lantern Scramble/Keep It Neat 75;5 Original 	Dixieland 	
One 	Step/On 	My 
78=5 Somabod / Else is Taking My Place/Hell- Mind 
uvahoedown 7655 Glad 	Rags/Roses 	And 	Revolvers 
7375 Cool Breeze/Molly's Hoedown 7695 Minnie the Mermaid/Queen's 
	Quadrille 
7915 Kattie 	Hill/Goin' 	Up 	a Little Creek 7715 Smiles/Sing 	'n' 	Swing 
7955 New Alabama Jubilee/Boil Them 	Cab- 
bages 	Down 
7735 You're 	a Grind Old 	Flag/Hello, 	Hello, 
Hello 
8295 Welkin' In My 	Sleep/Sally 	Johnson 7755 Rnck 	And 	
Roll 	Polka /1 	Can't Give You 
8305 
8495 
Jack's 	Special/Sally 	Ann 
Cumberland 	Gap/Cotton 	Eyed 	Joe 7775 
	
Anything But Love 
Smile 	Darn 	Ya 	Smile/Santa 	Claus 	Is 
1535 Bill Chna turn/Green 	River Rag Comin' To Town 
8565 8th Of January/Home Sweet Home 7795 Down 	Among 	the 	Sheltering 	Palms/ 
3585 F ddlr r s 	Frolic/Yuocallit 
HOEDOWNS — LP ALBUM 7815 
Drivill 	Nails 
Swing 	That Gal 	From 	Tennessee/Say 
Howdy 
331/3 R.P.M. —$3.98 7855 Happy 	Reelin'/Tennessee 	No. 	9 
1205 Instrumental 	Square 	Dance 	Music 7895 Rid 	Old 	Paint/Chantez - Chantez 
INSTRUMENTAL SINGING CALLS 7935 'Round And 'Round /I Saw Your Face In 
7395 Boomerang/Truck 	Stop 	Grill the Moon 
7415 Home On the Range /Hey, Good Look- 7995 Rosie's Gone 	Again/High Society 
ing 8015 Rid in. 	Down the 	Canyon/Just 	Couldn't 
7435 Bully 	Of 	the 	Town/Powder 	Your 	Face Say Goodbye 








I 	Don't 	Care 	If 	the 	Sun 	Don't 	Shine/ 
Poor Boy 
Sugartime/Randy 	Lynn 	Rag 
Give 	Me a 	Little Kiss/Going 	Home 





Chili 	Pep — F. 	Jones 
Alabama 	Bound --- B. 	Van 	Antwerp 
Home Sweet Home Square — F. Jones 
Everybody Loves a Lover - 	B. Van Ant- 
werp 
Time/When 	You're 	Smiling 8935 Oldies — J. 	Helt 
8175 Tin Lizzy Quadrille/Dance, Dance Dance 8955 Blue 	Ridge Mountain 	Blues — F. 	Jones 
8195 Tuck 	Me 	To 	Sleep 	In 	My 	Old 	'lucky 8965 Having 	a 	Wonderful Time — B. Van 
Home/Highways Are Happy Ways Antwerp 
8215 Casey 	Jones/Sweetest 	Gal 	In 	Town 8975 My 	Bonnie 	Lies Over the 	Ocean — F. 
8235 True Blue/Waikiki Jones 
8255 Blue Bell/ Welkin' 	My Baby Back 	Home 8985 Rock in' 	Hoedown — B. 	Van 	Antwerp 
8275 Mary Lou/If Ain't Gonna Rain No More 8995 Six 	Mix - J. 	Helt 
8315 Heft's 	Hassel/Smile 	In 	Your 	Style 900 Cuddle 	Up a Little 	Closer — F. 	Jones 
8335 It's You I 	Love/Hash Happy 901 Bob's Bounce — B. Van 	Antwerp 
8375 Blonde Hair, Blue Eyes, And Ruby Ups/ 902 Jerry's Jumble — J. Helt 
Too Many Times 903 Bringing 	Home 	the 	Bacon — B. 	Van 
8415 Yankee Doodle Boy/New Heart Of My Antwerp 
Heart 934 Who — F. Jones 
8455 Watermelon 	T i m e/Darktown 	Strutters 905 Humble 	Hoedown — J. 	Helt 
Ball 906 Sweet Sue 	F. 	Jones 
E4-/ 5 Everywhere 	You 	Go/Heartbreaker 907 That Old Gang Of Mine 	B. Van Ant- 
8515 Music, 	Music, Music/Rolling 	Along werp 
8535 C.O.D./ Rocky 	Mountain 	Express 908 Too Old 	J. Helt 
8595 Sweet 	Susan Square/Way Out 	There 909 Little 	Girl — B. 	Van 	Antwerp 
8615 Gone/Seeing 	Nellie 	Home 910 Avalon — F. 	Jones 
8635 Square 	Dancin' Blues/Oklahoma 	Hills 911 Susie — J. Helt 
8655 Fair 	Weather 	Sweetheart/Too Marve- 912 John Henry — B. Ball 
lous 914 When You And I Were Young Maggie 
8675 Charley, My Boy/Oceana Roll F. 	Jones 
8695 Silver 	Lining /Country 	Boy 915 Limehouse Blues 	B. 	Van 	Antwerp 
916 Something 	Nice --- C. Raley 
FLIPS—INSTRUMENTALS/with CALLS 917 I 	Never See Maggie 	Alone — B. 	Ball 
7345 Virginia 	Reel — F. 	Jones 918 All Mine -- D. 	Stewart 
7355 Texas Star — F. Jones 919 Hey, 	Good Looking -- J. 	Helt 
8735 Texas 	Plains — F. 	Jones 921 Carolina — F. 	Jones 
8745 Wild Over You — B. Van Antwerp 922 My Gal Sal — B. Van Antwerp 
8755 Sigh 	'N' 	Cry — J. 	Helt 923 Hello, 	Hello, 	Hello — J. 	Helt 
8765 S'posin' — B. Van Antwerp 924 Stolen Heart — D. Stewart 
8775 Double 	Eagle 	Rag — F. Jones 925 Right 	Or 	Wrong -- C. 	Raley 
8785 Warm Up -- J. Helt 926 Golden Rocket — B. Ball 
8795 Blue 	Skies 	Square — F. 	Jones 928 When You Wore a Tulip — F. Jones 
8805 One Dozen Roses — B. Van Antwerp 929 Sheik -- B. 	Van 	Antwerp 
8815 Helt s 	Hash — J. 	Helt 930 I 	Won't Be Number Two -- D. Stewart 
8825 Shanty Town — F. Jones 931 It's You 	I Love 	-- J. 	Helt 
8835 When 	Pa 	Was Courtin' 	Ma -- B. Van 933 Smile 	In Your Style — J. 	Helt 
Antwerp 934 Please Pass the 	Kisses -- C. Raley 
8845 Marked Cards — J. Helt 935 Best 	Dressed Beggar — 	B. 	Ball 
8875 Dream 	Train — F. 	Jones 936 Black Eyed 	Susan Brown — B. Van Ant- 








Happy Days Are Here Again 	F. Jones 
Mermaid -- D. 	Stewart 
You Are the One — C. Raley 





Sweet Georgia Brown — B. Van Antwerp 
Swing 	Your 	Blues Away — F. 	Jones 
Heartbreaker — D. Stewart 
Lamp Lighting Time — F. Jones 
941 Hawaiian 	Style — F. 	Jones 991 Hundred 	To 	One -- D. 	Stewart 
942 Wedding Bells -- B. Van 	Antwerp 992 Those 	Lazy, Hazy, 	Crazy Days 	of 	Sum- 
943 All Of the Time — D. Stewart mer -- C. 	Raley 
945 Make 	Yourself 	At 	Home -- B. 	Ball 993 Wang, 	Wang Blues 	B. Van 	Antwerp 
946 You're Nobody's Sweetheart Now -- B. 995 Smokey Square — F. Jones 
Van Antwerp 996 Tie Me Kangaroo Down Sport — B. Ball 
947 Swinging 	High 	And 	Low 	C. 	Raley 997 You've 	Gotta 	Be 	- B. Antwerp 
948 By the Swanee River — D. Stewart 998 Old Grey 	Bonnet — F. Jones 
949  She's 	Teasin' — F. 	Jones 1000 Gold And Silver -- C. Raley 
950 12th Street 	Rag — F. Jones 1001 Full 	Time 	Job — D. 	Stewart 
951 You'll Be Mine — B. Ball 1003 Marie J. Pepper 
952 Sugar Babe — B. Van Antwerp 1004 Down 	By 	the 	Riverside — B. 	Ball 
953 My Wagon -- D. Stewart 1005 Love's Gonna Live 	Here — D. Stewart 
954 Preacher 	And 	the 	Bear — C. 	Raley 1006 Old 	Fashioned 	Rose -- B. Van 	Antwerp 
955 Love 	Letters — F. Jones 1008 Hello My 	Baby — B. Van 	Antwerp 
956 Who Can I Count On? — C. Raley 1009 One 	More Nail — C. Raley 
957 Cotton Candy — B. Van Antwerp 1010 You Can't 	Take 	the 	Country 	From 	the 
958 New 	Caribbean — B. 	Ball Boy 	B. Ball 
959 Swing My Baby — D. Stewart 1011 Anytime — F. Jones 
960 Swing 	Your 	Honey — F. Jones 1012 Ida — J. 	Pepper 
961 I Want My Mama — B. Van Antwerp 1013 Bless 	'Em All — B. 	Ball 
962 Letter Overdue — C. Raley 1014 Woman's 	Intuition — C. 	Raley 
963 Little 	Black 	Book — D. 	Stewart 1015 Ain't We Got Fun — D. Stewart 
964 Who Cares? — B. Ball 1016 Fine And Dandy — B. Van Antwerp 
965 My Baby 	F. Jones 1017 Ma nana - 	V. Baerg 
966 Bei 	Mir Bist 	Du 	Schon - 	C. 	Raley 1018 Where 	the River 	Shannon 	Flows — 
967 Blue Eyed Baby — D. Stewart Jones 
968 Good 	Old 	Country 	Style 	B. 	Ball 1019 Rock-a-bye -- S. 	Langlands 
969 I 	Don't Care — B. Van Antwerp 1020 Understand 	Your Man — C. 	Raley 
970 Raise 	a Ruckus - - B. 	Ball 1021 San 	Fancisco Bay 	Blues — D. Stewart 
971 Wildfire — D. 	Stewart 1022 Too In Love — J. Pepper 
972 Good Old 	Days — C. Raley 1023 Put On a Happy Face — B. Ball 
973 My Gal -- F. Jones 1024 There's a 	Rainbow 	Round 	Your 	Should- 
974 Wall To Wall Love — B. Van Antwerp er - - F. Jones 
975 Bill's 	Poor 	Boy — B. 	Ball 1025 Pushing - • B. Van Antwerp 
976 Heart Of My Heart No. 2 — D. Stewart 1026 Louisiana Swing — V. Baerg 
977 Pretty 	Baby — F. Jones 1027 I 	Don't 	Love 	Nobody 	(Temporarily) - 
978 II 	Many Times — B. Van 	Antwerp B. Ball 
979 Green 	River — C. Raley 1028 Once Again -- B. Van Antwerp 
980 Flyin' South — C. 	Raley 1029 Timber 	I'm 	Falling — C. 	Raley 
981 It's 	a Sin — B. Ball 1030 Don't Forget -- B. 	Ball 
982 New Bill 	Bailey — D. 	Stewart 1031 Keep 	Those 	Cards And 	Letters 	Corn- 
983 Gonna Take 	My 	Girlie To the 	Square ing In D. 	Stewart 
Dance — B. Van Antwerp 1032 As 	Long 	As I'm Singing — J. 	King 
984 Somebody Loves You — F. Jones 1033 My Heart Skips a Beat -- D. Stewart 
















Mexican Joe -- V. Baerg 
Don't 	Let 	the 	Rain 	Come 	Down 	C. 
Raley 
Bonanza -- B. 	Ball 
Red 	HO Mama — B. Van Antwerp 
Triangle -- D. Stewart 
That's 	All 	Right — J. 	King 
Beautiful Dreamer — S. Langlands 
Lemon Tree — V. Baerg 
Rockin' 	an 	Rollin' 	# 9 — F. Jones 
Up And Down — B. Van Antwerp 
Blue 	Bird — D. 	Stewart 











Trouble And 	Me — D. Stewart 
Wild As a Wildcat — C. Raley 
Then 	I'll 	Start 	Believing 	In 	You — B. 
Ball 
Yah-Yah-Yah — B. 	Van 	Antwerp 
Don't 	Leave 	Me Darling — F. Jones 
D-T Hoedown — T. Stoye 
Silver Threads And 	Golden 	Needles — 
J. 	Pepper 
Don't Telephone - Don't Telegraph — B. 
Ball 
I'd 	Better Call 	the 	Law 	On 	Me — D. 
Stewart 
1047 Walk, Walk 	C. Raley 1086 Easy Way -- C. Raley 
1048 Old Times - - B. Van 	Antwerp 1087 It's a Shame — W. West 
1049 Rollin' 	On — V. 	Baerg 1088 One Of Those Songs — W. West 
1050 Dust Off That Old 	Pianna — J. King 1089 One Time Too Many — B. Van Antwerp 
1051 Dang Me — D. Stewart 1090 Walkin' 	Talkin' 	Livin' 	Doll — V. 	Baerg 
1052 I 	Don't Care — B. 	Ball 1091 Dominique — T. Stoye 
1053 Good Times — T. Stoye 1092 Good Man — B. Brundage 
1054 Juke 	Box 	Samba — B. Van 	Antwerp 1093 All Alone 	In 	San Antone 	L. 	Payne 
1055 
1056 
Walk Tall — J. 	Pepper 
Be a Good Girl — D. Stewart 
WITH CALLS 
1057 Give 	My 	Regards 	To 	Broadway - 	F. 6525 Oh, Johnny/Hot Time — F. Jones 
Jones 7385 Boomerang/Truck Stop Grill — F. Jones 
1058 Pushed 	In 	a Corner -- C. 	Raley 7405 Home On the Range/Hey, Good Look- 
1059 I'm Just Wild About Harry — S. Lang- ing — F. 	Jones 
lands 7425 Bully 	Of the Town/Powder 	Your 	Face 
1060 Do What You Do Do Well — B. Ball With 	Sunshine - - F. 	Jones 
1061 Mister Piano Man -- T. Stoye 7445 Pivot To a 	Susie 	Que/Star 	Route -- F. 
1062 Square Dancin' 	Man — C. Raley Jones 
1063 It's 	Just 	Like Grand 	Central 	Station -- 7465 Loose 	Talk/Yellow 	Rose 	of 	Texas — F. 
J. King Jones 
1064 Pass Me By — B. Van Antwerp 7485 Tweedle 	Dee/Twelfth 	Street 	Rag — F. 
1065 Wishful Thinking — V. Baerg Jones 
1066 I've 	Got 	a 	Tiger 	By 	the 	Tail -- 	D. 7505 When 	My 	Baby Smiles At 	
Me/Teasin' 
Stewart — F. Jones 
1067 My 	Grandfather's 	Clock — J. 	Pepper 7525 Charming 	Little 	
Widow/Jellybean — F. 
1068 Back To the Old Smokie 	Mountains — Jones 
F. 	Jones 7545 Yes! 	We 	Have 	No 	Bananas/Country 
1069 Ca use I Believe 	In 	You — B. 	Ball Style -- F. 	Jones 
1070 Close 	All the Honky Tonks — C. 	Raley 7585 Hit the 	Road/On 	My Mind 
	J. Halt 
1071 I'll Sit This 	One 	Out — T. 	Stoye 7605 Mutable Muddle/Six-Eight — J. 
Helt 
1072 Vitamins 	L.O.V.E — B. Van Antwerp 7625 After 	They've 	Seen 	
Paree/Whattaya- 
1073 Village Idiot — D. 	Stewart know — F. Jones 
1074 I Go+ Mine — B. Ball 7645 Trixie's 	Special/Lookin' 	Back 	
To 	See - 
1075 If 	You 	Think You 	Feel 	Lonesome -- C. F. Jones 
Raley 7665 Glad 	Rags/Roses 	And 	Revolvers—B. 




7685 Lighted Lantern Scramble/Keep It Neat 
— B. Van Antwerp 
7705 Minnie the Mermaid/Queen's Quadrille 
— J. Helt 
7725 Smiles/Sing 'n' Swing 	J. Helt 
7745 You're a Grand Old Flag/Hello, Hello, 
Hello — B. Van Antwerp 
7765 Rock And Roll Polka/I Can't Give You 
Anything But Love — B. Van Antwerp 
7785 Smile Darn Ya Smile/Santa Claus Is 
Coming To Town -- F. Jones 
7805 Down Among the Sheltering Palms/ 
Drivin' Nails — F. Jones 
7825 Swing That Gal From Tennessee/Say 
Howdy -- F. Jones 
7845 Somebody Else Is Taking My Place/ 
Dixie Chain - F. Jones 
7865 Happy Reelin'/Tennessee No. 9 B. 
Van Antwerp 
7885 Cool Breeze/Molly's Hoedown — J. Helt 
7905 Ridin' Old Paint/Chantez-Chantez — F. 
Jones 
7925 Katie Hill/Goin' Up a Little Creek -- 
F. Jones 
7945 'Round And 'Round/I Saw Your Face 
In the Moon — B. Van Antwerp 
7965 New Alabama Jubilee/Hashing Up the 
Daisy -- B. Van Antwerp 
8005 Rosie's Gone Again/High Society —J. 
Helt 
8025 Ridin' Down the Canyon/Just Couldn't 
Say Goodbye — B. Van Antwerp 
8045 You Are My Sunshine/Shoo-Fly — F. 
Jones 
8065 I Don't Care If the Sun Don't Shine/ 
Poor Boy — F. Jones 
8105 Sugartirne/Randy Lynn Rag — B. Van 
Antwerp 
8125 Swing Kiss/Mama Look — F. Jones 
8145 Time Payment/When You're Smiling — 
B. Van Antwerp 
8165 Tin Lizzie Quadrille/Dance, Dance, 
Dance — J. Helt 
8185 Tuck Me To Sleep In My Old 'Tucky 
Home/Highways Are Happy Ways 
-- F. Jones 
8225 Casey Jones/Sweetest Gal In Town—
F. Jones 
8245 True Blue/Waikiki — B. Van Antwerp 
8265 Blue Bell/Walking My Baby Back Home 
B. Van Antwerp 
8285 Mary Lou/It Ain't Gonna Rain No 
More — F. Jones 
8325 Hell's Hassel/Smile In Your Style 	J. 
Hell 
8345 Its You I Love/Hash Happy -- J. Halt 
8365 Sweet Georgia Brown/Kitty Cat — B. 
Van Antwerp 
8385 Blonde Hair, Blue Eyes And Ruby Lips/ 
Too Many Times — B. Van Antwerp 
8425 Yankee Doodle Boy/New Heart Of My 
Heart - F. Jones 
8465 Watermelon Time/Darktown Strutters 
Ball --- F. Jones 
8485 Everywhere You Go/Heartbreaker - - B. 
Van Antwerp 
8525 Music, Music, Music/Rolling Along -
F. Jones 
8545 C.O.D./Rocky Mountain Express — B. 
Van Antwerp 
8605 Sweet Susan Square/Way Out There -
F. Jones 
8625 Gone/Seeing Nellie Home — J. Halt 
8645 Square Dancin' Blues/Oklahoma Hills 
— F. Jones 
8665 Fair Weather Sweetheart/Too Marvelous 
- B. Van Antwerp 
8685 Charley, My Boy/Oceana Roll — B. 
Van Antwerp 
8705 Silver Lining/Country Boy — F. Jones 
445-1 	Indian Style/Parle Vous — F. Jones 
445-2 Pine Tree/Pop Goes the Weasel -- F. 
Jones 
445-3 Marchin' Thru Georgia/Pistol Packin' 
Mama -- F. Jones 
445-4 Comin' Round the Mountain/Hot Time 
F. Jones 
WITH CALLS — LP ALBUMS 
331/4 R.P.M. — $3.98 
1204 Easy Square Dances - - F. Jones 
1206 Requested--B. Van Antwerp 
1207 10 Favorite Dances — F. Jones 
1208 Square Dances — J. Helt 
ROUND DANCES 
3095 Boston Two-Step/Black Hawk Waltz 
3105 Lili Marlene/Glow Worm 








Schottische/Heel 	And 	Toe 	Polka 
Ting-A-Ling/Moon Winks 
Jessie 	Polka/Maxine 





Peaches and Cream/It Had To Be You 
Judy Lynn Waltz/Love And Marriage 
Hoop Dee Doo Polka/Hucklebuck 
6435 Beautiful Ohio/Goodnight Irene 8855 I 	Wonder 	What's 	Become 	Of 	Sally/ 
6445 Too-Ra-Loo-Ra-Loo-Ral/Third 	Man Barn boola 
Theme 8865 I'll 	See 	You 	In 	My 	Dreams 
6495 Tennessee 	Waltz/Alice 	Blue 	Gown 8945 Sam's Song/My Southern 	Belle 
6995 Hokey 	Pokey/Bunny 	Hop 913 Cuddlin' 	Song /Juxta 	Walk 
7565 Calico Polka/Frontier Schottische 920 Stars 	Fell On 	Alabama/Chili 	Peppers 
7975 Hand 	In Hand/Cherokee Waltz 927 Mississippi 	Shuffle/Allegheny Moon 
7985 Jealous/Flyin' 	Heels Two-Step 932 Rockin' 	Mood 	Two-Step/Strawberry 
8075 Katy's Two-Step/Little 	Brown Gal Blonde Waltz 
8085 Breeze/Rock-a-Bye My Baby 944 Sugar Two-Step/Tender 	Promise 
8155 Dance With 	Me/Silver Bell 989 Lights Of Vienna/Sandy Eyes 
8205 Kentucky Waltz/Lover's Two-Step 994 Syncopated 	Two-Step/Olympic Waltz 
8435 Marcheta/Git 	Fiddle 	Two-Step 999 Little 	Brown Gal/Sweet 	Mama 
8445 Chipmunk Waltz/Twilight Theme 1002 One Too Many/Our Christmas Waltz 
8555 When 	My 	Baby 	Smiles 	At 	Me/Love 1007 La 	Golondrina /Shot 	Gun 	Rack 
MUSTANG 
FLIPS—INSTRUMENTALS/with CALLS 
101 Pardon My Whiskers S. Brasher 
102 Swing, Swing, Swing — M. Browning 
103 
	
	Into Each Life Some Rain Must Fall - G. 
McMullen 
104 I'll Always Care — B. Lewis 
105 Square Dance March — S. Brasher 
106 Take It Off — C. Lambert 




7002 Orange Blossom Special/Black Mountain 
Rag 
7003 Juke Box Rag/Metro Polka 
8010 Saturday Night Breakdown/Halfway 
8011 Old Missouri/Jumpin' Cactus 
8012 Blacksmith Quadrille/Blackberry Quad-
rille 
8013 Nobody's Business/Bully Of the Town 
8021 Boil Dem Cabbage Down/Ragtime 
Annie 
8027 Great Big Taters In Sandy Land/Turkey 
In the Straw 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, 
323 W. 14th ST., HOUSTON, TEXAS 
108 Open Up Your Heart — B. Lewis 
109 Look On the Good Side — T. Stoye 
110 Five Foot Two — N. Hale 
III 	Let the Sunshine In - 	S. Brasher 
112 Log Cabin In the Lane — N. Hale 
1 13 Chinatown — S. Brasher 
115 Green Beret — B. Arnold 
1 16 Flowers On the Well — M. Hayes 
11 7 True Love's a Blessing — H. Brasseaux 
118 One Has My Heart 	B. Brooks 
OLD TIMER RECORD CO.. 
708 E. WELDON, PHOENIX. ARIZONA 
8028 Soldier's Joy/Mississippi Sawyer 
8029 Draggin' the Bow/Wednesday N i g h t 
Waltz 
8031 Flop Eeared Mule/Knockin' At the Door 
8032 Hell Amongst the Yearlings/Eighth Of 
January 
8033 Tennessee Waggoner/Buffalo Gal 
8034 Leather Britches/Chinese Breakdown 
8035 Arkansas Traveler/Black Mountain Rag 
8036 Hop Up Susie/Cripple Creek 
8057 Rocky Mountain Goat/Gray Eagle 
8062 Sally Goodin/Durang's Hornpipe 
8063 Old Joe Clark/Paddy On the Turnpike 
NOTES 
41 




Texas 	Heelfly/Chicken 	Reel 
Whirlpool 	Hoedown/Up Jumped 	the 
Devil 





Texas 	Plains — C. 	Golden 
Wearing Of the Green — B. Castner 
Oklahoma 	Hills - 	C. 	Golden 
Hometown Square — J. Shultz 
8118 
down 
Hound 	Dog/Here And There 
8086 Hokey 	Pokey — B. 	Castner 
8131 
8145 
Beaver Creek/Fiddler's 	Dream 
Hashin' 	Up 	the 	Devil/Mississippi Sawyer 
8087 
8089 
My 	Little 	Girl — J. Schultz 
Jolly Is the Miller — B. 	Castner 
8158 Rag 	Time Annie/Lightfoot 	Bill 8090 Comin' 	Round 	. the Mountain — J. 
8173 Orange 	Blossom 	Special/Duke's 	Down Schultz 
Beat 8099 This 	Ole 	House --- J. 	Schultz 
8184 Wagner/Goin' 'Cross Cripple Creek 8104 Mr. Sandman — J. Schultz 
8206 River Side 	Hoedown/Mountain 	Dew 8108 Smoke 	On the Water - - B. 	Nelson 
HOEDOWNS — 10" 8109 
8110 
Teasin' — B. 	Nelson 
Sailing 	Down That 	Old 	Green 	River 
33 1/3 R.P.M.— $1.75 — B. Nelson 
3345 Tennessee 	Waggoner/Leather 	Britches 8111 Hoop 	Dee 	Doo - 	B. 	Nelson 
3346 Flop 	Eared M ule/Chinese 	Breakdown 8112 Raggin' the Call — B. Nelson 
3347 Hop Up 	Susie/Buffalo 	Gal 8115 Yellow 	Rose 	Of 	Texas — J. 	Schultz 





Varsoviana/ Red 	River 	Valley 
Western 	Schottish/Golden 	Slippers 
Waltz Quadrille/Silver 	Bells 





When 	You're 	Smiling -- 	B. Nelson 
Lookin' Back — J. 	Schultz 
Loose 	Talk — J. Schultz 
Square Dance 	Blues — J. 	Schultz 
Town 	Tonight 8123 Say 	Howdy — J. 	Schultz 
8042 My 	Little Girl/Sioux 	City 	Sioux 8124 Poor Boy 	J. Schultz 
8043 Oh Johnny/Alabama Jubilee 8125 Hand 	Me Down 	My Welkin' 	Cane — 
8052 Jessie 	Polka 	Square/You've 	Got 	the J. Schultz 
Money 8126 Dream 	On - J. 	Schultz 
8053 Cindy/Steel Guitar Rag 8127 Sugartime 	Square B. 	Castner 
8054 Sweet Georgia Brown/When You Wore 8128 New 	Lady Of Spain - J. 	Schultz 
a 	Tulip 8129 Tulsa Square — M. 	Engle 
8055 Pistol Packin' 	Mama/Spanish 	Cavalero 8133 Let's 	Face 	It — M. Engle 
8056 Old 	Fashionel Girl/Bell 	Bottom 	Trou- 8134 Oh, Lonesome 	Me — B. 	Castner 
sers 8140 I'll See You In My Dreams — B. Castner 
8064 Nobody's 	Sweetheart/Down 	Yonder 8141 Battle 	Of 	New 	Orleans — B. 	Castner 
8094 Open 	Up Your 	Heart/Twelfth 	Street 8142 Hi 	Neighbor --- B. Castner 
Rag 8143 Take Me Beck To Colorado -- C. Gold- 
8098 Cold 	Cold 	Heart/Steel 	Guitar 	Rag en 
8103 Poor Little Robin/Heart Of My Heart 8144 Make Someone Happy — F. Bailey 
8114 Truck 	Stop/Silver 	Bells 8146 Candy Store 	Lady -- B. Castner 
8159 New Alabama 	Jubilee/New 	My 	Little 8147 Wham, 	Barn — F. 	Bailey 
Girl 8148 Look On the 	Good 	Side - 	J. 	Schultz 
FLIPS—INSTRUMENTALS/with CALLS 8149 Little 	Girl 	Dressed In Blue F. Bailey 
7005 	Travelin On — K. Able 8152 Oh By Jingo — B. Castner 
8065 Wabash 	Cannon 	Ball — J. 	Kirch 8153 Grandfather's 	Clock — V. 	Harris 
8066 Too 	Old To 	Cut the Mustard -- C. 8155 Roly 	Poly - B. Castner 
Golden 8165 We'll Dance 	Till 	Sunday 	Morning 	Sat- 
8067 Barnacle 	Bill 	Square — C. 	Golden urday 	Night -- C. 	Golden 
NOTES 
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Mister 	Moonlight — V. 	Harris 
Wheels — J. 	Schultz 
Home Town— F. Bailey 
Fire 	Ball 	Mail — D. 	Houlton 
Little Dutch Girl — V. Harris 
Everybody's 	Somebody's 	Fool — W. 
West 
If 	You 	Don't 	Somebody 	Else 	Will — J. 
Petri 
Soria 	Wondering — C. 	Guy 
Sister Kate — 	B. 	Peters 
Yes 	Sir — J. Schultz 
Red Hot Mama — J. Schultz 
Square Dancing Baby — W. West 
Tijuana 	Rose — C. Golden 
I 	Love Girls — J. 	Petri 
Bye Bye 	Blackbird — W. 	West 
Wolverton Mountain 	Gal — J. 	Boykin 
Fraulein — J. 	Schultz 
Powder Your Face — J. Boykin 
Goin Down the Road — J. Boykin 
Little Brown Gal — W. West 
Second 	Fling — B. 	Castner 
When the Roses Bloom Again — J. Boy-
kin 
Cotton Pickin 	Polka Square — J. Schultz 
Beatin 	My Time — J. 	Boykin 
Money, Marbles & 	Chalk —J. Schultz 
Tie 	Me 	Kangeroo Down 	Sport — B. 
Kirkland 
Lonesome 	Square — J. 	Boykin 
Little 	Red Wagon — J. Schultz 
Golden Stairs — J. 	Schultz 
She Didn't Know the Gun Was Loaded 
— D. Atkins 
I'd 	Rather 	Fight! — J. 	Schultz 
Queen 	Of Timbuctoo — J. 	Schultz 
Mend Your Broken Heart — C. Guy 
WITH CALLS 
Arizona 	Double 	Star/Catch 	All 	Eight 
— J. Melton 
Take 	a 	Peek/Four 	Leaf 	Clover-- J. 
Melton 
Double 	the 	Dose/Spinning 	Wheel — J. 
Melton 
Cowboy Loop—Four Gents Star Or Suf- 



























Arkansas 	Traveler/Corners 	Of 	the 
World -- J. 	Boykin 
Inside 	Arch, Outside 	Under/Saguaro 
Whirl — J. 	Boykin 
El 	Rancho Grande/Oh 	Susanna — B. 
Merkley 
Half 	Sashay/Sides 	Divide — B. 	Nelson 
Hot Time In the Old Town Tonight/San 
Antonio 	Rose — B. 	Nelson 
Red 	River Valley/Crawdads — B. Mark- 
ley 
Hinky 	Dinky 	Parley 	Voo/Let's 	Have 	a 
Barrel Of Fun — M. Paisant 
Elbow 	Swing/I'll 	Swing 	Yours 	And 	You 
Swing Mine — C. Golden 
Arkansas 	Star/Sioux 	City 	Sioux — C. 
Golden 
Alabama 	Jubliee/Oh 	Johnny — C. 
Golden 
Virginia 	Reel/Brown-Eyed 	Mary — Mrs 
J. Melton, 	J. Melton 
Split 	the 	Ring/Farmer's 	Daughter — E. 
Bossing 
Life 	On 	the 	Ocean 	Wave/When 	the 
Bloom Is On the Sage — E. Bossing 
Down 	Yonder/Nobody's 	Sweetheart— 
B. Nelson 
Oklahoma 	Cyclone/Chain 	Lightning 
B. 	Nelson 
Calsasieu Jambalaya/Shift the Gears — 
B. 	Castner 
Jessie Polka 	Square/Old 	Fashioned 
Girl — J. Melton 	and L. Morgan 
Yucaipi 	Twister/Inside Out, 	Outside 	In 
J. Melton 
Putty 	Tat 	Square/Whirlpool 	Square — 
J. Schultz 
Apache 	Square/Don't 	Look 	Back —J. 
Brooks 
Tulip 	Square/Cindy — J. 	Brooks 
Open Up 	Your 	Heart/Twelfth 	Street 
Rag — J. Schultz 
Cold 	Cold 	Heart/Steel 	Guitar 	Rag - 
B. Castner 
Poor 	Little 	Robin/Heart Of My Heart 
M. Sevada 
Blue 	Island 	Blister/Split 	Your 	Corners 
Hash — R. Sutton 
Oak 	Lawn 	Merry-Go-Round/Route 
— W. Wentworth 
NOTES 
43 
OLD TIMER (continued) 	  
8113 	Truck Stop/Silver Bells — J. Schultz 
8130 Square 'Em Thru/Hashin' the Bends — 
B. Castner 
8132 Platter Patter /Warmer U p p e r— J. 
Schultz 
8135 Left Over Hash/Johnny's Goulash — J. 
Schultz 
8136 Arizona Star/Arizona Star Hash— J. 
Schultz 
8137 Birdie In the Cage/Birdie In the Cage 
Hash — J. Schultz 
8138 Sally Goodin/Sally Goodin Hash — J. 
Schultz 
8139 Spit Your Corner/Spit Your Corner 
Hash — J. Schultz 
8154 Wheeling Thru Dixie/Grand Divide — 
B. Castner 
8156 Friendship Ring/Arizona Traveler — J. 
Schultz 
8157 New Alabama Jubilee/New My Little 
Girl — C. Golden 
8160 Paul Jones/Circle Waltz — C. Ramsey 
8161 	Bunny Hop/Hinkey Dinkey Parley Vous 
-- H. Knight 
8162 Red River Valley/Patty Cake Polka — H. 
Knight 
8163 Hokey Pokey/Manana — H. Knight 
8164 Texas Star Fun/Teton Two Step — H. 
Knight 
WITH CALLS — LP ALBUMS 
331/2 R.P.M . — $3.98 
2001 	10 Square Dances — J. Schultz 
2002 10 Square Dances — B. Castner 
2003 10 Square Dances — M. Sevad a 
ROUND DANCES 
7004 Melody Of Love/Naughty Waltz 
8004 Glow Worm/Ten Pretty Girls 
8005 Heel And Toe Polka/Brown Eyed Mary 
8006 Chicago Glide/Virginia Reel 
8007 Manitou/EI Rancho Grande 
8009 Rye Waltz/Home Sweet Home 
8026 Mormon Schottiche/Under the Double 
Eagle 
8044 Mocking Bird Hill/Stumbling 
8048 Shenandoah Waltz/On Top Of Old 
Smokey 
8049 Arizona Waltz/Waltz Of the Bells 
8050 Merry Widow Waltz/Skater's Waltz 
8070 Blue Pacific Waltz/Lili Marlene 
8075 Side By Side/Me And My Shadow 
8076 Delk's Schottiche/Delk's Berlin Polka 
8077 Put Your Little Foot/Little Brown Jug 
8078 Goodnight Waltz/Stay a Little Longer 
8082 Scatterbrain/Rustic Dance 
8091 	Justrite Schottiche/Forty Years Ago 
8092 La Golondrina/Sleep 
8093 Country Gentleman/Changing Partners 
8096 Waltz Together/Eva Three-Step 
8100 Chiopanecas/La Raspa 
8101 	I Miss My Swiss/Kiss Waltz 
8107 Joyride/Walkabout 
8120 Dreamland Tonight/Skin-Ern Rinky Dee 
8150 Walking And Whistling/Billy Bayou 
8151 	Nola/Shine On Harvest Moon 
8170 Shuffling Sands/Midweek Fantasy 
8156 Boston Two Step/Black Hawk Waltz 
8196 Alley Cat/All Over the World 
8197 Lonesome Life/San Francisco To Cape 
Cod 
PRAIRIE 	 PRAIRIE RECORDINGS, BOX 4098, PUEBLO, COLORADO 81003 
HOEDOWNS 
2001 Coon Dog/Square Chords 
2002 Barn Door/Kansas City Rag 
2003 Alabam/ Square Chords No. 2 
2004 Clawpost/Wagtail Knot 
FLIPS—INSTRUMENTALS/with CALLS 
1001 Freight Train 	A. Horn 
1002 Guitar Polka — A. Horn 
1003 Howdy, Neighbor, Howdy — A. Horn 
1004 Mr. In-Between — A. Horn 
1005 Chinatown Square -- A. Horn 
1006 Second Fiddle — A. Horn 
1007 Just Because — A. Horn 
1008 Mighty Joe — A. Horn 
NOTES 
44 
ROCKIN" A MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, 323 W. 14th STREET, HOUSTON. TEXAS 
HOEDOWNS 1:06 
1407 
I'll 	Sail 	My 	Ship 	Alone 	J. 	Jett 
Oh By Jingo—J. Jett 
1;01 Rattler/Biscuit 	Jaws 1208 Divorce 	Me C.O.D. — J. Jett 
1302 Millers 	Reel/Fisher's Hornpipe 1310 Travelin On — Paul Childers 
1304 Ground Hog/Saucepan 1312 Take Me Back To Colorado — B. Welsh 
1305 Tieyo 	Rag/Cajun 1314 I Can't Help It—P. Childers 
1309 Black Mountain Rag/Give the Fiddler a 1315 Toot Toot Tooisie Goodbye — J. Jett 
Dream 1316 When MyBaby Swings With Me—B.  
13 I 1 Shadow/Julida Welsh 
1313 Liberty/Grey Eagle 1319 Oh Baby Mine— P. Childers 
1317 Whipper/Jorod 1320 Buckle Down— N. Becnel 
1313 Wilder/Nobo 1321 My Gal Sal — J. Jett 
1322 Boil the Cabbage/Ragtime Annie 1323 Sweet Baby — B. Wilson 
1324 Ruffles/Hell Among the Yearlings 1326 Heartaches By the Number — J. Jett 
1325 Boogie 	Beat/Blay's 	Hoedown 1328 Four Leaf Clover — B. Wilson 
1327 Earnie's Breakdown/Boil 	the 	Cabbage 1329 Square Dance Honeymoon — B. Wilson 




Further 	And 	Further — P. 	Childers 
Most Of All—J. Jett 
1303 	Nobody 	But You -- J. 	Powell 1333 My Darling 	Dixie Lee — B. Wilson 
SETS IN ORDER 
 
SETS IN ORDER RECORDS, 462 N. ROBERTSON 




Highland 	Fling/Jim Jam 
Guitar Fancy/Chicken 	Plucker 
2113 
2114 
Hoppin' Satan/Texas Gallup 
Phrase Ciaze/Pavalon Stomp 
INSTRUMENTAL SINGING CALLS 
2116 Chop 	Sticks/Rubber 	Dolly 2347 	Somebody 	Stole 	My 	Gal/You 	Call 
2119 Whirly Bird/Steve Green Everybody Darling 
2123 Rockabout/Chinese Breakdown 2083 Hey Ma/Little Red Wagon 
2125 Missouri Mule/Whistling Rufus 2112 Lazy 	River/Waitin' 	For 	the 	Train 	To 
2127 
2130 
Rabbit In A Log/Whirlpool 
Hep Cat/Rockin' 	Dolly 
Come In 
FLIPS-INSTRUMENTALS/with CALLS 
2131 Old Joe/Mocking Bird 102 Grand Square — B. Osgood 
2132 New Mule/Pine Tree Stomp 113 Sugar 	Blues — J. 	LeClair 
2133 Dew On the Mountain/Honolulu Dolly 114 Green Rive- —A. Kronenberger 
2134 What Next/Lost Colony 117 Skipping Along — J. 	LeClair 
2135 Cookin' Up a Storm/ D & A Breakdown 121 Sweet Georgia Quadrille — B. Osgood 
2136 Happy Birthday/Trumpet Fanfare 122 Chords Galore — L. Helsel 
2137 Jack's 	Rocker/Pretty 	Little 	Widow 125 Why Don't We Do This More Often -- 
2138 New Craze/Chug-Chug L. 	Helsel 
2139 My Best Gal/Big Boom 127 June Night — B. Page 
2140 Pickin' & Grinnin'/Go Man Go 127 You're the Reason — J. LeClair 
2141 Devilish/Devil Jumped 	Up 131 Morkords- 	L. 	Helsel 
2142 Mama's Boy/Oh Golly 132 Play Me a Song — A. Kronenberger 
2143 Ragtime 	Annie/Smitty 136 After 	You've 	Gone — 	L. 	Helsel 
2144 Themes And 	Sounds 139 Welkin' My Sugar — B. Page 
2145 Themes And Sounds 	No. 	2 14/ Get Me To the Dance On Time — F. Lane 
2146 Grand March/Yak Time 141 Lida 	Rose 	L. Helsel 
NOTES 
45 









Fox —D. Sibley 
Change In Me—J. LeClair 
Boys 	Keep Hangine Around — D. Sibley 
Evening Train — B. Page 
Rosalie — F. Lane 
Hard 	Hearted 	Hannah — J. Jackson 
I've Got a Hammer — L 	Helsel 








Helsel's 	a Poppin' — L. 	Helsel 
Let's Square Dance — B. Page 
Easy Murder — L. Helsel 
Basic 	Square 	Dancing — B. 	Ruff 
Basic Square Dancing — B. Ruff 
Basic 	Square 	Dancing — B. 	Ruff 
Let's Dance a Square — J. LeClair 
150 Cocoanuts — T. Cavanaugh ROUND DANCES 
151 Pay Day—B. Page 3105 Tammy/Skipping Along 
154 Ridin' Down the Canyon — J. LeClair 3107 Three O'Clock Waltz/Meet the People 
155 Java — J. Jackson 3108 Montana Waltz/G.K.W. 	Mixer 
156 Lovin' Arms — D. Sibley 3115 Sweet 	Georgia 	Brown/Anniversary Two 
157 Chaining the Ocean — T. Cavanaugh Step 
158 Too Late — E. Gilmore 3116 I 	Love You Truly/Some Of These Days 
159 Doin' What Comes Naturally — B. Page 3125 Pazzo-Pazzo/Saints 
160 
161 
Blue 	River —J. 	LeClair 
Sunday — E. Park 
3139 
3141 
Hi Lili, Hi Lo/Getaway 
Oh You 	Beoutiful 	Doll/Star 	Bright 
162 Dream Boat —B. Page 




Sentimental Touch/World By the Tail 
331/3 RPM — $3.98 3145 Love Songs/Goody Goody 
4001 Square 	Dance Party — L. 	Helsel 3146 Change In Me/Tin Whistle Serenade 
4002 Student Dancer — B. Ruff 3147 Yesterday's Memories/Baby Guitar 
4003 Night At 	Rinky 	Clinks— A. 	Kronenber- 3148 Were 	Living/Forgotten 	Waltz 
ger 3149 Moon Of 	Manakoora/Dance-a-Long 
4004 Square Dance Party No. 2 — L. Helsel 3150 Barbie/Kokonuts 
4005 Square Dancing For Student Dancer— 3151 Sly Old Two-Step/Gone Two-Step 
B. 	Ruff 3152 Blue Monday/Tammy 
4006 Square Dance Time — L. Helsel 3153 Marie/Let's 	Polka 
4007 Let's All 	Square Dance - 	B. 	Ruff 3154 Copenhagen/Teardrops 
4008 Square Dance 	With 	Arnie On 	Cloud 3155 Polonaise/Dream 	Boat 
Nine — A. Kronenberger 3156 Jere/Mandolin Boogie Mixer 
LLOYD SHAW 	LLOYD SHAW RECORDINGS, P.O. BOX 203, COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO 
INSTRUMENTAL QUADRILLES 
4553/54 Capri Square/Grand Square 
161/62 Standard Lancers I, 2, 3/Standard 
Lancers 4,5 
QUADRILLES AND CONTRA DANCES 
FLIPS — INSTRUMENTALS/With Calls 
155/56 Broken Sixpence -- D. Armstrong 
163-64 Homosassa Hornpipe — D. Armstrong 
165/66 Old Raccoon — D. Armstrong 
167/78 Terry Lynns Jig — D. Armstrong 
169/70 Ottawa Special—D. Armstrong 
171/72 Dumbarton Drums — D. Armstrong 
173/74 Queen Victoria — D. Armstrong 
175/76 Sackett's Harbor — D. Armstrong 
177/78 Spanking Jack — D. Armstrong 
179/80 Dream Lake & Motions Of Joy— D. 
Armstrong 
181/82 Hills Of Habersham — D. Armstrong 
1001/02 Loomis Lancers— D. Armstrong 
1003/04 Blonde (Original) Lancers— D. Arm- 
strong 
1005/07 Five Part Singing Quadrille/Broad- 
moor Promenade — J. Bradford 
3301/02 Oh Johnny/Maverick Waltz—D. 
Armstrong 
3305/06 Serenata Quedrille/Cattle Call Waltz 
- D. Armstrong 
NOTES 
46 
LLOYD SHAW (continued) 	  
3307/08 Elizabeth Quadrille/Tiger Rag Quad-
rille — D. Armstrong 
4559/60 Hi Lili Quadrille — L. Shaw 
ROUNDS 
—WITH SEPARATE SPOKEN CUES 
101/02 Merry Widow Waltz/Skater's Waltz 
103/04 Varsouvianna/ Black Hawk Waltz 
105/06 Laces And Graces/Glow Worm Ga- 
votte 
109/10 Waltz Of the Bells/Irish Waltz 
121/22 Tucker Waltz/Five Foot Two 
241/42 Sunrise Serenade/On the Carrousel 
243/44 Voya Con Dios/Waltz Ballonet 
247/48 Reach For the Stars/Waltzing Matilda 
249/50 Love's Old Sweet Song/Lovely Lady 
Mixer 
251/52 Chulita/Colorado Waltz 
253/54 Caprice/Chopsticks 
2:5/56 Moonbeams Shining/Goodnight Waltz 
Mixer 
257/58 Daddy's Little Girl/Going To the 
Hukilau 
259/60 Joy/Anniversary Two Step Mixer 
251/62 Today ( Waltz ) /Polkadoodle 
263/64 One More Waltz/Dancing the Blues 
265/66 Take Me Along When You're Dream-
ing/Yellow Rose 
401/02 Bolero/Nights Of Gladness 
2051/52 Sorrento Waltz/Autumn Waltz 
3003/04 Manitou/Just Foolin' Around /Three-
Step/Moonbeam Walt 
ROUNDS — INSTRUMENTAL 
207/08 Honeymoon/ Lover's Waltz 
217/18 Happy Waltz/First Love 
219/20 Silver Heels/Light In the Window 
225/26 Someday/Chimes Of Spring 
227/28 Doodad Blues/Pattycake Polka 
229/30 Until We Waltz Again/Jerry's Medley 
Waltz 
239/40 Dreamer's Two-Step/Champagne 
Waltz 
4563/64 Dancing Tambourine/Smiles Mixer 
4567/68 Waltz Minuet/Grand March 
4591/92 White Christmas/Deck the Halls 
ROUND DANCES — LP ALBUM 
33!/3 R.P.M.— $5.95 
4 Learning To Waltz 	L Shaw 
SQUARE L 	  SQUARE L RECORD CO., 8512 LaJOLLA CT., FT. WORTH 16, TEXAS 
HOEDOWNS 
601 	Ida Red Jump/Mississippi Sawyer 
602 Black Mountain Rag/Leather Britches 
603 Giddy-Up Sam/Pretty Palomino 
604 Smith's Reel/Rubber Dolly 
605 Sally Goodin/Old Joe Clark 
FLIPS—INSTRUMENTALS/with CALLS 
101 	Old River Line — M. Luttrell 
102 Bluetail Fly 	M. Luttrell 
103 Happy Song -- M. Luttrell 
104 Slowpoke - M. Luttrell 
105 Fun And Fancy Free — T. Farris 
106 Who Can She Count On — D. Randell 
107 Night Train To Memphis — M. Luttrell 
108 Please Don't Leave Me — M. Luttrell 
109 Hear Them Bells — T. Farris 
110 Her Front Door Is Open — D. Randell 
III 	So Long Mary -- M. Luttrell 
112 Gimme a Little Kiss 	M. Luttrell 
113 Wings Of an Angel — J. Jones 
114 Don't Be Ashamed — T. Ferris 
115 Company's Coming — J. Jones 
116 Triangle — D. Randell 
117 Act Naturally — G. Shull 
118 Careless Hands — M. Luttrell 
119 Brush Those Tears From Your Eyes — J. 
Jones 
120 	Lemon Tree 	T. Farris 
121 Alice Blue Gown - G. Shull 
122 Weeping Willow Tree -- M. Luttrell 
123 	City Lights --- D. Randell 
124 Cutie 	D. Enderle 
125 I Found You Out -- G. Shull 
WITH CALLS — LP ALBUM 
331 '3 R.P.M. — $3.98 
90 I 	Patter And Song — M. Luttrell 
NOTES 
47 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, 
323 W. 14th ST., HOUSTON TEXAS SWINGING SQUARE 
HOEDOWNS 
2310 It Ain't Gonna Rain No More/Pappy's 
Hoedown 
FLIPS-INSTRUMENTALS/with CALLS 
2308 When Payday Rolls Around — L. DeWitt 
2309 Don't Say Aloha When I Go — E. Pra-
ther 
2311 Long, Long Ago — L. De Witt 
2312 Yellow Polkadot Bikini — L. LaKous 
2313 Penns1lvania Polka Square — B. Wright 
2314 Two Hoots And a Holler — L. LaKous 
2315 Big Rock Candy Countain — A. Mallory 
2316 These Tears Are Not For You — G. 
Peterson 
2317 Dears Hearts And Gentle People — G. 
Pearson 
2318 Where the Red Red Roses Grow — B. 
Saunders 
2319 That Old Gal Of Mine 	G. Pearson 
2320 She's Dreaming That She's Swinging 
There With You — B. Saunders 
2321 Gal Who Invented Kissin'—C. 
McDonald 
2322 Don't Just Stand There — G. Peterson 
2323 Steppin' Out With My Baby 	B. Saun- 
ders 
2324 Home In San Antonio — B. Brooks 
2325 Ask Marie — J. Reagan 
2326 Your Cheating Heart — G. Peterson 
2327 Bye Bye Blues — S. Saunders 
2328 Susie — B. Saunders 
2329 Don't Forget It Baby – - G. Peterson 
2330 While I'm Gone — G. Peterson 
2331 Hang Your Heart On a Hickory Limb 
— B. Saunders 
2332 Take Me Back To Tulsa — C. McDonald 
2333 Hello Mary Lou — G. Peterson 
TOP 	GRENN INC., P.O. BOX 16, BATH. OHIO 
HOEDOWNS 
25051 Sluicegate/Savannah Junction 
25055 Geyser Basin/Green Goddess 
25051 Golden Daze/Outrigger 
25058 Monongahela/Whiffletree 
25073 Chattahootchee/Yellow Creek 
25087 Kanawha/Hubris 
25097 Green Meadow/Shawinigan 
25103 Joyleg/Mohican 
FLIPS-INSTRUMENTALS/with CALLS 
25001 Go Star Thru — E. Michl 
25002 Star Prowl — L. Litman 
25003 Marina — D. Leger 
25004 Angry—V. Smith 
25005 Red Red Robin — C. Hendrickson 
25006 Swinging Down In Sunny Tennessee— 
J. Turner 
25007 Steel Drivin' Man 	R. Bohn 
25003 Land Of My Dreams — C. Custer 
25009 Nice Work If You Can Get It — B. 
Peterson 
25010 It Happened In Monterey — D. Duffin 
25011 Smile Will Go a Long, Long Way 
— D. Heimbach 
25012 Sweet Georgia Brown — V. Smith 
25013 Dollar Down, Dollar a Week — L. Hil- 
debrand 
25014 Swanee — C. Hendrickson 
25015 Margie — L. Roos 
25016 Woman In Love — D. Leger 
25017 Bill Bailey — V. Smith 
25018 Back In Your Own Backyard — C. Hen. 
drickson 
25019 Makin' Whoopee — F. Christopher 
25020 Silver Sands — L. Hildebrand 
25021 Georgia On My Mind —C. Custer 
25022 My Baby Just Cares For (Swings With) 
Me — J. Turner 
25023 Foolin' Around — G. Rios 
25024 Billy Boy — D. Leger 
25025 Somebody Stole My Gal — E. Michl 
25026 Say Si Si — D. Duffin 
25027 Shining Rudolph's Nose— D. Deck 
25028 Wooden Heart —V. Smith 
25029 Exactly Like You — B. Peterson 
25030 Amapola — R. Bohn 
25031 Mountain Music — D. Jones 
25032 Jambalaya — D. Leger 
25033 Humdinger — B. Samec 
25034 Hello Mary Lou — G. Rios 




THE OPENING OF 
SQUARE DANCE 
CENTER 
1622 NORTH RAND ROAD 	• 	ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS 60004 
Here is an exciting new concept in recreational facilities . 	. a modern 
square dance center . . . designed and built exclusively for square dancing. 
Imagine, a beautiful building perfect in every detail to help you enjoy 
your dancing more. A dance hall that has perfect acoustics so you can 
hear anywhere in the hall while dancing. A dance floor of hardwood 
that is mounted on rubber for ease on the feet. Tastefully decorated 
throughout with special decorations on festive occasions. Air-conditioned 
for year around comfort. Then there is a square dance store that's out of 
this world. You'll want to browse for hours on end. Here under one roof 
is everything a square dancer could want to have a wonderful time. Here 
is a place where there's round or square dancing every night of the week. 
See inside for a complete schedule for October 1966. 
ROBERT ETCH 
SQUARE DANCE CENTER 
1622 NORTH RAND ROAD, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS 60004 
TELEPHONE (312) 255-9060 
Dear Square and Round Dancer, 
It is with much pride and hopeful anticipation that both of us 
announce the opening of our new, unique Square Dance Center in 
Arlington Heights, Illinois. This is a new concept in recreational 
facilities and perhaps the very first one of its kind where an 
entire building has been constructed expressly for square and 
round dancing. 
Dancers and callers of the midwest, especially around the 
Chicago area, have long dreamed of such a facility. We, as the 
developers and promoters of Square Dance Center, have made 
this dream come true after months of planning and a considerable 
investment in money. We have tried in every detail to make 
this center the perfect square and round dance hall. We sincerely 
hope that our efforts will meet with your approval and 
patronage. After all, the whole success of our venture depends 
entirely on you dancers and callers who believe as we do 
that such a facility will make dancing more fun, more rewarding. 
Please come and visit us anytime. We will look forward 
to your stamp of approval. 





There's square or round dancing practically every night at the all-new 
Square Dance Center ... see Calendar. Each week's program is designed 
to appeal to all levels of dancers. Every facet of the square dance 
movement has been covered. Whether you're just a beginner or an 
old "pro" you'll find that the Square Dance Center is for you. 
The staff is the best in the nation. Every caller or teacher is a pro-
fessional with a reputation for making your dancing evening enjoyable 
and memorable. 
As pointed out elsewhere the facilities are the finest to be found any-
where. Every detail of this great dancing hall is designed for square 
and round dancing. It's an experience that will keep you coming 
back week after week. 
NEW SQUARE DANCERS CLUB (MONDAYS) 
This is an evening devoted to people with little or no dancing ex-
perience. You need not know how to square dance. Within minutes 
you'll be dancing and enjoying the fun and fellowship of square 
dancing. Arden Johnson, Assistant Professor in Recreation, Purdue 
University, is your instructor. 
OPEN CHALLENGE CLUB (TUESDAYS) 
Here is an evening for those who want the newest, latest and hardest 
figures and breaks. There's plenty of opportunity to "let the hammer 
down" and dance to top-notch challenge callers. See Calendar for 
callers appearing in October. 
TICKET ORDER FORM 
SQUARE DANCE CENTER, 1622 NORTH RAND ROAD, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS 60004 
Please send me tickets for the dates indicated below 
DATE 	 NO. OF TICKETS 
TOTAL L AMOUNT 
DATE 	NO. OF TICKETS ENCLOSED 
DATE 	  NO. OF TICKETS 
DATE 	 
NAME 	  
NO. OF TICKETS 
ADDRESS. 
ITYC - STATE 	 ZIP 
3 8-10 P M 	 S2 00 
JIM STEWART DAVE TAYLOR 
8 
8-11 P.M $2 50 

















$2.50 ADV. $3.00 DOOR 15 
Callers Clinic 




11 $2.50 ADV. $3.00 000_11 




$3 50/Cpl. includes six 	2g 
month's subscription to 
magazine. 
MONDAY 	 TUESDAY 	I 	WEDNESDAY 	 THURSDAY 
DER 1966 DANCE CALENDAR 
New 
Round Dancers Club 
EDNA AND GENE 
ARNFIELD 














8-10 P M 520031 
Open Dance 
HARRY LACKEY 
3-6 P.M .  
New 





9 	10 8-10 P M 	 52.00 $2.50 ADV. $3.00 DOOR 8-10:30 P.M, 	$2.50 
Open Dance 
LEE HELSEL 
3-6 P M.  






$2.50 DOOR 23 
New 
Square Dancers Club 
ARDEN JOHNSON 
8-10 P.M. 	 $2 0011 
New 
Square Dancers Club 
ARDEN JOHNSON
(  
8-10 P.M 	 $2 0024 
Open Dance 
SINGIN' SAM MITCHELL 
3-6 P.M. 
$2.50 ADV. $3.00 DOOR 30 
New 





























EDNA & GENE 
ARNFIELD, Skokie, I:1 
RUSS BONE 
Kankakee, Ill. 





Round Dancers Club 
EDNA AND GENE 
ARNFIELD 
8-10 P.M. 	 $2 00 
New 
Round Dancers Club 
EDNA AND GENE 
ARNFIELD 12  
8-10 P.M. 	 $2 00 
New 
Round Dancers Club 
EDNA AND GENE 
ARNFIELD 19 
810 PM 	 $200 
Intermediate 
Round Dancers Club 
EDNA AND GENE 
ARNFIELD 
8-10 PM 	 $200 6 
Intermediate 
Round Dancers Club 
EDNA AND GENE 
ARNFIELD 13  
8-10 P.M. 	 S2 00 
Intermediate 
Round Dancers Club 
EDNA AND GENE 
ARNFIELD 20, 
8.10 PM 	 $2.00 
Intermediate 
Round Dancers Club 
EDNA AND GENE 
ARNFIELD 21  
PM 	 $2 00 
Open Club Dance 
ART MATTHEWS 
JIM SHIPORSKI 
8-11 P.M. 	 $2.50 
Open Club Dance 
RUFUS ALDRIDGE 
GENE TIDWELL 
8-11 P.M. 	 $2.5014 
Open Club Dance 
ART MATTHEWS 
JIM SHIPORSKI 
8-11 P.M. 	 $2.50 2 1 
Open Club Dance 
GENE TIDWELL 
JERRY WHITEBREAD 




Chicago, III Des Plaines, III. 	Grosse Pointe, Mid,. 
12 MIDNIGHT - 3 00 A.M. 
HALLOWEEN DANCE 
FESTIVAL 
Costumes — Several Callers 
$2.50 ADV. 	$3.00 DOOR 
Greensboro, N.C. 	Fort Worth, Texas 
$2.50 ADV. $3.00 DOOR 
NEW ROUND DANCERS CLUB (WEDNESDAYS) 
Like square dancers on Mondays, people with little or no dancing 
experience are taught to round dance. You needn't be bashful in 
attending these sessions for Edna and Gene Arnfield will make you 
feel at home and have you round dancing in no time at all. 
INTERMEDIATE ROUND DANCE CLUB (THURSDAYS) 
Here's an evening devoted for people who have mastered the basics 
of round dancing. You'll learn more and enjoy dancing more under 
masterful teaching of Edna and Gene Arnfield. 
OPEN CLUB DANCE (FRIDAYS) 
The best of the Chicago area callers are on hand every Friday night 
from 8 until 11 p.m. See Calendar for schedule of callers in October. 
You'll have a great time. 
OPEN DANCE (SATURDAYS AND SUNDAYS) 
You'll find all the top callers of the country making appearances every 
weekend at the Square Dance Center. Order your tickets early for 
these dances. These "name" callers are big attractions and we will sell 
only to capacity for comfortable dancing. 
CALLERS' CLINIC (SATURDAY AFTERNOONS) 
On many Saturday afternoons, name callers will conduct clinics for 
callers. See Calendar for those scheduled in October. 
FREE REFRESHMENTS 
There will be refreshments from our modern kitchen every Saturday 
evening. 
ALL DANCES ARE OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 
You are welcome to attend any dance, any night at the new Square 
Dance Center. Please feel free to come in at any time. 
ORDER YOUR TICKETS IN ADVANCE ON SATURDAY AND SUNDAY 
DANCES. DON'T BE DISAPPOINTED. CHARTER A BUS AND BRING YOUR 
ENTIRE CLUB. YOU'LL HAVE A "BALL" DANCING AT THE FABULOUS 
SQUARE DANCE CENTER. 
FEATURES OF THE NEW SQUARE DANCE CENTER 
• 5,000 square feet of dance floor. Dance floor is hardwood mounted on rubber. There is 
nothing better or more comfortable to dance on. 
• Air-conditioned throughout for year around comfort. 
• Free parking. Room for over 150 cars in private parking lot. 
• Perfect acoustics. Constructed especially for square dancing. 
• Beautiful decorations and landscaping. Special decorations on festive occasions. 
• Complete kitchen facilities. 
• Conference room available for meetings. 
• Complete square dance store. The most beautiful and best stocked store in the country. 
• Professionally managed. All details handled for you. 
• Program includes: New clubs for beginners (classes), challenge nights, round dance clubs and 
classes, clubs, special dances, teen-age clubs, and much, much more. 











Let's Go-o Back To Donegal — V. Smith 
Wayward Wind — D. Jones 
Should I — D. Duffin 
Florida — F. Christopher 
Man Smart — V. Smith 
Girl 	Like 	You — H. 	Lackey 
Shiek Of Araby — B. Fish 
San Antonio Rose — P. Moore 
Mardi Gras— B. Aubuchon 











In the Evening By the Moonlight — 	S. 
Burdick 
Its So Nice — R. Kinnane 
Four Seasons Square — P. Hartman 
Hurry Hurry Hurry — D. Leger 
Give Me 40 Acres — D. Zents 
You're the Cream In My Coffee — B. 
Fish 
Mama Ucaro — B. Aubuchon 
Roamin' 	In the Gloamin'—D. Leger 
Goodbye My Lady Love — C. Hend-
rickson 
25016 Hot Time Square — D. Jones 25098 I'm 	Forever 	Blowing 	Bubbles — D. 
25047 Goofy Square — D. Jones Jones 
25048 Square 	Dance 	Jubilee — C. 	Hendrick- 25099 Til the Boys Come Home — R. Bohn 
son 25100 Old Man River — K. Anderson 
25049 Ring Ring the Banjo — C. Hendrickson 25101 Carry Me Back To Old Virginny — R. 
25050 Three 	Little Words — D. 	Duffin Kinnane 
25052 You And Your Gal — E. Michl 25102 Viva Le Compagnie — L. Litman 
25053 Brazil — V. Smith 25103 When You're 	Smiling — J. Cargill 
25054 Wonderful 	And 	Grand — D. 	Perry 25104 Lonesome 	7-7203 — D. 	Zents 
25056 Funny Way Of Calling — D. Leger 25105 Whistlin' Dixie — K. Anderson 
25057 Cheri/ Blossom Square — B. Aubuchon 25106 Goofus— P. Moore 
25058 Swing Me a Little Bit — R. Kinnane 25107 Swanee River 	D. Leger 
25059 How High the Moon — B. Aubuchon 25109 Sweetheart of Venezuela — D. 	Leger 
25060 Have I Told You Lately — D. Leger 251 10 I 	Walk the 	Line — D. 	Leger 
25062 Pennies 	From 	Heaven — H. Lackey 25111 Bye Bye Love — R. Thornton 
25063 Old Buttermilk Sky — B. Aubuchon 25112 Winter Wonderland — J. Cargill 
25064 Moonlight Bay — H. Lackey 25113 Downtown — K. Anderson 
25065 Poor 	Butterfly — B. Fish 25114 Travelin' 	Shoes — W. Schultz 
25066 Dancing To Pretoria — S. Burdick 25115 Harvest Of Sunshine — D. Zents 
25067 Start Off Each 	Dance 	With 	a Smile 25116 Green Green — C. Hendrickson 
— R. Bohn 25117 Under the Sun — D. Zents 
25070 Down By the Riverside — C. Hendrick- 251 18 Last Time I 	Saw 	Henry — J. Cargill 
son 25119 Heartaches — J. Prystu pa 
25071 Shake Shake — D. Leger 25120 Moon Is Making Eyes — R. Thornton 
25072 Speeding West— B. Aubuchon 25121 Happy Square Dance Way — R. Thorn• 
25074 Ain't We Got Fun — P. Hartman ton 
25075 Wheels Q— D. Leger 25122 Flowers On the Wall — R. Bohn 
25076 Casey Jones — R. Bohn 25123 I'm Welkin' — G. Peterson 
25077 Devil Woman — G. Rios 25124 By the Sea — H. Keyes 
25078 If I Had My Way —V. Smith 25125 Philadelphia 	Style — B. 	Fish 
25079 Goodnight 	Ladies — S. 	Burdick 25126 Tomatoes Are Cheaper — P. Hartman 
25080 Is You 	Is — R. Kinnane 25127 When 	Your 	Hair 	Has 	Turned 	To 	Sil- 
25081 California Here I Come — P. Moore ver R. Bohn 
25082 
25083 
Lucky Star — D. Jones 
St. Louis Woman — R. Bohn ROUND DANCES 
25084 Running Bear— D. Jones 26001 Tennessee 	Two-Step/Teasing 
25085 Tootenany Snuare — S. Burdick 26002 Happy Feet/Cherry Blossom Lane 




26004 Pennsylvania 	Waltz/Love 	Nest 26007 Harvest 	Moon/Goodni g ht Sweetheart 
26005 Willow Walk/Red 	Robin Mixer 26008 Spring time/Just 	In 	Time 
26006 Memory 	Lane/Satin Doll 26009 Hawaii/EI 	Rico Tan g o 
WAGON WHEEL 	 WAGON WHEEL RECORDS, 9500 W. 53rd AVE., ARVADA, COLORADO 
HOEDOWNS 
100 	BaSa Nova Patter No. 	1/BaSa Nova Pat. 
ter 	No. 	2 
102 	That's Rhythm No. 1/That's Rhythm No. 2 
105 Hootenany Hoedown 
107 	Somethin g 	Old/Something 	New 
FLIPS—INSTRUMENTALS/with CALLS 
101 	Rocky 	Mountain 	Fling — D. 	Franklin 
103 Sweet Personality — D. 	Franklin 
104 	Sugar-Coated 	Baby — D. Franklin 














Swin g in g 	Billy 	Joe 	D. 	Franklin 
Kin g 	Of the Road D. Franklin 
En g land Swings — D. Franklin 
Smoke 	Along 	the 	Track -- 	J. 	Haag 
Hey Li Lee Li Lee — J. Haag 
Shortnin' — J. Haag 
En g ine No. 9—J. Haa g 
What a 	Lonesome Life — B. Main 
Long Black 	Veil — B. 	Main 
Houston — B. Main 
Love 	In the Country — B. Main 
Bird Of 	Paradise — J. 	Pepper 
World Of Our Own -- J. Pepper 
WINDSOR  
HOEDOWNS 
4166 Golden Reel/Chordex 
4167 Gitdown No. I /Long Journey 
4184 Hoe-Boog ie/Happy Man 
4185 Rock Island Ride/Mountain Mist 
4186 Wild Cat/Clamor 
4187 Stoney Point/Possom Sop 
4188 Special Events 
INSTRUMENTAL SINGING CALLS 
4105 Old 	Fashioned 	Girl/Hurry, 	H u r r y 
Hurry 
4112 My Pretty Girl/Marching Thru Georgia 
4115 Hot Time In the Old Town Tonight/ 
Comin' Round the Mountain 
4144 Alabama Jubilee/Just Because 
4168 Bless Your Pea Pickin' Heart/Calico 
Gown 
4170 Put a Ring On Her Fing er/ Ladies 
4171 Good Intentions/Let the Bells Keep 
Rin g in g 
4172 Well Build a Bungalow/Left-Ri g ht 
4173 Pussy Cat/Rosabella 
4174 Georg ia Jamboree/Quebec Quadrille 
4175 I'm Never Gonna' Tell/Dreams Are Get- 
tin g Better 
WINDSOR RECORDS, 5530 N. ROSEMEAD 
BLVD., TEMPLE CITY, CALIFORNIA 
4176 I'm Gonna Sit Rig ht Down And Write 
Myself a Letter/Little Sue 
4177 Little Darlin'/Best Things In Life Are 
Free 
4178 Waterloo/Fit As a Fiddle 
4179 Fine And Dandy/Crusing Down the Ri-
ver 
4180 Wait For Me, Darlin'/Pyg my Love 
4181 Sq uare Dance Sweetheart/Oh, You 
Beautiful Doll 
4182 Nobody's Baby/You've Got Me Won-
dering 
FLIPS—INSTRUMENTALS/with CALLS 
4141/4441 	Little Shoemaker --- R. Robertson 
4161/4461 Honeycomb — B. Johnson 
4169/4469 Hula Love — B. Johnson 
4183/4383 Slaunch To Donegal D. & M. 
Armstrong 
4801 	Living High — B. Johnson 
4802 Last Ni g ht At the Sq uare Dance — A. 
Brunda ge 
4803 Ra gtime Piano — M. Forsyth 
4804 Cross Over the Brid ge -- B. Johnson 
4805 Sally — M. Forsyth 
4806 Glad Rags — M. Forsyth 
4807 Jerico — D. Taylor 
NOTES 
54 




Fiesta — B. Johnson 
Thunder Road — B. Johnson 




I 	Never Knew — A. Brundage 
Nobody Knows Ya — B. Johnson 
Heartaches— D. 	Taylor 
4811 Crawdad Song — 	B. Johnson 4854 Wildfire — J. 	Roth 
4812 Its Been a Long Long Time — 	R. Rob- 4855 Flowers On the Wall — B. Ball 
ertson 4856 Raggin' a Call — B. Van Antwerp 
4813 Basin Street Blues — R. Robertson 4857 Stand At Your Window — C. Raley 
4814 Trail Of the Lonesome Pine — D. Arm-
strong WITH CALLS 
4815 Mary Ann — D. Taylor 4402 Intermediate 	Practice 	Square 	Dance — 
4816 Summer Romance — R. Stillion D. Alumbaugh 
4817 Matilda — B. Johnson 4405 Old 	Fashioned Girl/Hurry Hurry Hurry 
4818 Gonna Raise a Rukus Tonight — D. Tay- — D. Alumbaugh 
lor 4412 My Pretty Girl/Marching Thru Georgia 
4819 Dry Bones — B. Johnson — B. Johnson 
4820 Good Old Days — B. Johnson 4415 Hot Time 	In 	the 	Old 	Town 	Tonight/ 
4821 What a Day — M. Forsyth Comin' Round the Mountain — B. 
4822 Blacksmith 	Blues — S. 	Mitchell Johnson/D. Alumbaugh 
4823 Pickle Up a Doodle — D. Taylor 4444 Alabama 	Jubilee/Just 	Because— B. 
4824 Joan of Arkansaw — B. Johnson Johnson 
4825 I'm 	Little 	But 	I'm 	Loud — R. Stillon 4468 Bless 	Your 	Pea 	Pickin' 	Heart/Calico 
4826 Mama Don't Allow It — A. Brundage Gown — B. Johnson 
4827 You're the Boss — A. Brundage 4470 Put a Ring On Her Finger/Ladies — A. 
4828 Me And My Shadow — B. Johnson Brundage 
4829 It's 	Almost 	Like 	Being 	In 	Love — D. 
Taylor 
4471 Let 	the 	Bells 	Keep 	Ringing/Good 	In- 
tentions — R. Robertson 
4830 Why Do They Always Say No — M. For-
syth 
4472 We'll 	Build 	a Bungalow/Left-Right -- B. 
Johnson 
4831 Plenty Of Money And You — B. Johnson 4473 Pussy Cat/Rosabella — B. Johnson 
4832 She's Your Girl -- A. Brundage 4474 Georgia Jamboree/Quebec Quadrille — 
4833 Hey, Look Me Over — B. Johnson B. Johnson 
4834 Some Of These Days — B. Johnson 4475 I'm Never Gonna Tell/Dreams Are Get- 
4835 Sentimental 	Journey — R. 	Stillion ting Better — B. Johnson 
4836 Penn 	Polka — A. Brundage 4476 I'm Gonna Sit Right Down And Write 
4837 Bye Bye Blackbird — D. Taylor Myself 	a 	Letter/Little 	Sue — B. 
4838 Tradewinds — D. Taylor Johnson 
4839 Pigtails And Ribbons — B. Johnson 4477 Little 	Darlin'/Best 	Things 	In 	L ife 	Are 
4840 No No Nora — B. Johnson Free — A. Brundage 
4841 I Love You More And More Every Day 4478 Waterloo/Fit As a Fiddle — M. Forsyth 
— B. Johnson 4479 Fine And Dandy/Cruising Down the Ri- 
4842 Home Of My Heart — B. Johnston ver — - B. Johnson 
4843 Driftwood On the River — J. Roth 4480 Wait For Me, 	Darlin'/Pygmy Love 	- B. 
4844 Little Old Log Cabin In the Lane -- Johnson 
Brundage 4481 Square 	Dance 	Sweetheart/Oh, 	Y o u 
4845 Tenderfoot — B. 	Johnson Beautiful Doll — A. Brundage 
4846 Enjoy Yourself — M. Forsyth 4482 Nobody's 	Bab//You've 	Got 	Me Won- 
4847 Gravy Train — B. Johnston dering - B. 	Johnson 
4848 
4849 
Steel Guitar Rag — R. Stillion 
Starry 	Eyes — B. 	Johnson ROUND DANCES 




4605 All American 	Promenade/Waltz Of the 4681 Out Of Nowhere/Ox Bow Hop 
Bells 4682 Little 	Girl/Dancing 	Shadows 
4606 Oxford 	Minuet/Tea for Two 4683 Anytime/Wabash Moon 
4610 Beautiful Ohio/Honey 4684 Jiffy 	Mixer/Hawaiian 	Charms 
4611 Shadow Waltz/Lazy River 4685 Goodnight, My Someone/Love Ya 
4612 Waltz Delight/Busybody 
4686 Chateau 	Waltz/Canadian 	Sunset 
4613 Glow 	Worm/" 1898" 
4687 Sleepy Lagoon/My 	Ideal 
4615 Teton Mountain Stomp/Varsouvianna 
4688 Silver 	Moon/Romance 
4619 Show Off Your Lady/Five Foot Two 
4689 Swingin' Papa 	Blues/Troubles 
4624 Patty 	Cake 	Polka/Ramblin' 	Reuben 
4690 Please Love Me/What'll I Dot 
4628 Drifting Waltz/Paradise 	Waltz Quadrille 4691 Just 	a Little 	Street/Back 	
Home 	Again 
4637 Buzz's 	Mixer/Nola 
In Indiana 
4638 Blue Pacific 	Waltz/While 	We 	Dream 
4692 Our Love/Havana 
4648 Dream Again/Ja-Da 
4693 Our 	Desire/Yearning 
4649 Cinderella Waltz/Good Girl 
4694 Hecksapoppin 
4650 Left 	Footer's 	One-Step/Mabelon 	Waltz 
4695 Cape Cod Waltz/Hitsitty Hotsitty 
4652 Del Rio/Johnson's 	Rag 
4696 You 	Forgot 	To 	Remember/Dixie 	Land 
4653 Cheeri Waltz/Thunderbird Waltz Two-Step 
4654 Drifting 	And 	Dreaming/Ain't 	We 	Got 
4697 Tattle Tale Waltz/Do-Sa-Do Mixer 
Fun 
4699 My Promise/Let's Make It Nice 
4655 Mountain 	Greenery/Twilight Waltz 4700 Tennessee Waltz/Lilac Time 
4656 I'll 	See You 	Again/Cake 	Walk 	In 	Port- 
4701 Under the 	Stars/Tango 	Adios 
ugal 4702 My 	Affection/Waltz Tenderly 
4657 Poor 	Butterfly/Fine And 	Dandy 4703 Just Around 	the Corner/Goldies Waltz 
4658 Silk And 	Satin/Inspiration Waltz 
4704 Memory Waltz/Swingin' Along 
4659 Swingin' the 	Blues/Anything 	Can 	Hap- 4705 
Cre'ole Capers/Turn Around 	Mixer 
4660 
pen 




Moonlight Cocktails/Vagabond Two Step 
4661 Til Tomorrow/Melody Of Love 4708 Day-dreams/Tennessee 
	Saturday 	Night 
4662 Patricia/Medley 	In 	Three-Quarter 	Time 
4709 Debut 	In 	Waltzing 
4663 Cachita/Dreams Of Happiness 4710 
Tonight You Belong To Me/Dancing On 
4664 Terry Theme/Please Be 	My Sweetheart My Heart 
4665 Vien, Vien/Mean To Me 
4711 Till We 	Meet 	Again/Quick 	Medley 
4666 When 	Lights Are Low/Keep It 	Moving 4712 Forever And Ever/Go-Go-Go 
4667 Dreamy Melody/Clarinet 	Capers 4713 Castles 
	In 	Spain/Gay 	And 	Shiny 
4658 Wabash 	Brush/Irishman's Tango 4714 Baubles, Bangles 	And 
Beads/Shenani- 
4669 My 	Baby Just 	Cares 	For 	Me/Dream- gans 
land 	Waltz 4715 Under 	the 	
Bridges 	Of 	Paris/Old 	Mem- 
4670 Why Not Two Step/Blue Hours ories 
4671 Santa 	Barbara Waltz/In a 	Little Second- 4716 Monterey/Twilight 	Time 
hand Store 4717 Funny Melody/Summer Romance 
4672 
4673 
Welkin' At Sundown/Samba Simpatica 
Dance, 	Dance, 	Dance/Waltz 	Lament 
BALLROOM DANCES—$1.25 
4674 Moon River/Peggy 4501 Moonglow/Jealous 
4675 Keep 	It a 	Secret/Bay Path 	Swing 4502 Object Of My Affections/Josephine 
4676 Kiss Waltz/Falling 	In 	Love 4503 South/April 	In 	Portugal 
4677 Maple 	Leaf 	Rag/Just For 	Fun 4504 Ja-Da/Green Door 
4678 Patti Petite/Star 	Dust 4505 Should 	I?/Just 	One 	of 	Those 	Things 
4679 Wonderful 	World/Tonight 4506 Singin' the 	Blues/Johnson Rag 
4680 Wide Eyes/Over the Bridge 4507 What'll 	I Do?/Fascination 
NOTES 
56 
WINDSOR (continued) 	  
4508 Were 	Dancing 	Arm 	In 	Arm/'Til 	We 4532 	Mean To Me/With My Eyes Wide Open 
Meet Again 4533 Peg 	0' 	My Heart/Out Of 	Nowhere 
4509 Shadow Waltz/You Tell Me Your Dream 4534 	My Baby Just Cares 	For Me/At Sun- 
4510 I'll 	See You Again/Noche de 	Rondo down 
4511 Oh, What 	a Beautiful 	Morning/Hi-Lill, 
Hi-Lo 
4535 	My Man Cha-Cha/Magic Is the Moon- 
light 
4512 Falling 	In 	Love 	With 	Love/Ciribiribin 4536 	Jealousy/Cachita 
4513 Adios Muchachos/La Cumparsita 4537 'Til 	Tomorrow/Terry Theme 
4514 Anything Can Happen Mambo/Un Po- 4538 	Let's Face the Music And Dance/While 
quito de Tu Amor We 	Danced, 	Danced, 	Danced 
4515 Piel 	Conela/Green 	Eyes 4539 	i Won't Dance/Dancing With My Shad- 
4516 Linda Mujer/Quizas, Quizas, 	Quizas ow 
4517 Oye 	Negra/Mi 	Rival 4540 	Dancing On My Heart/Dance, Ballerina, 
4518 Brazil/Tico-Tico Dance 
4519 Cecelia/You Just Want To Cha-Cha-Cha 4541 	Moon River/Star Dust 
4520 Third Man Theme/All I Do Is Dream Of 4542 Keep 	It a Secret/Just Around the Cor- 
You ner 
4521 Cocktails 	For Two/Mi Rival 4543 	Wonderful 	World 	Of 	the 	Young/To- 
4522 Tenderly/Drifting 	And 	Dreaming night You Belong To Me 
4523 Ain't We Got Fun/Singln' the Blues 4544 	Canadian 	Sunset/Anytime 
My Daddy Comes Home 4545 Dreamy Old 	New 	England 	Moon/My 
4524 Mountain Greenery/Poor Butterfly Ideal 
4525 Cross Of Gold/Twilight Waltz 4546 	Shake 	Me 	- I 	Rattle/Teddy 	Bear 	Blues 
4526 Louise/Cecelia/Sioux 	City 	Sue/I 	Love 
My Baby BALLROOM DANCE 
4527 Back 	Home 	In 	Indiana/St. 	Louis 	Blues LP ALBUMS-33,/3 R.P.M.—$4.98 
4528 Avaion/I 	Found a 	Million Dollar Baby/ 
San/China Boy 
I 	Ballroom 	Dance 	Music 
4529 Wabash 	Blues/Makin' Whoopee 2 Ballroom Dance Music 
4530 Woodchopper's 	Ball/Clarinet 	Polka 3 	Ballroom 	Dance 	Music 
4531 Mexicali 	Rose/Diane/Three O'Clock 	In 4 Ballroom Dance Music 




Footer, Faker—BS 1673 
Night In Rio—BS 1758 
A-La-Carty—GR 14027 
A-Tisket, A-Tasket—SIO 3143 
Acapulco—BS 1659 
Ace In the Hole—BOG 1161 
Act Naturally—SL 117 
Adios Muchachos—WIN 4513 
After She's Gone—BS 1721 
After They've Seen Paree-- 
MAC 7615, 7625; TOP 25045 
After You've Gone—KA 1014; 
SIO 136 
Ain't Cho Glad—GR 14031 
Ain't She Sweet—HI 827; LO 
1068 
Ain't We Got Fun—MAC 1015; 
Top 25074; WIN 4523, 4654 
Alabam—PRA 2003 
Alabama Bound—MAC 8905 
Alabama Hot Jubilee- GR 
12060 
Alabama Jubilee—OT 8041, 
8043; WIN 4144, 4444 
Alabama Jubilee Mixer—GR 
14007 
Alabama Maid—KA 1055 
Alabama Waltz—GR 14074 
Alice Blue Gown—BOG 1108; 
GR 14038; MAC 6495; SL 
121 
All Alone---GR 14080 
All Alone In San Anton@ 
MAC 1093 
All American Promenade—WIN 
4605 
All By Myself—BS 1671, 1757 
All-Four-Couple Hash—GR 
13003 
All I Do Is Dream Of You- -
WIN 4520 
All I Want For Christmas Is My 
Two Front Teeth—LO 1053 
All Mine—MAC 918 
All Of the Time—MAC 943 
All Over the World—FS 42006; 
OT 8196 
Allegheny Moon—MAC 927 
Alley Cat—OT 8196 
Allez Vous En -GR 14083 
Along the Utah Trail--AQ 122 
Amelia—HI 816 
Ama pole —TOP 25030 
An Apple For the Teacher-
KNO 2190 
An Evening Of Texas Style 
Dancing—LH 600 
Andy Andrus Call 'Em Sensa-
tional— BS 1005 




Anniversary Song—HI 808 
Anniversary Two Step—SIO 
3115; LS 260 
Anniversary Two Step Mixer—
LS 250/60 
Anything Can Happen—WIN 
4659 
Anything Can Happen Mam-
bo—WIN 4514 
Anytime—BS 1654; MAC 1011; 
WIN 4544, 4683 
Apache Square—OT 8083 
Apple Blossom Waltz--GR 14048 
April In Portugal—WIN 4503 
April Showers--BS 1604 
Archie's Melody—GR 14082 
Arching Dancers—GR 13007 
Are You From Dixie—LO 1076 
Are You Lonesome—HI 813 
Are You Lonesome Tonight— 
BS 1566; GR 14035 
Arizona Double Star--OT 8014 
Arizona Star—OT 8136 
Arizona Star Hash—OT 8136 
Arizona Traveler—OT 8156 
Arizona Waltz—OT 8049 
Arkansas Star—OT 8040 
Arkansas Traveler—OT 8018, 
8035 
Arky Workshop—GR 13012 
Around the World—KA 1052 
As Long As I'm Singing—MAC 
1032 
Ask Marie—SS 2325 
At Sundown—WIN 4534 
Auctioneer—BS 1517 
Auf Wiedersehn Not Goodbye 
—GR 14056 
Auld Lang Syne—GR 12059 
Autumn Waltz—LS 2051/52 
Avalon—MAC 910; WIN 4528 
B 
BaSa Nova Patter No. I —WW 
100 
BaSa Nova Patter No. 2—WW 
100 
Baby Doll- BOG 1168 
Baby Guitar-510 3147 
Baby Look At You Now—BS 
1679, 1776 
Baby 0' Mine—BS 3-1558 
Baby's Gone Bye Bye—GR 12056 
Back Home Again In Indiana— 
WIN 4527, 4691 
Back In Circulation--LH 152 
Back In Your Own Backyard—
TOP 25018 
Back To the Old Smokie Moun-
tains—MAC 1068 
Ballad Of the Green Berets-
MGC 1004 
Belle Redondo—BCO 201 
Ballerina Waltz—GR 14036 
Ball in' the Jack—LH 144 
Ballroom Dance Music—WIN 1 
2, 3, 4 
Bamboola—MAC 8855 
Banjo Ball--FS 42012 
Barbie —510 3150 
Barn Door - PRA 2002 
Barnacle Bill Square--OT 8067 
Basic Square Dancing—S10 
4012, 4013, 4014 
Basin Street Blues—LO 1075; 
WIN 4813 
Battle Cry Of Freedom —LO 
1042 
Battle Of Now Orleans—FLP 
101; OT 8141 
Baubles, Bangles, And Beads 
WIN 4714 
Bay Path Swing—WIN 4675 
Bayou Baby—BS 1753 
Be a Good Girl—MAC 1056 
Be Careful----FS 42016 
Bear Creek Jump—KA 1020 
Beatin My Time—OT 8193 
Beautiful Dreamer—MAC 1041 
NOTES 
58 
Beautiful Girls of Vienna--GR 
14001 
Beautiful Lady—GR 14057 
Ceautiful Love—GR 14055 
Beautiful Ohio—MAC 6435; 
WIN 4610 
Beaver Creek-- GR 120537 OT 
8131 
Beer Mug Chain—GR 13006 
Beginner Dances—BS 1009 
Bei Mir Bist Du Schon—MAC 
996 
Bei Mir Bist Du Schen (You Are 
Grand )—AQ 127 
Believe Me—KA 1038 
Bell Bolton Trousers—OT 8056 
Bells Of Avalon—FLP 504 
Benny's Nightmare—BS 1532 
Bernadine—HI 829 
Best Collection—BS 1010 
Best Dressed Beggar—MAC 935 
Best Of Kalox—KA 2000 
Best Things In Life Are Free— 
BS 1707; WIN 4177, 4477 
Betcha My Heart I Love You— 
LO 1077 
Beverly Hillbillies—JWL i06 
Big Boom-510 2139 
Big Boss—BS 1573 
Big City—JWL 134 
Big Daddy—GR 12035 
Big Mamou— LO 1023 
Big River—JWL 127 
Big Rock Candy Mountain—SS 
2315 
Big Sandy—BOG 1122 
Big Thicket—BS 1585 
Big Wheel—JWL 114 
Bill Bailey—BS 1619, 1669; TOP 
25017 
Bill Cheatum—MAC 8505 
Bill's Poor Boy---MAC 975 
Billy—GR 14040 
Billy Bayou—OT 8150 
Billy Boy—TOP 25024 
Billy In the Low Ground—MAC 
7455 
Bird Of Paradise—AO 130; HI 
331; WW 400 
Birdie In the Cage—OT 8137 
Birdie In the Cage Hash --OT 
8137  
Biscuit Jaws—RA 1301 
Biting My Finger Nails—BOG 
1134 
Black Eyed Susan Brown—MAC 
936 
Black Hawk Waltz—LS 103/04; 
MAC 3095; OT 8186 
Black Mountain Rag—OT 7002, 
8035; RA 1309; SL 602 
Black Mountain Rhythm--FLP 
101 
Black Orchids—HI 816 
Blackberry Quadrille—OT 8012 




Blacksmith Blues—WIN 4822 
Blacksmith Quadrille—OT 8012 
Blame It On the Bosa Nova — 
JWL 110 
Blay's Hoedown—RA 1325 
Bless 'Em All—MAC 1013 
Bless Them All—BS 1718 
Bless Your Pea Pickin' Heart-- 
WIN 4168, 4468 
Blonde Hair, Blue Eyes, And 
Ruby Lips -MAC 8375, 8385 
Blonde (Original) Lancers—LS 
1003/04 
Blowin In the Wind—BOG 1185 
Blue Bell MAC 8255, 8265 
Blue Bird—MAC 1045 
Blue Blue Day—JWL 113 
Blue Blue Eyes—BS 1750 
Blue Dancing Shoes—FLP 502 
Blue Eyed Baby—MAC 967 
Blue Eyed Myrtle—BS 1586 
Blue Eyes—BS 1621 
Blue Hawaii—LH 137 
Blue Hill Tunnel—GR 12028 
Blue Hours—WIN 4670 
Blue Island Blister—OT 8105 
Blue M onday—SIO 3152 
Blue Moon—BS 1633 
Blue Moon Of Kentucky—BS 
17 19 
Blue Of the Night—KNO 2320 
Blue Mountain Top- BS 1786 
Blue Pacific Waltz— OT 8070; 
WIN 4638 
Blue Ridge Mountain Blues— 
MAC 8955 
Blue River—SIO 160 
Blue Sioux City Five--BS 1661 
Blue Skies Square—MAC 8795 
Blue Skirt Waltz—BCO 214 
Blue Star Jubilee—BS 1011 
Blue Water—BS 1606 
Blue Water Line—BOG 1156 
Bluebonnet—BS 1666 
Bluetail Fly—SL 102 
Bo Weevil—BOG 1101 
Bob's Bounce—MAC 901 
Boil Dem Cabbage Down—OT 
8021 
Boil the Cabbage--LH 307; RA 
1322 
Boil the Cabbage Down—RA 
1327 




Bonnie Mixer—JWL 121 
Booger Red—BS 1624 
Boogie Beat—RA 1325 
Boomerang—MAC 7385, 7395 
Boot Heel Shuffle— KA 1046 
Born To Dance—GR 14052 
Boston Two Step—OT 8186 
Boston Two-Step—MAC 3095 
Boyne Highlands Stomp— BS 
1767 
Boys Keep Han gin' Around--
S10 144 
Brasilia—GR 14025 
Brazil—TOP 25053; WIN 4518 
Breeze—MAC 8085 
Briar Patch—BS 1516 
Bright And Shiny—BS 1672 
Brighten the Corner- BS 1732 




Broken Hearted—BS 1697 
Broken Sixpence -LS 155/56 
Brown Eyed Mary—OT 8005, 
8051 
Brown Eyes—BOG 1144; GR 
14039 
Brush Those Tears From Your 




Buck And Doe Run—BS 1554 
Buck's Hoedown—FLP 107 
Buckeye Hoedown—GR 12052 
Buckle Down—RA 1320 
Buffalo Gal— OT 8033, 3347 
Buffalo Swing—LO 1005 
Bullet—BS 1640 
Bully Of the Town—MAC 
7425, 7435; OT 8013 
Bumming Around—KA 1054 
Bundle of Southern Sunshine—
BS 1527 
Bungalow For Two—KNO 2300 
Bunny Hop- -MAC 6995; OT 
8161 
Buster Has Arrived—LH 501 
Buster's Graduation—GR 13010 
Busybody - WIN 4612 
Buttons And Bows—AQ 118; 
FLP 502 
Buzz's Mixer—WIN 4637 
By Heck—GR 14054 
By the Sea--BS 1605, 1620; 
TOP 25124 
By the Swanee River—MAC 948 
bye Bye Blackbird—GO I 13; 
OT 8182; WIN 4837 
Bye Bye Blue Eyes—LH 148 
Bye Bye Blues—GR 14002; SS 
2327 
Bye Bye Love—TOP 25111 
Bye Bye Mama—GR 14069 
C 
C. A. Stamp-- BCO 206 
C.O.D.—MAC 8535, 8545 
Cachita—WIN 4536, 4663 
Cackling Hen--GR 12050 
Cajun—RA 1305 
Cake Walk In Portugal—WIN 
4656 
Calcasieu Jambalaya—OT 8068 
Calico Girl—BOG 1163; OT 
8190 
Calico Gown—WIN 4168, 4468 
Calico Polka—MAC 7565 
California Here I Come —TOP 
25081 
Call It Love—HI 825 
Call Me Baby—BS 1607 
Call Me Up When You've No-
thing To Do—BS 1565 
Caller's Choice--B5 1502 
Cameos And Lace—BS 1742 
Canadian Sunset—WIN 4686, 
4544 
Candy—GR 14049 
Candy Kisses--LO 1030 
Candy Store Lady—OT 8146 
Can't Stop Loving You—BCO 
217 
Cape Cod Waltz—WIN 4695 
Caper—BS 1617 
Capri Square—LS 4553/54 
Caprice—LS 253/54 
Careless Hands—SL 118 
Careless Love—BS 1731; HI 
310, 812; LO 1003 
Carolina— MAC 921 
Carolina Morn—GR 14086 
Caribbean----H1 318 
Carry Me Back To Old Virginny 
—TOP 25101 
Casey Jones —MAC 8215, 8225; 
TOP 25076 
Cast Back Workshop-- GR 
13015 
Cast-Off Workshop—GR 13003 
Castles In Spain—WIN 4713 
Catch a Falling Star— FLP 501 
Catch All Eight—OT 8014 
M—GR 12002 
Cattle Call Waltz—LS 3305/06 
Cause I Believe In You -MAC 
1069 
Cecelia—FLP 108; WIN 4519, 
4526 
Cecilia—BS 3.1548 
Cedar Break- BS 1524 
C'est Magnifique—HI 801 
Chain 'Em Swing 'Em Tandem-
GR 13011 
Chain Hash—FS 42011; GR 
13003 
Chain Lightning— OT 8061 
Chain Star Thru—GR 13013 
Chaining the Ocean- -510 157 
Champagne Waltz—LS 239/40 
Change In Me—SIO 143, 3146 
Changing Partners-0T 8093 
Chantez-Chantez—MAC 7895, 
7905  
Charming Little Widow—MAC 
7525, 7535 




Chasin' Women—BS 1534 
Chateau Waltz--WIN 4686 
Chattahootchee—TOP 25073 
Chattanooga Choo Choo---GR 
14050 
Cheeri Waltz--WIN 4653 
Cholla Lla--GR 14036 
Cherokee Maiden—BOG 1130 
Cherokee Waltz—MAC 7975 
Cherry Blossom Lane—TOP 
26002 
Cherry Blossom Square—TOP 
25057 
Chcwing Gum—GO 104 
Chiapanecas—OT 8100 
Chico Boo Mixer—GR 14004 
Chicago Glide—OT 8006 
Chicken Plucker—SIO 2148 
Chicken Reel—OT 8079 
Chili And Chaps—GR 14043 
Chili Pep—MAC 8895 
Chili Peppers—MAC 920 
Chim Chim Cheree—HI 335 
Chimes Of Spring—LS 225/26 
China Boy—WIN 4528 
Chinatown —M US 113 
Chinatown Square—PRA 1005 
Chinese Breakdown—BS 1735; 
JWL 101; OT 8034, 3346; 
SIO 2123 
Chipmunk Waltz—MAC 8445 
Chiquita—HI 808 
Choctaw--GR 12016 
Cholly's Folly—BS 1781 
Chop Sticks- -510 2116 
Chop Suey Polka—BS 1592 
Chopsticks—LS 253/54 
Chordex—WIN 4166 
Chords Galore-510 122 
Chug-Chug—SIO 2138 
Chulita—LS 251/52 
Cielito Lindo—BS 1522 
Cinderella Waltz--WIN 4649 
Cindy—BS 1744; BOG 1195; 
OT 8053, 8084 




Circle Waltz—OT 8160 
Circulate Hash—GR 13013 
Circulate Workshop—GR 13010 
Ciribiribin—WIN 4512 
City Lights—BS 1657, 1716; SL 
123 
Clamor -- WI N 4186 
Clap Hands—FS 42014 
Clarinet Capers—WIN 4667 
Clarinet Polka—WIN 4530 
Clawpost—PRA 2004 
Clear Track Special—GR 12038 
Clementine—GR 12076 
Click Go the Shears—LO 1049 
Close All the Honky Tonks-
MAC 1070 




Cocain Blues--BS 1629 
Cocoanuts—SIO 150 
Cocktails For Two—WIN 4521 
Cold Cold Heart—JWL 128: 
OT 8097. 8098 
Colinda—LO 1025 
Colorado Waltz—LS 251/52 
Come On Home—BS 1678 
Commn' Out—BS 1571 
Ccrn.n. Round the Mountain—
MAC 445-4; OT 8090; WIN 
4115, 4415 
Coming Round the Mountain-- 
KA 1056 
Company's Coming—SL 115 
Connecticut Waltz—GR 14087 
Cookin' Cabbage--JWL 112 
Cookin' Up a Storm— SIO 2135 
Cooi Breeze—MAC 7875. 7885 
Coon Dog—PRA 2001 
Copenhagen—SIO 3154 
Copper Kettle—JWL 130 
Corners Of the World—OT 
6018 
Cornfield Holler—GR 12080 
Cotton Candy—MAC 957 
Cotton Eyed Joe—MAC 8495 
Cotton Pickin Polka Square- - 
OT 8192 
Cottonfields—JWL 115 
Count Down—BOG 1196 
Country Boy— MAC 8695, 8705 
Country Gentleman—OT 8093 
Country Music's Gone To Town 
- LO 1026 
Country Style—MAC 7545, 7555 
Cow Counties Hoedown—OT 
8088 
Cowboy In the Continental Suit 
—MAC 1046 
Cowboy Loop—OT 8017 
Cracker Jack—BS 1513 
Crawdad Song—WIN 4811 
C.; awdads—OT 8037 
Crazy Rhythm—BS 1644 
Cre'ole Capers—WIN 4705 
Cripple Creek - BS 1682; OT 
8036 
Crooked Little Man—JWL 125 
Cross Of Gold—WIN 4525 
Cross Over the Bridge---WIN 
4804 
Cruising Down i he River --WIN 
4179, 4479 
Cry Baby---LO 1074 
Crying On My Shoulder--BS 
1765 
Cuddle Up a Little Closer—
MAC 900 
Cuddlin' Song —MAC 913 
Cumberland Gap—JWL 112; 
MAC 8495 
Cumberlin' Gap—KA 1059 
Curl Thru Workshop—GR 13010 
Curlique Workshop—GR 13004 
Cutie—SL 124 
D 
D & A Breakdown—SIO 2135 
D-T Hoedown—MAC 1082 
Daddy's Little Girl—LS 257/58 
Daisetta—BS 1559 
Da nce-A-Long—SIO 3149 
Dance All Night—BCO 102 
Dance, Ballerino, Dance—WIN 
4540 
Dance, Dance Dance---MAC 
8165, 8175; WIN 4673 
Dance Is On--LO 1085 
Dance Till Sunday Morning On 
Saturday Night—LO 1039 
Dance With Me—MAC 8155 
Dancing Cheek To Cheek—GR 
14029 
Dancing In Paradise—HI 803 
Dancing In the Street—BS 1771 
Dancing In the Streets—BS 1605 
Dancing On a Moonbeam—GR 
14064 
Dancing On Air—WIN 5 
Dancing On My Heart—WIN 
4710 
Dancing On Top Of the World 
- BS 1711; GR 12061 
Dancing On My Heart—WIN 
4540 
Dancing Shadows--WIN 4682 
Dancing Tambourine—LS 4563/ 
64 
Dancing the Blues—LS 263/64 
Dancing To Pretoria—TOP 25066 
Dancing With My Shadow 
- -WIN 4539 
Dancing With You—HI 815 
Deng Fiddle—H1 606 
Deng Me—MAC 1051 
Darktown Strutters Ball—HI 
317; MAC 8455, 8465 
Date With an Angel----BCO 213 
Day-dreams—WIN 4708 
Dear Hearts And Gentle People 
--SS 2317 
Debut In Waltzing —WIN 4709 
Deck the Halls—L5 4591/92 
Deep Elem Glide--KA 1020 
Deep In My Heart—GR 14084 
Deep Purple—GR 14034 
Del Rio—WIN 4652 
Dela ware—AQ 125 
Delk's Berlin Polka—OT 8076 
Delk's Schottiche—OT 8076 
Denver—GR 12082 
De+our—KNO 2230 
Deuces Wild—HI 601 
Devil Jumped Up-510 2141 
Devil Woman—HI 326; TOP 
25077 
Devil's Dream—BS 1739 
Devilish—SIO 2141 
Dew Drops—BS 1722 
Dew On the Mountain—SIO 
2133 
Diane—WIN 4531, 4706 
Dime a Dozen—BS 1676 
NOTES 
61 
Ding Dong Daddy—HI 806 
Divorce Me C.O.D.—RA 1308 
Dixie Chain—MAC 7845 
Dixie Daisy Hash—GR 13014 
Dixie Daisy Workshop—GR 
12001, 13014 
Dixie Grand—TOP 26003 
Dixie Land Two-Step—WIN 4696 
Dixie Spin Hash—GR 13017 
Dixie Spin Workshop—GR 
13017 
Dixie Star Thru Workshop-
GR 13002 
Dixieland Swing—FLP 117 
D'Lovely—GR 14074 
Do It Yourself Red Wing—KA 
1015 
Do What You Do Do Well- - 
MAC 1060 
Do-Sa-Do Mixer—WIN 4697 
Dog bone— GR 12015 
Gain' What Comes Na turally-- 
510 159 
Doing What Comes Naturally-
AQ 116 
Doll Dance—BS 1702 
Cellar Down, Dollar a Week 
TOP 25013 
Domani Waltz—GR 14017 
Dominique—MAC 1091 
Don't Be a Baby, Baby—BS 1595 
Don't Be Ashamed—SL 114 
Don't Blame It All On Me -BS 
1714 
Don't Call Me—LH 147 
Don't Expect Kisses—BS 1638 
Don't Fence Me In—HI 336 
Don't Forget—MAC 1030 
Don't Forget It Baby—SS 2329 
Don't Just Stand There- SS 2322 
Don't Leave Me Darling—MAC 
1081 
Don't Let Me Dream—BS 1709; 
BOG 1171 
Don't Let the Deal Go Do am-
KA 1034 
Don't Let the Rain Come Down 
—MAC 1036 
Don't Let the Stars Get In Your 
Eyes—BS 1723 
Don't Let Your Deal Go Down 
— JWL 124 
Don't Look Back —OT 8083 
Don't Say Aloha When I Go—
SS 2309 
Don't Sit Under the Apple Tree 
—KNO 2110 
Don't Telephone - Don't Tele-
graph MAC 1084 
Don't You Call Me Sweetie—
BS 1688 
Doodad Blues—LS 227/28 
Doodle-De-Doo—GR 12041 
Doodley Doo Mixer—GR 14031 
Dottie Lou—AQ 128 
Double Eagle Rag--MAC 8775 
Double Orbit—FS 42004 
Double the Dose—OT 8016 
Down Among the Sheltering 
Palms—MAC 7795, 7805 
Down At Papa Joe's—LO 1061 
Down At the Roadside Inn- 
BS 1641 
Down By the Riverside—MAC 
1004: TOP 25070 
Down Home Rag—KA 1044 
Down In Old Mexico—BOG 
1139 
Down the Lane—MAC 6425 
Down Yonder—OT 8060, 8064 
Down Yonder In New Orleans— 
BS 1622 
Downtown—TOP 25113 
Drag gin' the Bow—OT 8029 
Dream Again—WIN 4648 
Dream Boat—SIO 162, 3155 
Dream Lake & Motions Of Joy 
- -LS 179/80 
Dream On -OT 8126 
Dream Tango—GR 14079 
Dream Train—BS 1730; LH 
204; MAC 8875 
Dream Walk—GR 14011 
Dreamer's Holiday—AQ 121 
Dreamer's Two-Step—LS 239/40 
Dreaming Of You—LH 143 
Dreamland Tonight- OT 8120 
Dreamland Waltz—WIN 4669 
Dreams Are Getting Better— 
WIN 4175; 4475 
Dreams Of Happiness-- WIN 
4663 
Dreamy Melody—KA 1013: 
WIN 4667 
Dreamy Old New England Moon 
—WIN 4545 
Drifting And Dreaming—WIN 
4522, 4654 
Drifting Waltz—WIN 4628 
Driftwood On the River—WIN 
4843 
Drivin' Nails—MAC 7795, 7805 
Driving Me Crazy—HI 806 
Dry Bones--WIN 4819 
Duke's Down Beat—OT 8173 
Dumbarton Drum—LS 171/72 
Durang's Hornpipe—OT 8062 
Dust Off That Old Pianna- 
MAC 1050 
E 
Earl's Hoedown—BS 1521 
Earnie's Breakdown—RA 1327 
East Of the Sun—GR 14035 
Easy Like ABC—FS 42002 
Easy Murder—SIO 4011 
Easy Square Dances—MAC 1204 
Easy Tandem—GR 13011 
Easy To Love—GR 14066 
Easy Way—KA 1053; MAC 1086 
Echo From the Hills—LH 153 
" 1 898- WIN 4613 
Eighth Of January—MAC 
8565; OT 8032 
Ej Marie--BS 1785 
El Rancho Grande—OT 8007, 
8020 
El Rico Tango—TOP 26009 
Elbow Swing—OT 8039 
Elizabeth Quadrille—LS 3307 
Elmer's Tune—GR 14012 
Emperor Waltz—BS 1709 
Enchanted Two-Step—BS 1702 
Enchanted Waltz—GR 14033 
End Of the Line—BOG 1119 
Ends Cross Over Workshop- 
GR 13003 
Ends Turn In Hash —GR 13005 
Engine No. 9—WW 203 
England Swings—WW 110 
Enjoy Yourself—WIN 4846 
Ernie's Breakdown— RA 1327 
Ethel--BS 1559 
Eva Three-Step—OT 8096 
NOT ES 
62 
Evening Star—GR 14053 
Evening Train—SIO 145 
Ever Lovin' Dixie Land—LO 
1024 
Evergreen Hoedown—AQ 315 
Every Man a King—LO 1036 
Everybody Dances—BS 1007 
Everybody Loves a Lover—GR 
14077; MAC 8925 
Everybody's Gonna Dance To- 
night— BOG 1125 
Everybody's Somebody's Fool— 
OT 8172 
Everything Is Rosy Now—LO 
1019 
Everything's Nice About You—
BOG 1113  
Everywhere Mixer—GR 14076 
Everywhere You Go BS 1701, 
1772: MAC 8475, 8485 
Exactly Like You—TOP 25029 
F 
Face In the Moon-- HI 312 
Fair Lady- GR 14023 
Fair Weather Sweetheart— 
MAC 8655, 8665 
Fairweather Sweetheart—BS 
1780 
Falling In Love--WIN 4676 
Falling In Love With Love—
WIN 4512 
False Hearted Girl—KA 1004 
Fancy Pants—BS 1530 
Far, Far Away—MAC 1034 
Farmer's Daughter—OT 8058 
Fascination—WIN 4507 
Fat Boy Rag—KA 1034 
Fayvette—BS 1571 
Ferris Wheel—LO 1089 
Fiddler's Dream—OT 8131 
Fiddler's Frolic- MAC 8585 
Fiesta—WIN 4808 
Finders Keepers—WIN 4850 
Fine And Dandy—MAC 1016; 
WIN 4179, 4479, 4657 
Fire Ball Mail—OT 8169 
First Love LS 217/18 
Fisher's Hornpipe—RA 1302 
Fishers Hornpipe—BS 1746 
Fit As a Fiddle—WIN 4178, 
4478 
Five Foot Two—HI 322; LS 
121/22; MUS 110; WIN 4619 
Five Minutes More—LO 1034 
Five Part Singing Quadrille- 
LS 1005/1007 
Five Thirty Breakdown—LH 307 
Flippo Flips—BS 1001 
Flop Eared Mule—GR 12058; 
OT 8031, 3346 
Florida—TOP 25039 
Flowers On the Wall—MUS 
116; TOP 25122; WIN 4855 
Flyin' Heels Two-Step—MAC 
7985 
Flyin' South—MAC 980 
Fold the Line Workshop--GR 
13001 
Folding Hash- - GR 13006 
Folding Workshop—GR 13006 
Folson Prison Song—LO 1050 
Foolin'— BS 1539 
Foolin' Around—TOP 25023 
Foolish Questions--H I 327 
Foot Of the Bed—JWL 107 
Footprints In the Snow—BS 
1582 
Forest Creek—BS 1692 
Forever And Ever—WIN 4712 
Forever You—GR 14060 
Forgotten Waltz—SIO 3148 
Forty Shades Of Green—LO 
1058 
Forty Years Ago—OT 8091 
Four Gents Star Or Sutters Mill 
- -OT 8017 
Four Leaf Clover- -BOG 1136; 
OT 8015; RA 1328 
Four Seasons Square—TOP 
25090 
Four Star Rag--BOG 1195 
Four Walls—HI 822 
Fox—SIO 142 




Free And Easy—GR 14049 
Free Home Demonstration--LH 
145 
Freight Train—BOG 1179; PRA 
1001 
Friendship--GR 12034 
Friendship Ring—OT 8156 
From Me To You—FS 42007 
Frontier Schottische—MAC 7565 
Frosty the Snowman—FLP III 
Full Time Job—MAC 1001 
Fun And Fancy Free—SL 105 
Fun-Derful—GR 14071 
Fun Hash—GR 13008 
Fun Level Dances--8S 1004 
Funny Way Of Calling—TOP 
25056 
Funny Melody—WIN 4717 
Further And Further—RA 1331 
G. K. W. Mixer—SIO 3108 
G Train-- GR 12068 
Gaiety- GR 14038 
Gal Who Invented Kissin'--SS 
2321 
Galleywest —GR 12068 
Gamblin' Man—BS 1538 
Garlando BS 1639 
Georgia Blues—GR 14067 
Georgia Jamboree—WIN 4174, 
4474 
Georgia On My Mind—TOP 
25021 
Georgia Polka—BS 3-1547 
Get Me To the Dance On Time 
--SIO 140 
Get Ready—KA 1060 
Getaway-510 3139 
Geyser Basin—TOP 25055 
Giddap—BS 1524 
Giddy-Up Sam—SL 603 




Girl Crazy—KA 1050 
Girl I Left Behind Me—LH 204 
Girl Like You- TOP 25041 
Girl That I Marry—HI 829 
Git Fiddle Two-Step—MAC 
8435 
Gitdown No. I—WIN 4167 
NOTES 
63 
Gitfiddle Rag—GR 12042 
Give Me a Little Kiss—MAC 
8115 
Give Me 40 Acres—TOP 25092 
Give My Regards To Broadway 
—BS 1623; MAC 1057 
Give the Fiddler a Dream—RA 
1309 
Glad Rags—MAC 7655, 7665; 
WIN 4806 
Gladness Mixer—WIN 4660 
Glory Hallelujah—BS 1625 
Glory Of Love—JWL 128 
Glow Worm—FLP 114; MAC 
3105; OT 8004; WIN 4613 
Glow Worm Gavotte—LS 
105/06 
Go Man Go—SIO 2140 
Go Star Thru—TOP 25001 
Go Swinging With a Lady—
LO 1086 
Goin Down the Road—OT 8188 
Goin' 'Cross Cripple Creek—
OT 8184 
Goin' Up a Little Creek—MAC 
7915, 7925 
Going Home—MAC 8115 
Going To the Hukilou—LS 
257/58 
Gold And Silver—MAC 1000 
Golden Daze—TOP 25061 
Golden Earrings—GR 14059 
Golden Gate Waltz -GR 14040 
Golden Reel—WIN 4166 
Golden Rocket—MAC 926 
Golden Slippers-0T 8002 
Golden Stairs—OT 8200 
Goldies Waltz—WIN 4703 
Golly Molly—BS 1636 
Gone— BS 1708; MAC 8615, 
8625 
Gone Two-Step—SIO 3151 
Gonna Raise a Rukus Tonight. 
—WIN 4818 
Gonna Take My Girlie To the 
Square Dance—MAC 983 
Gonna Write Myself a Letter— 
LO 1072 
Good Clean Fun—BOG 1183 
Good Girl—WIN 4649 
Good Intentions—WIN 4171, 
4471 
Good Man MAC 1092 
Good Man Is Hard To Find-
JWL 120; LO 1033 
Good Night Sweetheart—BS 
3-1528 
Good Old Country Style—
MAC 968 
Good Old Days—MAC 972; 
WIN 4820 
Good Old Summertime—FS 
42011 
Good Time Polka—HI 329 
Good Times—MAC 1053 
Goodbye My Lady Love— 
TOP 25096 
Goodnight Irene—MAC 6435 
Goodnight Ladies—TOP 25079 
Goodnight, My Someone— 
WI N 4685 




Goodnight Waltz—OT 8078 
Goodnight Waltz Mixer- LS 
255/56 
Goody Goody SIO 3145 
Goofus—BS 1788; TOP 25106 
Goofy Square—TOP 25047 
Goose Bumps—FLP 105 
Got a Lot Of Rhythm- LH 149 
Gotta Take Me Back—LH 146 
Grand Divide—OT 8154 
Grand March—LS 4567/68; 
SIO 2146 
Grand Old Flag—LO 1073 
Grand Prowl—FLP 104 
Grand Sashay Mixer—BS 1782 
Grand Slam—HI 604 
Grand Square—SIO 102; LS 
4553/54 
Grandfather's Clock—OT 8153 
Gravy Train—WIN 4847 
Gray Eagle—OT 8057 
Great Big Taters In Sandy Land 
--OT 8027 
Great Flippo Calls—BS 1006 
Green Beret—MUS 115 
Green Door—BCO 207; WIN 
4504 
Green Eyes—WIN 4515 
Green Goddess—TOP 25055 
Green Green—FLP 115; TOP 
25116 
Green Light—BS 1740 
Green Meadow—TOP 25097 
Green River—MAC 979; SIO 
114 
Green River Rag—MAC 8505 
Grenn And Bear It—GR 12005 
Grennlin—GR 12002 
Grey Eagle—RA 1313 
Ground Hog—RA 1304 
Guitar Fancy--SIO 2148 
Guitar Polka—PRA 1002 
H 
Half Sashay —OT 8024 




Hand In Hand—MAC 7975 
Hand Me Down My Walkin' 
Cane--OT 8125 
Hang Your Heart On a Hickory 
Limb—SS 2331 
Happy Birthday—SIO 2136 
Happy Days Are Here Again—
MAC 937 
Happy Feet—TOP 26002 
Happy Life—KA 1032 
Happy Man—WIN 4184 
Happy Pair—BS 1578 
Happy Rattle—KA 1035 
Happy Reelin'—MAC 7855, 
7865 
Happy Song—SL 103 
Happy Square Dance Way 
TOP 25121 
Happy Time Rag—BCO 216 
Happy Two S+ep—GR 14019 
Happy Waltz—LS 217/18 
Hard Hearted Hannah—SIO 147 
Harvest Of Sunshine—TOP 
25115 
Harvest Moon—TOP 26007 
Hash Happy—MAC 8335, 8345 
Hashin' the Bends--OT 8130 
hashin' the Boogie—LO 1001 
Hashin' Up the Devil—OT 8145 




Haul Off And Love Me—LH 134 
Havana—WIN 4692 
Have I Told You Lately—TOP 
25060 
Having a Wonderful Time—
MAC 8965 
Hawaii—TOP 26009 
Hawaiian Charms—WIN 4684 
Hawaiian Square—BS 1668 
Hawaiian Style—MAC 941 
Hawaiian Tattoo—GR 12075 
Headin' For the Barn—KA 1044 
Heads And Sides—FS 42008 
Hear Them Bells—SL 109 
Heart Full Of Love—BS 1523 
heart Of My Heart—BS 1658; 
OT 8102, 8103 
Heart Of My Heart No. 2—
MAC 976 
He-rtaches—BS 3-1556; TOP 
25119; WIN 4853 
Heartaches By the Number— 
BS 1541; RA 1326 
Heartbreaker—MAC 8475, 
8485, 988 
Heavenly Night—GR 14078 
Hecksapoppin—WIN 4694 
Heel And Toe Polka—MAC 
4005; OT 8005 
Hell Among the Yearlings—
RA 1324 
Hell Amongst the Yearlings—
OT 8032 
Hello Bluebird—BS 1663 
Hello Dolly—BS 1729; GR 
14062; JWL 122, 131 
Hello, Hello, Hello—MAC 
7735, 7745, 923 
Hello Mary Lou—BOG 1135; 
SS 2333; TOP 25034 
Hello My Baby—MAC 1008 
Helluvahoedown—M AC 7835 
Helsel's a Poppin—SIO 4009 
Helt's Hash—MAC 8815 
Helt's Hassel—MAC 8315, 8325 
Henry the Eighth—GR 12077 
Hep Cat—SIO 2130 
Her Front Door Is Open—
SL 110 
Here And There—OT 8118 
Hey Chic—BCO 205 
He', Good Looking—BCO 218; 
MAC 7405, 7415, 919 
Hey Li Lee Li Lee—WW 201 
Hey, Look Me Over—GR 
14030; LO 1009, 1040; WIN 
4833 
Hey Ma—BS 1683; 5:0 2083 
Hey Mr. Guitar—GR 14001 
Hey Porter—GO 101 
Hi-De-Ho—HI 607 
Hi Jolly—GR 12074 
Hi-Lili, Hi-Lo—WIN 4511 
Hi Lili, Hi Lo—SIO 3139 
Hi Lili Quadrille—LS 4559/60 
Hi Neighbor—OT 8142 
High Gear—BS 1786 
High Society—MAC 7995, 8005 
Highland Fling-510 2147 
Highway To Nowhere—LH 151 
Highways Are Happy Ways— 
MAC 8185, 8195 
Hillbilly Two-Step—HI 801 
Hills Of Habersham—LS 181/82 
Hindustan—BOG I I 14 
Hinkey Dinkey Parley Vous-
OT 8161 
Hink/ Dinky Parley Voo-
OT 8038 
Hit the Road—MAC 7585 
Hitsitty Hotsitty—WIN 4695 
Hoe-Boogie--WIN 4184 
Hokey Pokey—MAC 6995; 
OT 8086, 8163 
Holiday Waltz—GR 14005 
Home In San Antonio—SS 2324 
Home Of My Heart—WIN 4842 
Home On the Range—MAC 
7405, 7415 
Home Sweet Home—BS 1682; 
LO 1063; MAC 8565; OT 
8009 
Home Sweet Home Square—
MAC 8915 
Home Town—OT 8168 
Hometown Square—OT 8085 
Homosassa Hornpipe—LS 163/ 
64 
Honest And Truly—BS 1628 
Honey—WIN 4610 
Honey Bun—BS 1618 
Honey Love—BS 1752 
Honeycomb—HI 804; WIN 
4161/4461 
Honeymoon—LS 207/08 
Honolulu Dolly-510 2133 
Hoop De Doo—OT 8111 




Hootenany Hoedown—WW 105 
Hop Up Susie—OT 8036, 3347 
Hoppin' Satan—SIO 2113 
Hot Banjo Boogie—FLP 113 
Hot Pepper—GR 12006 
Hot Time—MAC 6525, 445-4 
Hot Time In the Old Town To- 
night—OT 8025, 8030; WIN 
4115, 4415 
Hot Time Mixer—BCO 202 
Hot Time Square—TOP 25046 
Ho+ Toddy—HI 814 
Hound Dog—OT 8118 
Houston—WW 302 
How About That—BCO 212 
How High the Moon—TOP 
25059 
How I Cried—LH 139 
Howdy Neighbor BOG 1176 




Hula Love—WIN 4169/4469 
Humble Hoedown—MAC 905 
Humdinger—TOP 25033 
Hundred To One—LO 1011; 
MAC 991 
Hurry Hurry Hurry—TOP 
25091; WIN 4105, 4405 
Can't Begin To Tell You—
LO 1044 
Can't Believe You're Mine—
BOG 1197 
Can't Give You Anything But 
Love—AQ 123; BOG 1120; 
MAC 7755, 7765 
Can't Help It—RA 1314 
Can't Quit—BS 1599 
Could Have Danced All Night 
—GR 14067 




Don't Care—MAC 969, 1052 
Don't Care If the Sun Don't 
Shine—MAC 8055, 8065 
Don't Love Nobody (Temper-
arily)—MAC 1027 
Don't Mind—KA 1025 
Dream Of You—BS 3.1448; 
KNO 2260 
Feel That Old Age Creeping 
On—BOG 1121 
Found a Million Dollar Baby 
—WIN 4528 
Found You Out—SL 125 
Got Mine—MAC 1074 
Had Someone Else—BS 1727 
Heard the Bluebirds Sing-
JWL 123 
Hum a Waltz—GR 14055 
Like Mountain Music—FS 
42008 
Like Your Kind Of Love—
BOG 1166 
Love Girls—OT 8181 
Love My Baby—WIN 4526 
Love You More And More 
Every Day—WIN 4841 
Love You So Much—BCO 219 
Love You Truly—SIO 3116 
Miss My Swiss—OT 8101 
Never Knew—BOG 1140; 
WIN 4851 
Never See Maggie Alone—
MAC 917 
Only Want a Buddy Not a 
Girl—BOG 1148 
Over Looked an Orchid—BS 
1543 
Overlooked an Orchid—RA 
1330 
Remember You—GR 14065 
Saw the Light—KA 1030 
Saw Your Face In the Moon 
BOG 1104; MAC 7935, 7945, 
985 
Still Get Jealous—KA 1039 
Thank My Lucky Stars— BS 
1773 
Walk the Line—JWL 119; 
TOP 25110 
Want a Girl—GR 14068 
Want My Mama—MAC 961 
Wairra Go Home—BS 1704 
I Wonder What's Become Of 
Sally—MAC 8855 
I Wonder Why—BS 1545 
I Won'1 Be Number Two—MAC 
930 
I Won't Dance—WIN 4539 
I Won't Go Huntin'—JWL 100 
I'd Better Call the Law On Me 
—MAC 1085 
I'd Like To Swing You One 
More Time—LO 1064 
I'd Rather Fightl—OT 8203 
I'd Still Be There—KNO 2270 
Ida--BCO 106; MAC 1012 
Ida Red—BS 1746 
Ida Red Jump—SL 601 
Idaho—BOG 1186 
If I Could Be With You—BOG 
1172 
If I Had My Way—TOP 25078 
If the World Keeps On Turning 
—BS 1535 
If You Don't Someone Else Will 
—OT 8174 
If You Knew Susie—BS 1600; 
KA 1061 
If You Think You Feel Lonesome 
—MAC 1075 
If You've Got the Money I've 
Got the Time—MAC 8135 
I'll Always Care—MUS 104 
I 	Never Let You Go Little 
Darling—LH 140 
I'll Never Love Another—BS 
1747 
I'll Sail My Ship Alone—RA 1306 
I'll See You Again—WIN 4510, 
4656 
I'll See You In My Dreams—
BOG 1169; MAC 8865; OT 
8140 
I'll Sit This One Out—MAC 
1071 
I'll Swing Yours And You Swing 
Mine—OT 8039 
Illusion Waltz—AQ 214 
I'm Alone Because I Love You—
BS 1675 
I'm Forever Blowing Bubbles—
BS 1671; rOP 25098 
I'm Gonna Build a Fence—HI 
824 
I'm Gonna Sit Right Down And 
Write Myself a Letter—
I'm Gonna Have Love—JWL 135 
WIN 4176, 4476 
I'm In Love—BS 1770 
I'm Just Wild About Harry-
-MAC 1059 
I'm Kinda Gonna Waste Swing 
With You—KA 1016 
I'm Little But I'm Loud—WIN 
4825 
I'm Looking High And Low For 
My Baby—BCO 105 
I m Never Gonna Tell—WIN 
4175, 4475 
I'm Not Foolinn—HI 324 
I'm Walkin'—TOP 25123 
I'm Welkin the Floor Over You 
—BS 1733 
In a Little Secondhand Store—
WIN 4671 
In My Own Peculiar Way—LO 
1079 
In the Evening By the Moon-
light—TOP 25088 
Indian Style—MAC 445-I 
Infatuation—BS 1626 
Inside Arch, Outside Under—
OT 8019 
Inside Out, Outside In—CT 
8074 
Inspiration Wal z—WIN 4658 
Instant Box Hash—GR 13004 
Instant Route Hash—GR 13004 
Instant Square Dancing For Be- 
ginners—FS 43003 
Instrumental Square Dance Mu- 
sic—MAC 1205 
Intermediate Practice Square 
Dance—WIN 4402 
Into Each Life Some Rain Must 
Fall—BOG 1115; MUS 103 
Invisible Tears—BS 1754; BOG 
1184 
Irish Waltz—LS 109/10 
Irishman's Tango—WIN 4668 
Is It True What They Say About 
Dixie—BS 1662 
Is You Is—TOP 25080 
Is You Is My Baby—GR 14062 
Island Chain—GR 13007 
NOTES 
66 
Island In the Sun—GR 12067 
It Ain't Gonna Rain No More 
—MAC 8275, 8285; SS 2310 
It Had To Be You—MAC 8575 
It Happened In Monterey—TOP 
25010 
It's a Shame—MAC 1087 
It's a Sin—MAC 981; GR 14069 
It's Almost Like Being In Love— 
WIN 4829 
It's American Men—FS 42001 
It's Been a Long, Long Time—
WIN 4812 
It's Been Nice—BS 1677 
It's Just Like Grand Central 
Station—MAC 1063 
It's Moonglow—GR 14042 
It's So Nice—TOP 25089 
It's True—GR 14013 
It's You—HI 828 
It's You I Love—MAC 8335, 
8345, 931 
Itsy Bitsy Bikini—LH 131 
I've Go+ a Hammer—SIO 148 
I've Got a Tiger By the Tail—
MAC 1066 
J 
Ja-Da—WIN 4504, 4648 
Jack 0' Diamonds—HI 603 
Jack's Rocker—SIO 2137 
Jack's Special—MAC 8305 
Jackrabbit—BS 1549 




Jealo'n—BS 1634; MAC 7985; 
WIN 4501 
Jealous Heart—HI 306 
Jealousy—WIN 4536 
Jellybean—MAC 7525, 7535 




Jerr-Dee Waltz—AQ 213 
Jerry's Jumble—MAC 902 
Jessie Polka—BS 1588, 1667; 
MAC 6325 
Jessie Polka Square--OT 8052, 
8073 
Jerry's Medley—LS 229/30 
Jiffy Mixer—WIN 4684 
Jim Jam—HI 608; sio 2147 
Jingle Bells—BS 1637 
Joan Of Arkansaw—WIN 4824 
Joe And Helen Two-Step—BS 
3-1548 
John Henry—JWL 111; MAC 
912 
Johnny Jingo—BS 1615 
Johnny-O-Polka—H1 818 
Johnny Will—KNO 2210 
Johnny's Goulash—OT 8135 
Johnson Rag—WIN 4506 
Johnson's Rag—WIN 4652 
Johnston's Rag—GR 12037 
Joker—H I 602 
Jolly Is the Miller—OT 8089 
Jolly Polka—BS 1602 









Judy Lynn Waltz—MAC 8715 
Juke Box Rag—OT 7003 
Juke Box Samba—MAC 1054 
Jumpin' Cactus—OT 8011 
Jumpin' Jack—BS 1536 
Julida—RA 1131 
June Night—GR 14057; 510 
127 
Just a Gadabout—BS 1691 
Just a Little Street—WIN 4691 
Just a Stomp At Twilight—GR 
12070 
Just Another Polka—BOG 1157 
Just Around the Corner—WIN 
4542, 4703 
Just Because—PRA 1007; WIN 
4144, 4444 
Just Because Polka—BCO 213 
Just Couldn't Say Goodbye—
MAC 8015, 8025 
Just Foolin' Around—LS 3303/ 
04 
Just For Fun—WIN 4677 
Just For Two—BS 1665 
Just In Time—TOP 26008 
Just One Of Those Things—
WIN 4505 
Just the Same—GR 12039 
Just To Be With You—KNO 
2280 
Justrite Schottiche—OT 8091 
Juxta Walk—MAC 913 
K 
Kanawha—TOP 25087 
Kansas City Rag—°RA 2002 
Kansas Kitty—BS 1627 
Katie Hill—MAC 7915, 7925 
Katy's Two-Step—MAC 8075 
Keep It a Secret—WIN 4542, 
4675 
Keop It Moving—W N 4666 
Keep It Neat—MAC 7675, 7685 
Keep It Sunny—GR 14056 
Keep Smiling With Blue Star 
—BS 1012 
Keep Those Cards And Letters 
Coming In—MAC 1031 
Keep Those Cold Icy Fingers 
Off Of Me—BS 1609 
Keep Your Sunny Side Up—GR 
12046 
Keeshka Polka—BS 1680 
Kentucky Home—GR 14059 
Kentucky Walfz—MAC 8205 
Kickin' It Up—GR 12080 
King Of the Road—WW 109 
Kingston Chain—FS 42003 
Kingston Town—GR 12033 
Kirkwood—BS 1756 
Kiss In the Dark—GR 14051 
Kiss Waltz—OT 8101; WIN 4676 
Kissin—BOG 1146 
Kissin Cousin—KA 1040 
Kitatinny—GR 12071 
Kitty Kat—MAC 8365 
Knockin' At the Door—OT 8031 
Kokonuts—SIO 3150 
L 
La Cumparsita—WIN 4513 




La Raspa—OT 8100 
La Ronda Waltz—HI 820 
Laces And Graces—LS 105/06 
Ladies—WIN 4170, 4470 
Ladies Fancy—BS 1549 
Lady Be Good—GR 12043, 
14015 
Lady Loves To Dance—KNO 
2100 
Lady Of Spain—GR 14016 
Land Of My Dreams—TOP 
25008 
Lamp Lighting Time—MAC 990 
Lanning's Mixer—BS 1670 
Larry's Stomp—BS 1652 
Last Night—BS 3-1537 
Last Night At the Square 
Dance—WIN 4802 
Last Time I Saw Henry—TOP 
25118 
Later Than You Think—KNO 
2150 
Latin Hoedown—KA 1048 
Latin Louie—GR 14085 
Lazy River—KA 1051; SIO 2112; 
WIN 4611 
Learning To Waltz—LS 4 
Leather Britches—OT 8034, 
3345; SL 602 
Left Footer's One-Step—WIN 
4650 
Left Over Hash—OT 8135 
Left-Right—WIN 4172, 4472 
Lemon Tree—MAC 1042; SL 120 
Lemon Tree Samba—HI 823 
Let a Smile Be Your Umbrella 
—KA 1027 
Let Me Call You Sweetheart-
JWL 121 
Let the Bells Keep Ringing- 
AQ 112; WIN 4171, 4471 
Let the Hammer Down—BS 1530 
Let the Rest Of the World Go 
By—BS 1784 
Let the Sunshine In—MUS III 
Let's All Square Dance—SIO 
4007 
Let's Dance—FS 42007; HI 803 
Let's Dance a Square—SIO 
4015 
Let's Face It—OT 8133 
Let's Face the Music And 
Dance—WIN 4538 
Let's Go-o Back To Donegal—
TOP 25036 
Let's Have a Barrel Of Fun—
OT 8038 
Let's Have an After Party—LH 
500 
Let's HuIly Gully—BCO 201 
Let's Make If Nice—WIN 4699 
Let's Polka—SIO 3153 
Let's Square Dance—SIO 4010 
Let's Think About Living—LO 
1008 
Letter Overdue—MAC 962 
Liberty—RA 1313 
Lida Rose—SIO 141 
Life On the Ocean Wave—OT 
8059 
Light In the Window—LS 219/ 
20 
Lighted Lantern Scramble—
M AC 7675, 7685 
Lightfoot Bill—OT 8158 
Lights Of Vienna—MAC 989 
Lilac Time—WIN 4700 
Lili Marleio—MAC 3105; OT 
8070 
Limehouse Blues—LO 1006; 
MAC 915 
Linda—GR 14008; TOP 25086 
Linda Mujer—WIN 4516 
Linda Sue—HI 313 
Linda Two Step—HI 813 
Lindsay Waltz—AO 215 
Linger Awhile—BOG 1110; GR 
14050 
Lingering Lovers—GR 14025 
Little Band Of Gold—BOG 1153 
Little Bit Of Sugar—HI 328 
Little Bitty Tear—BOG 1173 
Little Black Book—MAC 963 
Little Boy Blue--LO 1067 
Little Brown Gal—MAC 8075, 
999; OT 8189 
Little Brown Jug—BCO 202; OT 
8077 
Little Darlin'—WIN 4177, 4477 
Little Dutch Girl—OT 8171 
Little Girl—MAC 909; WIN 
4682 
Little Girl Dressed In Blue— 
OT 8149 
Little Girl In Calico—LO 1015 
Little Grass Shack—FLP 503 
Little Heartache—JWL 103 
Little Liza Jane—GO 105 
Little Old Log Cabin In the 
Lane—WIN 4844 
Little Red Wagon—OT 8199; 
SIO 2083 
Little Shoemaker—WIN 4141/ 
4441 
Little Spanish Town—GR 14070 
Little Sue—WIN 4176, 4476 
Livin', Lovin', Laughin'—HI 321 
Living High—WIN 4801 
Lock My Heart—BS 1614 
Log Cabin In the Lane—MUS 
112 
Lone Star Rag—BS 1761; KA 
1048 
..onesome Life—OT 8197 
Lonesome Mama Blues—GR 
14021 
Lonesome Road—BS 1562 
Lonesome 7-7203—TOP 25104 
Lonesome Square—OT 8198 
Lo-ely Me—BS 1741 
Long Black Veil—WW 301 
Long John—BS 1787 
Long Journey—WIN 4167 
Long, Long Ago—SS 2311 
Look At You Now—FS 42015 
Look Me Over—GR 14080 
Look On the Good Side- -MUS 
109; OT 8148 
Lookin' Back—OT 8119 
Lookin' Back To See—MAC 
7635, 7645 
Loomis Lancers—LS 1001/02 
Loop the Loop Workshop—GR 
13013 
Loose Talk—JWL 108; MAC 
7465, 7475; OT 8121 
Lost Colony—SIO 2134 
Lotus Blossom Waltz—GR 14070 
Louella—BS 1762 
Louise—WIN 4526 
Louisiana Swing—MAC 1026 
Louisiana Waltz—FLP 501 
Love And Marriage—MAC 8715 
Love Bug—BOG 1192 




Love In the Country—WW 303 
Love Letters—MAC 955 
Love Letters In the Sand— AQ 
124 
Love Makes the World Go 
Round—BS 1633 
Love Me Honey Do—KA 1049 
Love Me Tenderly—GR 14081 
Love Nest—TOP 26004 
Love Songs—SIO 3145 
Love Thief—BS 1584 
Love Walked In— BS 1725 
Love Ya- WIN 4685, 4810 
Love Ya Mixer—BS 1741 
Love's Gonna Live Here—MAC 
1005 
Love's Old Sweet Song—LS 249 
/50 
Loveland Waltz—MAC 8555 
Lovely Lady Mixer—LS 249/50 
Lover's Guitar—GR 14017 
Lover's Two-Step—MAC 8205 
Lover's Waltz—LS 207/08 
Lovin' Arms-510 156 
Low Down Boggie-- BS 1686 
Lucky—BCO 204; BS 1624 
Lucky Star -TOP 25082 
M 
Mabelon Waltz—WIN 4650 
Mack Is Back—GR 12048 
Mack the Dancer—KNO 2130 
Mack the Knife—AQ 117 
Mack's Round—GR 14009 
Mack's Star—FS 42010 
Magic Is the Moonlight WIN 
4535 
Mais Oui—GR 14022 
Make Friends— BS 1699 
Make Someone Happy -OT 
8144 
Make Yourself At Home—MAC 
945 
Makes No Difference Now-
LO 1062 
Makin' Whoopee—TOP 25019; 
WIN 4529 
Mama Don't Allow It--WIN 
4826 
Mama Look—MAC 8125 
Mama Ucaro—TOP 25094 
Mama's Boy—SIO 2142 
Mamie's Mixer— BS 1788 
Mamma Blues—BCO 103 
Mamma Don't Allow- BS 1689 
Mamma Inez—BS 1685, 1696 
Mamselle—BS 1593 
Man Smart—TOP 25040 
Manana--MAC 1017; OT 8163 
Mandolin Boogie—B5 1708 
Mandolin Boogie Mixer—SIO 
3156 
Manhattan—GR 14075 
Manitou -LS 3303/04; OT 8007 
Manning's Mixer—GR 14010 
Marmite Waltz—GR 14018 
Many Tears Ago--GR 14020 
Many Times—GR 14071 
Maple Leaf Rag—WIN 4677 
Marcheta—MAC 8435 
Marchin' Thru Georgia—MAC 
445-3; WIN 4112, 4412 
Mardi Gras—TOP 25044 
Margie—BOG 1165; KNO 2120, 
2122; TOP 25015 
Marie- - BOG 1111; MAC 1003; 
SIO 3153 
Marina—TOP 25003 
Marked Cards—MAC 8845 
Marilyn—BS 1686, 1724 
Maronitas—LS 3309/10 
Marshall Flippo—BS 1002 
Mary Ann—WIN 4815 
Mary Lou—MAC 8275, 8285; 
510 149 
Maverick Waltz—L5 3301/02 





Maybe—BS 1769; GR 14073 
Me And My Gal—GR 14048 
Me And My Shadow—H1 817; 
OT 8075; WIN 4828 
Meadowcreek—BS 1587 
Mean To Me- WIN 4532, 4665 
Mean Woman With Green Eyes 
—KA 1019 
Medley In Three-Quarter Time 
WIN 4662 
Medley Of Favorites—AO 129 
Meet the People—SIO 3107 
Melody For Two Guita,s—BCO 
209 
Melody Of Love—OT 7004; 
WIN 4661 
Memory Lane—TOP 26006 
Memory Waltz—WIN 4704 
Mend Your Broken Heart—OT 
8205 
Merle's Gallop—GR 12028 
Mermaid—MAC 938 
Merry Mixer—AQ 211 
Merry Oldsmobile Mixer—BS 
15/2 
Merry Widow Walk—GR 14044 
Merry Widow Waltz—LS 101/ 
02; OT 8050 
Metro Polka—OT 7003 
Mexicali Rose—WIN 453 
Mexican Joe-- MAC 1035 
Mexican Mixer—LS 3309/10 
Mexico—BS 1589; BOG 1188  
Mi Rival --WIN 4517, 4521 
Miami Shore—GR 1404! 
Mickey—GR 14014 
Midnight—BS 1585 
Midnight Waltz —LO 1007 
Midweek Faniasy—OT 8170 
Mighty Joe—PRA 1008 
Mighty Mississippi—GR 12073 
Military Si- , ie—r'S 42'015 
Millers Reel—RA 1302 
Million Dollar Smile--BS 1575 
Milord— HI 825 
Minnie the Mermaid—BOG 
1142; MAC 7695, 7705 
Miss Mari—BS 1726 
Miss You Tonight—GR 14068 
Missing You—GR 14024 
Mission Bells—LH 141 
Mississippi Sawyer—OT 8028, 
8145; SL 601 
Mississippi Shuffle—MAC 927 
Missouri Mule -510 2125 
Missouri Waltz—BS 1705 
Mister Moonlight—OT 8166 
Mister Piano Man-- MAC 1061 
Misty—BS 1742 
Mocking Bird— SIO 2131 
Mocking Bird Hill—OT 8044 








Molly Ann—GR 12010 
Molly's Hoedown—MAC 7875, 
7885 
Moments To Remember—LO 
1059 
Mona Lisa—LH 129 
Money, Marbles And Chalk— 
BS 1568; OT 8194 
Monongahele—TOP 25068 
Montana Waltz—SIO 3108 
Monterey—WIN 4716 
Mood Indigo—HI 827 
Moon Of Manakoora—SIO 3149 
Moon Is Making Eyes—TOP 
25120 
Moon Over Miami—GR 14041 
Moon River—WIN 4541, 4674 
Moon Winks—MAC 6115 
Moon's Just Right—LH 142 
Moonbeam Waltz—GR 14004; 
LS 3303/04 
Moonbeams Shining—LS 255/56 
Moonglow—WIN 4501 




Moonlight Saving Time—GR 
14083 
Moonlight Waltz—GR 14010 
Morkords—SIO 131 
Mormon Schottiche—OT 8026 
Most Of All—RA 1332 
Mountain Dew—BS 1713; OT 
8206 
Mountain Greenery—WIN 4524, 
4655 
Mou-.tain Mist—WIN 4185 
Mountain Music—TOP 25031 
Mozart Waltz—GR 14032 
Mr. In•Between—PRA 1004 
Mr. Sandman—LO 1037; OT 
8104 
Mr. Saturday Night—BCO 204 
Mrs. Bailey Mixer—BS 1696 
Muddy Mississippi—KA 1012 
Mule Skinner—BOG 1118 
Music, Music, Music—MAC 
8515, 8525 
Musical Introduction—FS 42013 
Muskrat Ramble—LO 1038 
Mustache Jack—HI 602 
Mutable Muddle—MAC 7595, 
7605 
My Affection—WIN 4702 
My Baby—MAC 965 
My Baby Just Cares For Me—
WIN 4534, 4669 
My Baby Just Cares For (Swings 
With) Me—TOP 25022 
My Best Gal—SIO 2139 
My Best To You—HI 824 
My Blue Heaven—KA 1011 
My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean 
—MAC 8975 
My Confession—KA 1058 
My Darling Dixie Lee—RA 1333 
My Dreams Are Getting Better 
All the Time—LO 1056 
My Gal—MAC 973 
My Gal Sal—MAC 922; RA 132 
My Grandfather's Clock—MAC 
1067 
My Heart Skips a Beat—MAC 
1033 
My Ideal—BS 1649, 1659; WIN 
4545, 4687 
My Life's Been a Pleasure—BS 
1542 
My Little Girl—OT 8042, 8087 
My Man Cha-Cha—WIN 4535 
My Old Kentucky Home—JWL 
I17 
My Pretty Girl—WIN 4112, 
4412 
My Promise—WIN 4699 
My Silent Love—HI 820 
My Southern Belle—MAC 8945 
My Wagon—MAC 953 
N 
Narcissus--WIN 4601 
Naughty But Nice—AQ 212 
Naughty Lady—AQ 119 
Naughty Waltz—OT 7004 
Neapolitan Waltz—GR 14003 
Near You—LO 1018 
Never Should Have Told You 
—GR 14061 
New Alabama Jubilee—MAC 
7955, 7965; OT 8157, 8159 
New Bill Bailey—MAC 982 
New Caribbean—MAC 958 
New Craze—SIO 2138 
New Heart Of My Heart—
MAC 8415, 8425 
New Lady Of Spain—OT 8128 
New Love—GR 14086 
New Moon Over My Shoulder 
—LO 1027 
New Mule—SIO 2132 
New My Little Girl—OT 8157, 
8159 
New Orleans—HI 323: LO 1066 
New Orleans Style—LO 1001 
New Partners All—FS 42016 
Nice Work If You Can Get It 
--OP 25009 
Night At Rinky Dinks—SIO 4003 
Night Train—BCO 212 
Night Train To Memphis 
—SL 107 
Nighthawk Special—BS 1533 
Nights Of Gladness—LS 401/ 
02; WIN 4531 
N'ne Pin Recl—AQ 313 
No, No Nora—LO 1029; WIN 
4839 
No One But You—BCO 210 




Nobody But You—RA 1303 
Nobody Knows Ye—WIN 4852 
Nobody's Baby—WIN 4182, 
4482 
Nobody's Business—OT 8013 
Nobody's Business But Our Own 
—BOG 1187 
Nobody's Sweetheart—GO 108; 
OT 8060, 8064 
Noche de Rondo—WIN 4510 
Nola—BS 1588; OT 8151; WIN 
4637 
Norma's Waltz—GR 14053 
Norman—BS 1596 




North To Alaska—BS 1569 
0 
Oak Lawn Merry-Go-Round- 
OT 8106 
Object Of My Affections- 
WIN-4502 
Ocarina—BS 3-1556 
Ocean Wave Workshop—GR 
12021 
Oceana Roll—MAC 8675, 8685 
Oh—BS 3-1560 
Oh Baby Mine—RA 1319 
Oh Boy!—BCO 214 
Oh By Jingo—OT 8152; RA 
1307 
Oh Golly—SIO 2142 
Oh Johnny—LS 3301/02; 
HI 314 
Oh, Johnny—MAC 6525; OT 
8041, 8043 
Oh! Johnny—BS 1690 
Oh, Lonesome Me—OT 8134 
Oh! My Oh!—BS 1694 
Oh, Susanna—OT 8020 
Oh, What a Beautiful Morning 
--WIN 4511 
Oh, You Beautiful Doll—SIO 
3141; WIN 4181, 4481 
Oklahoma Cyclone-0T 8061 
Oklahoma Hills—MAC 8635, 
8645; OT 8072 
01' Buster Hash—GR 13008 
Cl' Tex—BS 1008 
Old Buster—LH 500 
Old Buster's Double Cross— GR 
13015 
Old Buttermilk Sky—TOP 25063 
Old Dan Tucker—BS 1573 
Old Fashion Love—BS 1580 
Old Fashion Girl—BS 1695 
Old Fashion Girl—OT 8056, 
8073; WIN 4105, 4405 
Old Fashioned Rose—MAC 
1006 
Old Grey Bonnet—MAC 998 
Old Heckler—BS 1642 
Old Joe—SIO 2131  
Old Joe Clark—BS 1739, 1781; 
KA 1046; OT 8063; SL 605  
Old Lamplighter—KNO 2250 
Old Man River—BS 1748; TOP 
25100 
Old Memories—WIN 4715 
Old Missouri—OT 8011 
Old Mother Nature—BS 1635 
Old 97—KA 1060 
Old Raccoon—LS 165/66 
Old River Line—SL 101 
Old 'Times—MAC 1048 
Old 'Town Hall—LO 1087 
Old Town Mixer—GR 14045 
Oldies—MAC 8935 
Ole Buster's Double Cross—GR 
13015 
Ole Buster's Turn Over-
GR 13017 
Ole Sally—JWL 105 
Olympic Waltz—MAC 994 
Omaha—KNO 2320 
On My Mind—MAC 7575, 7585 
On the Carrousel—LS 241/42 
On Top Of Old Smokey- 
OT 8048 
Once Again—MAC 1028 
One Desire—WIN 4693 
One Dozen Roses—MAC 8805 
One Has My Heart—MUS 118 
One Has Your Heart—LO 1043 
One Horse Reel—GR 12062 
One Kiss—GR 14051 
One More Nail—MAC 1009 
One More Waltz—LS 263/64 
One Of Those Songs—MAC 
1088 
One On the Right Is On the 
Left—BOG 1193 
One Rose—GR 14022 
One Time Too Many—MAC 
1089 
One Time Too Often—GO 1 11 
One Too Many—MAC 1002 
One You Loie—GR 14037; HI 
319 
Ontario—GR 12006 
Ooh La La—BS 1626 
Open Up Your Heart—MUS 
108; OT 8094, 8095 
Orange Blossom Special—FLP 
103; GR 12045; OT 7002, 
8173 
Original Dixieland One-Step- 
MAC 7575 
Others—GR 13010 
Ottawa Soecial—LS 169/70 
Ouch—JWL 137 
Our Christmas Waltz—MAC 
1002 
Our Love—WIN 4692 
Our Neighbor—LH 501 
Out Of Nowhere—WIN 4533, 
4681 
Out Of Your Mind—BS 1777 
Outrigger—TOP 25061 
Over the Bridge—WIN 4680 
Over Yonder—LO 1013 
Ox Bow Hop—WIN 4681 
Oxford Minuet—WIN 4606 
Oye Negra—WIN 4517 
P 
Paddlin Maddlin Home—BS 
1755 
Paddy On the Turnpike—.OT 
8063 
Pair Of Kings—HI 601 
Pair the Line Workshop 
—GR 12001 
Paper Doll—BS 1698 
Pappy's Hoedown—SS 2310 
Paradise Waltz Quadrille—WIN 
4628 
Pardon My Whiskers—MUS 
101 
Parle Vous—MAC 455-1 
Pass Me By—MAC 1064 
Pass Right By—FS 42017 
Pass the Buck—BS 1586 
Pass the Udder Udder—BS 1651 
Pass To the Center Workshop- 
GR 13017 
Patricia—WIN 4662 
Patter And Song—SL 901 
Patti Petite—WIN 4678 
Patty Cake Polka—LS 227/28; 
OT 8162; WIN 4624 
Paul Jones—BS 3-1547; OT 8160 
Pavalon Stamp—SIO 2114 
Pay Day—SIC 151 
Paying Off the Interest—KA 
1042 
Pazzo-Pazzo—SIO 3125 




Pearly Shells—JWL 133 
Peel-Off Workshop—GR 13004 
Peg 0' My Heart—WIN 4533 
Peggj—W1N 4674 
Penn Polka—WIN 4836 




Pennsylvania Waltz—TOP 26004 
People Will Say Were In Love 
—BCO 219 
Petticoat Junction—BS 1748 
Philadelphia Style—TOP 
25125 
Phrase Craze—SIO 2114 
Piano Roll Blues—MAC 8885 
Piano Roll Waltz—GR 14007 
Pick Me Up On Your Way 
Down—LO 1021 
Pickin Up a Storm—KNO 2230 
Pickin' & Grinnin'-510 2140 
Pickle Up a Doodle—WIN 4823 
Pickles—BS 1581 
Picture Window Facing South 
—GO 107 
Piel Conela—WIN 4515 
Pierre'—LO 1005 
Pigtails And Ribbons—WIN 
4839 
Pine Tree—MAC 445-2 
Pine Tree Stomp-510 2132 
Piney Woods Whoop—GR 
12081 
Pistol Packin' Mama—MAC 
445-3; OT 8055 
Pivot To a Susie Que—MAC 
7445 
Pixie—GR 14063 
Platter Patter—OT 8132 
Play Me a Song—SIO 132 
Playmate—BS 1743 
Playmates—FLP 112 
Please Be My Sweetheart—WIN 
4664 
Please Come Home—FS 42014 
Please Don't Leave Me—SL 108 
Please Don't Talk About Me 
When I'm Gone—BOG 1127 
Please Love Me—WIN 4690 
Please Pass the Kisses—MAC 
934 
Please Stay Home—FS 42005 
Plenty Of Money And You—
WIN 4831 




Polka 01 a B injo—DOG 1182 
Polkadot Glide—BS 1592 
Polly Wolly Doodle—GO 112 
Polonaise--SIO 3155 
Poor Boy—MAC 8055, 8065; 
OT 8124 
Poor Boy Hoedown—AQ 315 
Poor Butterfly—TOP 25065; 
WIN 4524, 4657 
Poor Little Robin—OT 8102, 
8103 
Pop Goes the Weasel—MAC 
445-2 
Portugal—GR 12054 
Possom Song—BS 1630 
Possom Sop—GR 12045; WIN 
4187 
Powder Your Face—OT 8187 
Powder Your Face With Sun- 
shine—LO 1031; MAC 7425, 
7435 
Prairie Moon—GO 102 
Pray For the Light To Go Out 
— LH 135 
Preochei And the Bear—MAC 
954 
Pretty Baby—GR 14058; MAC 
977 
Pretty Girl In a Square Dance 
Dress—BS 1715 
Pretty Lady—BS 1521 
Pretty Little Miss—KA 1037 
Pretiy Little Thing—KA 1006 
Pretty Little Widow—SIO 2137 
Pretty Maid—GR 12065 
Pretty Palomino—SL 603 
Progressive Teaching Album— 
FS 43002 
Progressive Waltz—LS 3309/10 
Promenade Inside—FS 42009 
Puff the Magic Dragon—BOG 
1159 
Pushed In a Corner—MAC 1058 
Pushing—MAC 1025 
Pussy Cat—WIN 4173, 4473 
Put a Ring On Her Finger—
WIN 4170, 4470 
Put On a Happy Face—MAC 
1023 
Put Your Arms Around Me—BS 
1712 
Put Your Dreams Away—GR 
14066 
Put Your Little Foot—OT 8077 
Puttin' On the Dog—BS 1761 
Putty Tat Square—OT 8080 
Pygmy Love—WIN 4180, 4480 
O 
Quarter Left Workshop—GR 
13002 
Quebec Quadrille—WIN 4174, 
4474 
Queen Of the Square Dance 
Hall--BS 1561 
Queen Of Timbuctoo—OT 8204 
Queen Victoria—LS 173/74 
Queen's Quadrile—MAC 7695, 
7705 
Quick Medley—WIN 4711 
Quick Silver—BS 1576 
Quizas, Quizas, Quizas- WIN 
4516 
R 
Rabbit In a Log—SIO 2127 
Rag Time Annie—OT 8158 
Rag Mopp—KA 1035 
Ragged But Right—LO 1065 
Raggin' a Call—WIN 4856 
Raggin' the Cal!—OT 8112 
Ragtime—GR 12032 
Ragtime Annie—BS 1612, 1744; 
OT 8021; RA 1322; SIO 2143 
Ragtime Banjo Ball—TOP 25035 
Ragtime Cowboy Joe—GR 
12055 
Ragtime Gal—BS 1710 
Ragtime Piano—WIN 4803 
Ragtime Shuffle—FS 42006 
Railey Special—GR 12057 
NOTES 
72 
Rain In Spain—GR 14029 
Rainbow Round My Shoulder-
KA 1033 
Rainier Waltz—AO 211 
Raise a Rukus—MAC 970 
Raley's Romp—BS 1503 
Ramble On—BS 1734 
Ramblin' On—BS 1646 
Ramblin' Reuben—WIN 4624 
Ramblin' Rose—BS 1737 
Ramona—GR 14075 
Randy Lynn Rag—MAC 8095, 
8105 
Ranger's Hoedown—OT 8088 
Rareback —BS 1613 
Rattler—RA 1301 
Rawhide—BS 1613 
Reach For the Stars—LS 247/48 
Rebel Rock—GR 14042 
Red Head--BS 3-1560 
Red Head Gal Of Mine—BS 
1567 
Red Hot Cabbage—KA 1012 
Red Hot Mama—MAC 1038; 
OT 8178 
Red Hot River—GR 12021, 
12060 
Red Hot Susie—FLP 116 
Red Red Robin—TOP 25005 
Red River Train—JWL 105 
Red River Valley—OT 8001, 
8037, 8162 
Red Robin—GR 14033 
Red Robin Mixer—TOP 26005 
Red Roses For a Blue Lady- 
JWL 132; LO 1082 
Remember Today—BS 1616 
Remember When Waltz—GR 
14019 
Reminiscing Waltz—GR 14046 
Requested—MAC 1206 
Resin Dust-- LH 306 
Revere Romp—GR 12058 
Rhumba Rehan—WIN 4706 
Rhumba Round—GR 14043 
Rhythm In the Rain—GR 14054 
Rich Livin Woman—B5 1764 
Richest Man In the World- 
KNO 2240 
Richmond—BS 1735 
Rickett's Hornpipe—MAC 7455 
Ridin' Down the Canyon— 
MAC 8015, 8025; SIO 154 
Ridin' Old Paint—MAC 7895, 
7905 
Right Love—BCO 217 
Right Or Wrong—MAC 925 
Right Up Town—BOG 1150 
Ring Of Fire—BOG 1158 
Ring Ring the Banjo—TOP 
25049 
Rip Tide Rag—KA 1029 
River Of Dreams—HI 812 
River Side Hoedown—OT 8206 
Roamin' In the Gloamin'—TOP 
25095 
Rock And Roll Polka—MAC 
7755, 7765 
Rock In the Road—BS 1550 
Rock Island Ride—WIN 4185 
Rock-A-Bye —MAC 1019 
Rock A-Bye My Baby- MAC 
8085 
Rockabout—SIO 2123 
Rockin' an Rollin' No. 9—MAC 
1043 
Rockin' Cindy—GR 12016 
Rockin' Dolly—SIO 2130 
Rockin' Hoedown—MAC 8985 
Rockin' Mood Two Step—MAC 
932 
Rocky Butte—AQ 312 
Rocky Mountain Express—MAC 
8535, 8545 
Rocky Mountain Fling—WW 
101 
Rocky Mountain Goat—OT 
8057 
Rocky Quarters—GR 13002 
Rocky River—GR 12036 
Rollin' On—MAC 1049 
Rolling Along—MAC 8515, 8525 
Rolling High—GR 12071 
Rolling Stone—GR 12010 
Roily Poly—LH 130 
Roiy Poly—OT 8155 
Romance—WIN 4688 
Romp And Stomp—BS 1533 
Rondelier Walfx—BS 1725 
Rosabelle—W ∎ N 4173, 4473 
Rosalie—SIO 146 
Rosalita—BOG 1143 
Rose Marie—WW 106 
Rose Room—BS 1645 
Roses And Revolvers—MAC 
7655, 7665 
Roses Of Picardy—BOG 1178 
Rosetta—KA 1036 
Rosie's Gone Again—MAC 
7995, 8005 
Round 'N' Round—BS 1608 
'Round And 'Round—MAC 
7935, 7945 
Round-Up—FS 42012 
Roundabout Rock—GR 14045 
Route—OT 8106 
Route 66—BCO 208 
Round Robin—KNO 2310 
Row, Row, Row--K NO 2180 
Rubber Dolly—BS 1767; 510 
2116; SL 604 
Ruby Ann—BCO 210 
Rudolph the Red Nosed Rein-
deer—GR 12049 
Ruffles—RA  1324 
Rumpus—BS 1722 
Run Workshop—GR 13009 
Running Bear—TOP 25094 
Running Fiddre—ni 593 
Running Hash—GR 13009 
Ruthie's Waltz—BS 1792 
Rustic Dance-0 - 
Rye Waltz—MAC 39'35; OT 
8009 
S 
S. S. Lureline—GO 103 
'S Wonderful—HI 828 
Sackett's Harbor—LS 175/76 
Safari Tango—GR 14065 
Sage Brush—BOG 1122 
Saguaro Whirl—OT 8019 
Sai inq Dow Th-4 O'd Green 
River—OT 8110 
St. Louis BIues—GR 14044; WIN 
4527 
St. Louis Woma" ---TOP 25083 
Saints—SIO 3175 
Sally—WIN 4805 
Sall/ An ,—MAC 8305 
Sally G—GR 12057 
Sally Goodin—OT 8062. 8138; 
CI- 605 
Sally Goodin Hash—OT 8138 
Sally Johnson—MAC 8295 
NOTES 
73 
Sally, Let Your Bangs Hang 
Down—LO 1022 
Salty Dog—BOG 1129 
Salty Dog Breakdown—FLP 102 
Samba Mixer—AQ 213 
Samba Polka—BS 1616 
Samba Simpatica—WIN 4672 
Sam's Hill—JWL 129 
Sam's Song—MAC 8945 
Same Old We—GR 14018 
San—WIN 4528 
San Antonio Rock—HI 807 
San Antonio Rose—MGC 1000; 
OT 8025, 8030; TOP 25043 
San Francisco Bay—GR 14081 
San Francisco Bay Blues- -MAC 
1021 
San Francisco To Cape Cod—
OT 8197 
Sandy Eyes—MAC 989 
Santa Barbara Waltz—WIN 
4671 
Santa Claus Is Comin' To Town 
—JWL 118; MAC 7775, 7785 
Sasafrass—BS 1612 
Satin Doll—TOP 26006 
Saturday Night Breakdown-0T 
8010 
Saucepecon—RA 1304 
Sauer Kraut—FLP 106 
Savannah Junction—TOP 25051 
Saving Your Kisses—HI 332 
Say Hello—BS 1751 
Say Howdy—MAC 7815, 7825; 
OT 8123 
Say It With a Smile—BS 1749 
Say Si Si—TOP 25026 
Say Something Sweet—BS 1759 
Scatterbrain—OT 8082 
Schottische—MAC 4005 
Sea Breeze—GR 14027 
Second Fiddle—PRA 1006 
Second Fling—OT 8190 
Second Hand Rose—HI 333 
Seeing Nellie Home—MAC 
8615. 8625 
Send Me Your Pillow—BS 1570 
Sending Cindy—BS 1636 
Sentimental Dream—BS 1572 
Sentimental Journey—MAC 
6425; WIN 4835 
Sentimental Mixer—WIN 4601 
Sentimental Touch—SIO 3144 
Serenade Of the Bells—BCO 208 
Serenata Quadrille—LS 3305/06 
76 Trombones—BS 1618 
Set Me Free—KNO 2330 
Shadow—RA 13 I 1 
Shadow Waltz—WIN 4509, 4611 
Shake Hands Friend, You're 
From Texas—BCO 104 
Shake Me - I Rattle—WIN 4546 
Shake Shake—TOP 25071 
Shake the Dice Workshop—GR 
13001 
Shame On You—HI 334 
Shanty In Old Shanty Town—
LO 1045 
Shanty Town—MAC 8825 
Shawinigan—TOP 25097 
She Didn't Know the Gun Was 
Loaded- OT 8201 
She Likes Dancing That Way-
KA 1008 
She's a Dancin' Swingin' Rose 
—BS 1745 
She's Dreaming That She's 
Swinging There With You—
SS 2320 
She's Gone—KA 1026 
She's Mighty Sweet—KA 1002 
She's Teasin'—MAC 949 
She's Your Girl—WIN 4832 
Sheik—MAC 929 
Sheik Of Araby—BS 1738; OT 
8116; TOP 25042 
Sheik Of Squaraby—FS 42009 
Shenandoah Waltz—OT 8048 
Shenanigans—WIN 4714 
Sherbrooke—GR 12052 
Shift the Gears—OT 8068 
Shine—LO 1078 
Shine On Harvest Moon—OT 
8151 
Shining Rudolph's Nose—TOP 
25027 
Shoo Fly—MAC 8035, 8045 
Shoot the Moon---BS 1693 
Shortcake—GR 14012 
Shortnin'—BS 1787; WW 202 
Shot Gun Boogie—BS 1606 
Shot Gun Rock—MAC 1007 
Should I—TOP 25038 
Should 17—WIN 4505 
Show Off Your Lady—WIN 
4619 
Showboat—BS 1603 
Shuffle the Deck Workshop- 
GR 12015 
Shufflin'—HI 826 
Shuffling Sands—OT 8170 
Shut That Gate—BS 1553 
Siamese Twins—GR 13009 
Side By Side—OT 8075 
Sides Divide—OT 8024 
Siesta In Sevilla—GR 14026 
Sigh 'N' Cry—MAC 8755 
S'il Vous Plait—GR 14072 
Silk And Satin—WIN 4658 
Silver Bell—MAC 8155 
Silver Bells—OT 8008, 8113, 
8114 
Silver Dew—BOG 1145 
Silver Dollar—FLP 503 
Silver Heels—LS 219/20 
Silver Lining—GR 14076; MAC 
8695, 8705 
Silver Moon—WIN 4688 
Silver Moon Upon the Golden 
Sands—BS 1775 
Silver Sands—TOP 25020 
Silver Threads And Golden 
Needles—MAC 1083 
Sing 'n' Swing—MAC 7715, 7725 
Sinoin & Swingin—BOG 1181 
Singin' the Blues—WIN 4506 
Singin' the Blues 'Til M. Daddy 
Comes Home—WIN 4523 
Singing Bye-Bye Blues—BOG 
1126 
Sioux City Sioux—GO 110; OT 
8040, 8042 
Sioux City Sue—WIN 4526 
Siri Tango—AQ 
Sister Kate—OT 8176 
Six Days On the Road—BOG 
1160 
Six Mix—MAC 8995 
Six-Eight—MAC 7605 
Skater's Waltz—LS 101/02; OT 
8050 
Skin-Em Rinky Dee—OT 8120 
Skipping Along—SIO 117, 3105 
Skipping Along Mixer—BS 1758 
Slaunch To Donegal—BS 1551; 
WIN 4183/4483 
Sleep—OT 8092 
Sleepy Lagoon—WIN 4687 
Sleepy Time GaI—GR 14030 
NOTES 
74 
Slide Thru Hash—GR 13016 
Slide Thru Workshop—GR 
13016 




Sly Old Two-Step—SIO 3151 
Smile Awhile—BCO 211 
Smi'e Darn Ya Smile—MAC 
7775, 7785 
Smile, Darn You, Smile—BS 
1611 
Smile In Your Stole—MAC 
8315, 8325, 933 
Smile Will Go a Long, Long 
Way—TOP 25011 
Smiles—KNO 2160; MAC 7715, 
7725 
Smiles Mixer—BS 1627; LS 
4563/64 
Smiles Specia!—LH 306 
Smith's Reel—SL 604 
Smitty—SIO 2143 
Smoke Along the Track—WW 
200 
Smoke On the Water—BOG 
11 	OT 8108 
Smokey Square—MAC 995 
Smoorhie—GR 14032 
So Bossie—HI 605 
So Long Dearie-8C0 211; 
KA 1041 
So Lor.g Mary—SL III 
So Round, So Farm, So Fully 
Packed—BS 1763 
Soldier's Joy—BCO 102; OT 
8028; GR 12050 
Soldier's Joy—BCO 102 
Some Do, Some Don't—MAC 
940 
Some Of These Da is —510 3116; 
WIN 4834 
Somebody Else Is Taking My 
Place—MAC 7835, 7845 
Somebody Eke Will—HI 315 
Somebody Else's Date—BS 1557 
Somebody Loves You—BS 1579; 
MAC 984 
Somebody Stole My Gal—SIO 
2047; TOP 25025 
Somebody's Pushing—KA 1010 
Somebody's Taking Your Place 
—LO 1016 
Someday—BS 1720; LS 225/26 
Someone—GR 14085 
Something New—WW 107 
Something Nice—MAC 916 
Something Old—WW 107 
Sophia—GR 14002 
Sorrento Waltz—LS 2051/52 
Soria Wondering—OT 8175 
Sourwood Moun+ain—JWL III 
South—WIN 4503 
South Pacific Shore—BS 1577 
Southtown USA—GR 12066 
Spanish Cavalero—OT 8055 
Spanish Circle—LS 3309/10 
Spanking Jack—LS 181/82 
Special E rents—GR 12063; 
WIN 4188 
Speeding West—TOP 25072 
Spin the Top—GR 13013 
Spinning a Web—GR 14073 
Spinning Wheel—OT 8016 
Split Square Thru Workshop- 
GR 12005 
Split the Ring- OT 8058 
Split Your Corner—OT 8139 
Split Your Corner Hash—OT 
8139 




Square C Romp—LH 402 
Square Chords—°RA 2001 
Square Chords No. 2—PRA 
2003 
Square Dance Blues—OT 8122 
Square Dance Honeymoon—RA 
1329 
Square Dance Jubilee—TOP 
25048 
Square Dance March—MUS 
105 
Square Dance Par+y—KNO 
2120, 2122; SIO 4001 
Square Dance Party No. 2-510 
4004 
Square Dance Reel—AQ 313 
Square Dance Sweetheart—
WIN 4181, 4481 
Square Dance Time-510 4006 
Square Dance With Arnie On 
Cloud Nine—SIO 4008 
Square Dances—MAC 1208 
Square Dancin' Blues—MAC 
8635, 8645 
Square Dancin' Man—MAC 
1062 
Square Dancing Baby—OT 8179 
Square Dan:ing For Student 
Dancer—S.0 4005 
Square 'Em Thru—OT 8130 
Square 'Em Up—JWL 138 
Squares Along the Yukon—BS 
1518 
Stack the Wheel Workshop-
GR 13005 
Stairway To Paradise—GR 
12064 
Stand At Your Window—WIN 
4857 
Standard Lancers I, 2,3—LS 
161/62 
Standard Lancers 4, 5—LS 
161/62 
Star Bound—FS 42001 
Star Bright—SIO 3141 
Star Dosey—FS 42010 
Star Dus+—W N 4541, 4678 
Star Flicker—LO 1012 
Star Prowl—'0P 25002 
Star Route—MAC 7445 
Star Thru Workshop—GR 12027 
Star Waltz—BS 3-1525 
Stardust Mixer—BS 1619 
Starry Eyes- WIN 4849 
Stars Fell On Aiabam 
920 
Stars 11 My Eyes—GR 14047 
Start Off E:ch Dance With a 
Smile—TOP 25067 
Stay a Little Longer—OT 8078 
Steel Drivin' Man—TOP 25007 
Steel Guitar Rag—KNO 2220; 
OT 8053, 8097, 8098; WIN 
4848 
Step And Fetchit—BS 1554 
Steppin' Easy—BCO 216 
Steppin' Out—BS 3-1528 
Steppin' Out With My Baby— 
SS 2323 
Steve Green— SIO 2119 
NOTES 
75 
Still Water—LH 132 
Stingeree—BS 1639 
Stolen Heart—MAC 924 
Stolen Love—BOG 1152 
Stone Rag—HI 605 
Stoney Point—WIN 4187 
Straight Flush—HI 603 
Strawberry Blonde Waltz—MAC 
932 
Street Where You Live—BS 
1687 
Strut'ers Two Step—HI 814 
Stru'tin With Maria—BS 1736 
Student Dancer—SIO 4002 
Stumbling—GR 14014; OT 8044 
Sugar Babe—MAC 952 
Sugar Blues-510 113 
Sugar Daddy—KA 1021 
Sugar Foot Wild—GR 12038 
Sugar 'N Spice—GR 14008 
Sugar Time—LO 1055 
Sugar Two-Step—MAC 944 
Sugar-Coated Babv—WW 104 
Sugarfoot Rag—BS 1778 
Sugartime—MAC 8095, 8105 
Sugartime Square—OT 8127 
Sukie—BS 1601 
Summer Breeze—GR 14003 
Summer Romance—WIN 4717, 
4816 
Summer Sounds—BS 1776; BOG 
1189 
Summertime—GR 12051 
Summertime We'tz—TOP 26003 
Sunbonnet Sue—KA 1043 
Sunday—BOG 1164; 510 161 
Sunny Side—BS 1705 
Sunny Side Of the Street—AQ 
114 
Sunny Waltz—AQ 215 
Sunrise Serenade—LS 241/42 
Super Cal—BS 1766 
Surrey Ride—AQ 209 
Susie—MAC 911; SS 2328 
Susie Mixer—BS 1628 
Susie Q Dive—GR 13008 
Swanee—TOP 25014 
Swanee River—TOP 25107 
Sweet And Easy—BCO 107 
Sweet Baby—RA 1323 
Sweet Clover Rag—LO 1002 
Sweet Georgia Brown—MAC 
8365, 986; OT 8054; SIO 
3115; TOP 25012 
Sweet Georgia nuadrille—SIO 
121 
Sweet Mama—MAC 999 
Sweet Personality—WW 103 
Sweet Poppa—KA 1024 
Sweet Sue—BCO 101; MAC 906 
Sweet Susan Square—MAC 
8595, 8605 
Sweet Temptation—LO 1083 
Sweetest Gal In Town--MAC 
8215, 8225 
Sweetheart Of Sigma Chi Waltz 
—GR 14006 
Sweetheart Of Venezuela—TOP 
25109 
Sweethearts On Parade—GR 
14046 
Sweetheart Tree—BCO 215 
Swing And Run—GR 13008 
Swing For Me—BOG 1155 
Swing Happy—FS 42002 
Swing Her Easy, She Belongs 
To Me—BS 1564 
Swing Me a Little Bit—TOP 
25058 
Swing My Baby—MAC 959 
Swing, Swi ,g, Swing—MUS 102 
Swing that Gal From Tennessee 
—MAC 7815, 7825 
Swing-Thru Hash—GR 13007 
Swing-Thru Workshop—GR 
13007 
Swing That Maid —BS 1660 
Swing With the Girl That You 
Adore—BOG 1128 
Swing Your Baby Now--BS 1563 
Swing Your Blues Away—MAC 
987 
Swing Your Bundle of Love—
BOG 1132 
Swing Your Honey—MAC 960 
Swingin' Along—WIN 4704 
Swingin' Doll—HI 606 
Swingin' Gently—BS 1634 
Swingin' Man—LO 1071 
Swingin' Papa Blues—WIN 4689 
Swingin' the Blues—WIN 4689 
Swinging Billy Joe—WW 108 
Swinging Down In Sunny Ten- 
nessee—TOP 25006  
Swinging High And Low—MAC 
947 
Swinging Kiss—MAC 8125 
Swinging Two Step—BS 1754 
Swinging With You—BS 1555 




Tailgate Bounce—LO 1007 
Take a Peek—OT 8015 
Take It Off—MUS 106 
Take Me Along—BS 1546 
Take Me Along When You're 
Dreaming—LS 265/66 
Take Me Back To Colorado— 
OT 8143; RA 1312 
Take Me Back To Tulsa—SS 2332 
Take These Chains From My 
Heart—BS 1717 
Talk Back Trembling L os-
BOG 1170 
Talkin' About the River—HI 823 
Tammy—SIO 3105, 3152 
Tandem Joyride—GR 13011 
Tandemonium—GR 13011 
Tango Adios—WIN 4701 
Tango Mannita—GR 14078 
Tanzy—BCO 207 
Taos—GR 12062 
Tar Baby—BS 1652 
Taste Of Honey—GR 14087 
Tattle Tale Waltz—WIN 4697 
Tavern In a Town—HI 307 
Tavern In Town—BOG 1162 
Tea For Two—WIN 4606 
Teachin'—GR 14076 
Teardrops—SiO 3154 
Teasin'—MAC 7505, 7515; OT 
8109 
Teasin' Melody—HI 804 
Teasin' the Girls—BS 1598 
Teasing—TOP 26001 
Teddy Bear Blues—WIN 4546 
Tell Me True—BS 1680 
Temptation Waltz—AQ 210 
10 Favorite Dances—MAC 1207 




10 Square Dances-0T 2001, 
2002, 2003 
Ten Years—BOG 1117 
Tender Promise—MAC 944 
Tenderfoot—WIN 4845 
Tenderly—WIN 4522 
Tennessee Border—LH 154 
Tennessee Gal—BS 1684 




Tennessee Two Step—TOP 26001 
Tennessee Waggoner'—AQ 311; 
OT 8033, 3345 
Tennessee Waltz—MAC 6495; 
WIN 4700 
Terry Lynns Jig—LS 167/68 
Terry Theme—WIN 4537, 4664 
Teton Mo6ntain Stomp—WIN 
4615 
Teton Two Step—OT 8164 
Texas Gallup—SIO 2113 
Texas Heelfly—OT 8079 
Texas Plains—MAC 8735; OT 
8069 
Texas Tornado—BS 1674 
Texas Star Fun—OT 8164 
Texas Star—MAC 7355 
That Certain Party—BS 1656 
That Happy Feeling—BS 1665 
That Old Bilbao Moon—GR 
12040 
That Old Gal Of Mine—SS 
2319 
That Old Gang Of Mine—MAC 
907 
That's All Right—MAC 1040 
That's How Much I Love You-
JWL 116 
That's My Girl—HI 325 
That's My Weakness—BS 1646, 
1653 
That's Rhythm No. I—WW 102 
That's Rhythm No. 2—WW 102 
Theta When I Miss You Most 
— BOG 1133 
That's Where My Money Goes 
— JWL 131; KA 1047 
Themes And Sounds-510 2144 
Themes And Sounds No. 2- 
510 2145  
Then I'll Be Happy—BS 1648 
Then I'll Start Believing In You 
—MAC 1079 
There'll Be Some Changes Made 
— BS 1631 
There's a Rainbow Round Your 
Shoulder—MAC 1024 
These Tears Are Not For You—
SS 2316 
Thinqs—LO 1035 
Thinking Of You—BS 1544 
Third Man Theme—MAC 6445; 
WIN 4520 
That And That—FS 42017 
This Land Is Your Land—GR 
12078 
This Old House—LO 1047 
This Old Riverboat—GR 12072 
This Ole House—OT 8099 
Thornapple—GR 13001 
Those Lazy, Hazy, Crazy Days 
Of Summer—MAC 992 
Three Little Words- -TOP 25050 
Three O'Clock In the Morning 
—WIN 4531 
Three O'Clock Waltz-510 3107 
Three-Step—LS 3303/04 
Thru the White And Drifted 
Snow—GR 12047 
Thunder Road—WIN 4809 
Thunderbird—BS 1603 
Thunderbird Waltz—WIN 4653 
Tic Toc Melody—GR 14061 
Tick-A-Tack—MAC 1076 
Tico Tico—GR 14020; KA 1017; 
WIN 4518 
Tie Me Kangaroo Down—BS 
1681 
Tie Me Kangaree Down Sport 
— MAC 996; OT 8195 
Tie Me To Your Apron Strings 
Again—LH 150 
Tieyo Rag—RA 1305 
Tiger Rag Quadrille—LS 
3307/08 
Tijuana Rose—OT 8180 
Til the Boys Come Home— 
TOP 25099 
Til the Well Runs Dry—HI 330 
Til Tomorrow—WIN 4661 
'Til Tomorrow—WIN 4537 
'Til We Meet Aaain—WIN 
4508 
Till the End Of the World-
JWL 104 
Till We Meet Again—WIN 4711 
Timber I'm Falling—MAC 1029 
Time Changes Everything—BS 
1706 
Time Payment—MAC 8145 
Tin Lizzy Quadrille—MAC 
8165, 8175 
Tin Whistle Serenade—SIO 3146 
Ting-a-Ling—MAC 6115 
Tippy Toe Two-Step—AQ 210 
Tiptoe Through the Tulips—FLP 
504 
Tod ay—LS 261/62 
Tom Tom Twister—FS 42005 
Tomatoes Are Cheaper—TOP 
25126 
Tonight—WIN 4679 
Tonight You Belong To Me—
WIN 4543, 4710 
Too Late—LO 1048; SIO 158 
Too In Love—MAC 1022 
II Many Times—MAC 978 
Too Many Sweethearts—BS 1610 
Too Many Times—MAC 8375, 
8385 
Too Marvelous- -MAC 8655, 
8665 
Too Much Mustard—GR 14039 
Too Old—MAC 908 
Too Old To Cut the Mustard— 
OT 8066 
Too-Ra-Loo-Ra-Loo-Ral — MAC 
6445 
Toorie On His Bonnet—AQ 115 
Toot Toot Tootsie Goodbye—
RA 1315 
Tootenany Square—TOP 25085 
Top Brass—HI 821 
Topeka Polka—AO 311 
Topsy Turvy—AQ 314 
Total Stranger—FLP 109 
Town And Country—GR 12042 
Trade Back Hash—GR 13015 
Trade Workshop—GR 13015 
Tradewinds—WIN 4838 






Travelin On—OT 7005; RA 1310 
Travelin' Shoes—TOP 25114 
Triangle—MAC 1039; SL 116 
Trinity River Bottom—BS 1692 
Trio-Cea'—GR 13006 
Trixie's Special—MAC 7635, 
7645 
Trouble And Me—MAC 1077 
Trouble In My Arms—BOG 1175 
Troubles—WIN 4689 
Truck Stop—OT 8113, 8114 
Truck Stop Grill—MAC 7385, 
7395 
True Blue—MAC 8235, 8245 
True Love—BS 1650 
True Love's a Blessing—MUS 1 17 
Truly Fair—BS 1774 
Trumpet Fanfare—SIO 2136 
Tuck Me To Sleep—BOG 1137 
Tuck Me To Sleep In My Old 
'Tucky Home—MAC 8185, 
8195 
Tucker Waltz—LS 121/22 
'Tucky Two Step—WIN 4660 
Tulip Square—OT 8084 
Tulsa—BS 1778 
Tu'sa Square—OT 0129 
Turkey In the Straw—OT 8027 
Turn Around Mixer—WIN 4705 
Turn Back To Swanee—FS 42004 
Turn Thru Hash—GR 13016 
Turn Thru Workshop—GR 13016 
Turnpike Special—BS 1516 
TuTu—GR 14015 
Tuxedo Junction—BCO 206 
Tweedle Dee—MAC 7485, 7495 
12th Sheaf Rag—MAC 950 
Twelfth Street Rag—MAC 7485, 
7495; OT 8094, 8095 
Twenty One—HI 604 
Twenty Four Hours a Day—GR 
14047 
Twilight Theme—MAC 8445 
Twilight Time—WIN 4716 
Twilight Waltz—WIN 4525, 4655 
Twisted Hoedown—GR 12053 
Twistin the Bosse Nova—BCO 
205 
Two Hearts—GR 14064 
Two Hoots—HI 320 
Two Hoots And a Holler—SS 
2314 
Two Timin' Blues—LH 138 
Two Timin' Gal—BOG 1180 
U 
Un Poquita De Tu Amor—WIN 
4514 
Uncle Bud—BS 1693 
Uncle Remus—BOG 1 1 I 8 
Under the Bridges Of Paris—
WIN 4715 
Under the Double Eagle—OT 
8026 
Under the Stars—WIN 4701 
Under the Sun—TOP 25117 
Under Your Spell—BS 1647 
Understand Your Man—MAC 
1020 
Union County—JWL 101 
Until We Waltz Again—LS 
229/30 
Up And Down—MAC 1044 
Up Jumped the Devil—OT 8081 
Up the Creek—BS 1513 
Up the River—FLP 110 
V 
Vacation--135 1703 
Vagabond Two Step—WIN 4707 
Varsouvianna—LS 103/04; WIN 
4615 
Varsouvienna—MAC 3985 
Varsoviana OT 8001 
Vaya Con Dios—LS 243/44 
Venetian Melody—BS 1736 
Very Chic—GR 14016 
Vien, Vien—WIN 4665 
Village Idiot--MAC 1073 
Virginia Reel--MAC 7345; OT 
8006, 8051 
Virginny M'xer—GR 14075 
Vitamins L 0.V.E.—MAC 1072 
Vive Le Comoagnie—TOP 
25102 
Vodka Jitters—AQ 312 
w 
Wabash Blues—WIN 4529 
Wabash Brush—WIN 4668 
Wabash Cannon Ball—OT 8065 
Wabash Moon—WIN 4683 
Wagner—OT 8184 
Wagtail Knot—PRA 2004 
Waikiki—MAC 8235, 8245 
Wait For Me, Darlin'—WIN 
4180, 4480 
Waitin' For the Train To Come 
In—SIO 2112 
Wait For The Wagon—BOG 
'174 
Walk - Don't Run—BS 1578 
Walk On By—BS 1597 
Walk Right Back—BS 1574; LH 
133 
Walk Right In—FLP 118 
Walk Tall—MAC 1055 
Walk, Walk—MAC 1047 
Walkabout—OT 8107 
Walkin'—BS 1583 
Welkin' And Talkin'—BS 1552 
Walkin' At Sundown—WIN 4672 
Walkin' In My Sleep—LO 1046; 
MAC 8295 
Walkin' In the Rain—BCO 218 
Walkin' My B)by Back Home 
—MAC 8255, 8265 
Walkin' My Sugar—SIO 139 
Walkin' Talkin' Livin' Doll— 
MAC 1090 
Welkin' the Dog—JWL 138 
Walking Along—BOG 1149 
Walking And Whistling-0T 
8150 
Walking To Kansas 0t —KA 
1028 
Wall To Wall Lowe—MAC 974 
Waltz-a-Round—GR 1402h 
Waltz Ballonet—LS 243/44 
Waltz Caress—AQ 209 
Waltz Delight—WIN 4612 
Waltz Duet—GR 14009 
Waltz In June—GR 14013 
Waltz In Paradise—GR 14321 
Waltz Lament—WIN 4673 
Waltz Minuet—LS 4567/68 
Waltz Of the Bells—LS 109/10; 
OT 8049; WIN 4605 
Waltz Quadrille—OT 8003 
Waltz Tenderly—WIN 4702 
Waltz Together—GR 14011; OT 
8096 
Waltz With Me—GR 14023 
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Waltz You Saved For Me—HI 
324 
Waltzing At Three—BS 1728 
Waltzing Matilda—LS 247/48; 
LO 1041 
Waltzing On the Mall—GR 
14034 
Wang, Wang Blues—MAC 993 
Warm Up—MAC 8785 
Warmer Upper—OT 8132 
Water Boy Boogio—KA 1022 
Waterloo—WIN 4178, 4478 
Watermelon Time—MAC 8455, 
8465 
Way Down Yonder—H1 822 
Way Out There—MAC 8595, 
8605 
Wayward Hoedown—KA 1029 
Wayward Wind—TOP 25037 
We Might As Well Forget It 
—BS 1540 
We'll Bui'd a Bungalow—WIN 
4172, 4472 
We'll Dance Till Sunday Morn- 
ing Saturday Night—OT 8165 
We're Dancing Arm in Arm— 
WIN 4508 
We're Drifting Further And 
Further Apart—BOG 1124 
We've Got a Long, Long Way 
To Go—KA 1018 
We're Living—SIO 3148 
Wearing Of the Green—OT 
8071 
Wedding Bells—MAC 942 
Wedding Of the Painted Doll—
BS 1728 
Wednesday Night Waltz—OT 
8029 
Weeping Willow Tree—SL 122 
Western Mixer—BS 1783 
Western Schottish—OT 8002 
Western Swing—BS 1687 
Wham, Bam—OT 8147 
Wham Bang—AC) 314 
What a Day—WIN 4821 
What a Gal—I•ll 608 
What a Lonesome Life—WW 
300 
What Do I Care—FS 42003 
What Fun It's Gonna Be—BOG 
1131 
What It Means To Be Blue-- 
LH 136 
What It Means To Be Lone-
some—LO 1088 
What Next—SIO 2134 
What This Old World Needs-
MUS 107 
What'll I Do?—WIN 4507, 4690 
Whattavalnow—MAC 7615, 
7625 
Wheel And Deal Hash—GR 
13002 
Wheel And Deal Workshop-
GR 12027 
Wheel Of Fortune— BCO 215 
Wheel-Thru Hash—GR 13005 
Wheel-Thru Workshop—GR 
13005 
Wheeling Pairs—GR 12031 
Wheeling Thru Dixie—OT 8154 
Wheels—OT 8167 
Wheels Q—TOP 25075 
When Lights Are Low—WIN 
4666 
When My Baby Smiles At Me— 
MAC 7505, 7515, 8555 
When My Baby Swings With 
Me—RA 1316 
When Pa Was Courtin' Ma—
MAC 8835 
When Payday Rolls Around—
SS 2308 
When the Bloom Is On the 
Sage—OT 8059 
When the Roses Bloom Again—
OT 8191 
When the Saints Go Marching 
In—BS 1590 
When the Ship Hit the Sand—
BOG 1194 
When the Whippoorwill Sings—
BS 1760 
When the Work's All Done This 
Fall--AQ 126 
When We Waltz—GR 14060 
When You And 1 Were Young 
—KNO 2290 
When You And I Were Young 
Maggie—MAC 914 
When You Wore a Tulip—HI 
302; MAC 928; OT 8054 
When Your Hair Has Turned 
When You're Smiling—MAC 
To Silver—TOP 25127 
8135, 8145; OT 8117; TOP 
25103 
When You're Swinging—LO 
1017 
Where the Rod Red Roses 
Grow—SS 2318 
Where the River Shannon Flows 
—MAC 1018 
Whiffletree—TOP 25068 
While I'm Gone—SS 2330 
While We Danced, Danced, 
Danced—WIN 4538 
While We Dream—WIN 4638 




12081; OT 8081 
Whirlpool Square- OT 8080 
Whirlwind—BS 1666 
Whirly Bird—SIO 2119 
Whispering—HI 807; LO 1032 
Whispering Mixer—BS 3-1525 
Whistlin' Dixie—TOP 25105 
Whistling Piano Man—LO 1051 
Whistling Rufus—SIC 2125 
White Christmas—BCO 203; 
LS 4591/92 
White Dove Waltz—GR 14024 
White Lilacs—AQ 214 
White Silver Sands Mixer—GR 
14028 
Whiteface—BS 1756 
Who—MAC 904; GR 14006 
Who Can I Count On7—M4C 
956 
Who Can She Count On—SL 
106 
Who Cares?—MAC 964 
Whoa Dobbin—HI 607 
Whose Heart Are You Break-
ing Now—LO 1020 
Why Do They Always Say No—
WIN 4830 
Why Don't We Do This More 
Often—SIO 125 
Why Haven't I Told You—LO 
1084 
Why Not Two Step—WIN 4670 
Wide Eyes—WIN 4680 
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Wild As a Wildcat—MAC 1078 
Wild Cat—WIN 4186 
Wild Over You—HI 308; MAC 
8745 
Wilder—RA 1318 
Wildfire—MAC 971; WIN 4854 
Wildflower—GR 14052 
Will She Ever Think Of Me—
BS 1591 
Will-O-Wee—GR 14037 
Will-O-Wisp—GR 12036, 13001 
Willow Walk—TOP 26005 
Wings Of an Angel—GO 109; 
SL 1 I 3 
Winter Mixer—GR 14082 
Winter Wonderland—LO 1054: 
TOP 25112 
Wishful Thinking—MAC 1065 
With My Eyes Wide Open—
WIN 4532 
Wizard—KNO 2170 
Wolverton Mountain Gal—OT 
8183 
Woman In Love—TOP 25016 
Woman's Intuition—MAC 1014 
Won't You Say You're Mine 
For Evermore—LO 1069 
Wonderful And Grand—TOP 
25054 
Wonderful Rein—GR 14084 
Wonderful World—WIN 4679 
Wonderful World Of the Young 
—WIN 4543 
Wondering-510 3143 
Woodchopper's Bell—WIN 4530 
Wooden Heart—KNO 2200; 
TOP 25028 
Wolleybooger—BS 1640 
World By the Tail—S10 3144 
World Of Our Own—WW 401 
World's Fair Waltz—AQ 216 
Worried Man—AQ 120; GO 114 
Wouldn't You Know—HI 826 
Wrangler's Stomp—LO 1004 
Wreck Of the Old '97—BS 
1643 





Yak Time—SIO 2146 
Yakkity-Yak—KA 1059 
Yankee Doodle Boy—MAC 8415, 
8425 
Yankee Doodle Dandy---LO 1060 
Yearning—WIN 4693 
Yellow Bird—GR 12079 
Yellow Creek—TOP 25073 
Yellow Polkadot Bikini—SS 2312 
Yellow Rose— LS 265/66 
Yellow Rose Of Texas—HI 304; 
MAC 7465, 7475; OT 8115 
Yes Sir—OT 8177 
Yes! We Have No Bananas—
MAC 7545, 7555 
Yesterday's Memories-510 
3147 
Yonder Comes a Dancer—LO 
1081 
You All Come—BOG 1191 
You Alone—GR 12044; HI 819 
You And Your Gal—TOP 25052 
You Are My Sunshine—LO 
1028; MAC 8035, 8045 
You Are the One—MAC 939 
You Call Everybody Darling—BS 
1779; SIO 2047 
You Can't Have My Love—LO 
1052 
You Can't Take It With You—
BS 1768 
You Can't Take the Country 
From the Boy—MAC 1010 
You Do- -AQ 131 
You Do Something To Me—AQ 
113; BOG 1151 
You Don't Care—KA 1045 
You Forgot To Remember—
WIN 4696 
You Just Went To Cha-Cha-Cha 
—WIN 4519 
You Know She Loves You Most 
Of All—BOG 1123 
Yo Little Sweet Little You—
BOG 1147 
You Must Have Been a Beauti- 
ful Baby—GR 12069 
You Polka Me—AQ 216 
You Tell Me Your Dream—WIN 
4509 
You Were Meant For Me—
LO 1014 
You Were Only Fooling—KA 
1057 
You'll Be Mine—MAC 951 
Young At Heart—HI 818 
Your Cheating Heart—SS 2326 
You're a Grand Old Flag— 
MAC 7735, 7745 
You're Nobody Until Somebody 
Loves You—BS 1664 
You're Nobody's Sweetheart 
Now—MAC 946 
You're the Boss—WIN 4827 
You're the Cream In My Cof-
fee—TOP 25093 
You're the Only World I 
Know—BS 1762 
You're the Reason—SIO 128 
You've Got Me Wondering—
WIN 4182, 4482 
You've Got the Right String 
Baby, But the Wrong Yo Yo 
—BS 1632 
You've Got the Money—OT 
8052 
You've Gotta Be—MAC 997 
Youcalli+—MAC 8585 
Your Heart Turned Left—BOG 
1177 
Your Lips Tell Me No, No—
BOG 1141 
Your Little Sweetheart—KNO 
2140 
Your Lo"e—BCO 203 
Yucaipi Twister—OT 8074 
z 
Zambesi—GR 14079 
Zippity Doo Da—BS 1700 
NOTES 
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Edited by Willard Orlich 
CHOREOGRAPHY 
In this month's Figures and Breaks 
section you will find a PROBLEM fig-
ure with several ANSWERS. During a 
Caller's College session this summer, 
your Editor suggested a hypothetical 
set-up to the attending callers. They 
were to use this set-up as a starting 
point to straighten out the dancers into 
a normal set again by using the various 
ideas passed onto them during the pre-
ceding week's sessions. The movements 
were to be kept simple and, especially, 
danceable. 
Try out the ANSWERS with your 
group. Perhaps you can send me your 
own answer to be tried out by the 
SQUARE DANCE Workshop. But be 
careful with the PROBLEM. You will 
note that all the ladies are mixed up, 
one couple is half sashayed, and the 
head men and side men are next to 
each other in sequence. Good luck! 
Try it out and send in your answer. 
From Carl Brandt of Fort Wayne, 
Ind. has come the question as to wheth-
er or not it would be proper to call 
triple wheel from lines of four facing 
out. The movement triple wheel, as 
written by Frank Mayerske of Cleve-
land, Ohio, is called from a double pass 
thru set-up. First couple wheels right, 
next couple wheels left (wheel to a 
line), and then immediately the couples 
wheel and deal out. Once more, the 
first couple wheels right and next cou- 
ple wheels left (wheel to a line). 
Movement ends with line of four facing 
each other. 
Carl's question would have dancers 
do a wheel and deal in, then wheel to 
a line, and wheel and deal in once more 
to finish the movement in a double pass 
thru formation. Carl wants to know if 
the idea should be given a new name. 
The author of the original move-
ment has given a name to his combin-
ation of movements, and it should so 
stay. Any variation as suggested by 
Carl could be called "like a triple 
wheel" since the same thought is un-
derlying. 
My reaction to both is why name it 
at all? Since the dancers need the time 
to dance each movement, the combin-
ation can be called: 
Double pass thru, wheel to a line 
Wheel and deal, you're facing out 
Wheel to a line . . . 
Or Carl's version: 
Lines pass thru, wheel and deal 
Wheel to a line, wheel and deal . . . 
In either case, the importance of the 
idea lies not in the name but rather in 
that the little used term of wheel to 
a line is understood by the average 
dancer. All other parts of the idea can 
be called directionally. 
Names given to a combination of 
calls should be discouraged whenever 
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possible so that we don't end up with 
a future code of 11 numbers like our 
telephone has today. I'd hate to dance 
a figure #23 comprised of six ERPS, 
four AWKS, and a smattering of six 
OOPS, wouldn't you ? I still like to be 
told what to do about two beats before 
arriving at the point of execution. That 
way I can save my memory storage 
room for everyday work problems. 
Another new idea is swing and trade 
by Buster Roy of Port Arthur, Tex. 
Following a normal swing thru, ends 
trade centers trade. This movement is 
already being used in singing calls with-
out a special name and times out well, 
called directionally. 
CALLER'S QUESTIONS 
WALT WENTWORTH, St. Peters-
burg, Fla.: "The April 1966 SQUARE 
DANCE Magazine shows a new idea of 
four ladies chain thru. It conflicts with 
chain thru (the lazy way that most men 
now do the ladies chain). I have been 
using the chain thru idea, but if this 
new idea of four ladies chain thru is 
going to be taught, I'll have to drop 
both ways to avoid confusion." 
The two movements have no simi-
larity. Four ladies chain thru is done 
from a double pass thru or eight chain 
thru position. What you are referring 
to is done from a static square set-up. 
I keep hoping that any caller con-
cerned with DANCING won't allow 
his dancers to shortcut a courtesy turn 
and won't teach them to do it. Since 
you feel that the two conflict and that 
neither should be used, I wonder if 
those who do teach the ladies to chain 
thru are dropping the normal ladies 
chain with the courtesy turn. I surely 
hope not—for the sake of DANCING 
in square dancing. I might also add that 
most men do not practice the chain 
thru movement. Our leaders are trying 
their best to eliminate it. 
811 
JOHNNY D A VI S, Erlanger, Ky.: 
"Would you mind clarifying for the 
dancers that the quarter, half, and 
three-quarter top movement ( June 1966 
SQUARE DANCE) does not violate 
the spin the top rule?" 
In breaking down the hand move-
ments in an all eight spin the top, the 
dancers swing half by the right, centers 
star left three-quarters to meet the same 
one for the next command with a right. 
Those on the outside moving up have 
used a right hand and are then expected 
to use a right hand again. 
No problem here, but during a quar-
ter top or even a half top, the centers 
don't have time to make a left hand 
star one-quarter or sometimes even half 
way since the fraction means PEOPLE: 
quarter top—one person; half top—
two people; three-quarter top—three 
people. Actually, two dancers use the 
same hand twice in a row every time 
they do a spin the top, but the no-hand 
forward movement cancels them out 
to the next command. 
SEVERAL SOURCES: "In the alamo 
circulate idea in the June 1966 
SQUARE DANCE, the explanation 
was for designated couples to circulate 
from the alamo style set-up by having 
the men cross over while the ladies took 
the men's positions. What happens 
when the ladies are facing in?" 
Sorry. This should have been in the 
explanation. Actually, on call to circu-
late, those designated and facing in do 
the cross over while the other ones 
facing out take their places. It should 
be taught like a split circulate. Have the 
sides step away while the heads circu-
late several times. Then reverse the pro-
cedure for the sides. If two men (or 
two ladies) are together in the alamo 
set-up and are designated as the actives, 
the same rule applies, Those facing in 
will cross over and those facing out 
will take their places. Hope this clears 
up the questions. 
JOHN KRENGER, Chicago, Ill.: 
"Have been trying to work out your 
'Kaly-Klover' figure in the June 1966 
SQUARE DANCE. Who pairs off and 
California twirls? Are the California 
twirls arky?" 
On the call to pass thru from an 
eight chain thru set-up, one couple is 
facing out, center couples are facing 
each other. From here, the call is clo-
ver and pair off to California twirl. 
Those facing out do a cloverleaf to face 
back in at a new position while the 
others pair off and California twirl 
(arky if necessary). All are now in a 
double pass thru set-up. From here, 
a peel off positions the dancers into a 
line facing out and a wheel and deal 
brings the dancers back into a double 
pass thru formation. Another double 
pass thru, lead couple California twirl 
sets up another eight chain thru posi-
tion for a repeat of the above call. 
BASIC BREAKDOWN 
COUPLES WHEEL AROUND 
(From Promenade) 
From normal couple promenade po-
sition, on call to wheel around, the 
man (or hub) backs out while the lady 
(or rim) moves forward keeping hands 
held in promenade position. Pivot point 
is in between- the two dancers. The 
turn around is 180 degrees unless dir-
ected otherwise (three-quarters or full 
around). 
EXAMPLE 
Promenade, don't slow down 
Head two couples wheel around 
Right and left thru the couple you've 
found 
Cross trail thru, left allemande . 
COUPLES BACKTRACK 
(From Promenade) 
Designated couple does a U turn 
back by each dancer turning toward 
his partner to reverse direction 180 
degrees. Hand holds are maintained. 
EXAMPLE 
Promenade, head couples backtrack 
Pass thru, backtrack, follow those two 
Side couples backtrack, pass thru, back-
track, follow those two 
When you're home, swing and whirl ... 
WHEEL AROUND AND 
BACKTRACK COMBINATION 
Promenade, don't slow down 
Head couples wheel around, pass thru 
Backtrack, follow those two 
Side couples wheel around, pass thru 
Backtrack, follow those two 
Head couples wheel around, pass thru 
(Hub, or lady in this case, backs 
out.) 
Backtrack, follow those two 
Side couples wheel around, pass thru 
Backtrack, follow those two 
When you're home, swing and whirl ... 
FROM STAR PROMENADE 
The rule again is for the inside 
(hub) to back out and the outside 
(rim) to move forward on call to wheel 
around. On call to inside out, outside 
in, all couples should wheel around 
once and a half to put the rim into 
the middle of the star, thus reversing 
moving direction. 
EXAMPLE 
All four men go forward and back 
Star by the right on the inside track 
Come back by the left, pick up your 
own 
Star promenade (with partner) 
Insides out, outsides in 
Reverse the star with the pretty ones in 
Once more, insides out, outsides in 
Reverse the star and gone again 
Girls turn back on the outside track 
(Ladies turn away from pa r t n e r 
when leaving rim.) 
Meet your partner, box the gnat 
Pull on by, left allemande . . . 
When the command is given to back 
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out to an eight hand ring from a star 
promenade, the insides (hub) back out 
full around and a quarter more to form 
the eight hand circle. 
EXAMPLE 
Head two gents and corner girl go 
forward and back 
Star by the right on the inside track 
Come back by the left, pick up your 
own 
Star promenade (with partner) 
Back on out to an eight hand ring 
Circle left 'til you hear me sing 
All four boys go forward and back 
Pass thru, separate, go around one 
Into the middle, pass thru, separate, 
go around one 
Circle up eight, circle left 
Reverse back, single file around the 
land 
Boys turn back, dixie grand, right, left, 
right, left allemande . . . 
FIGURES AND BREAKS 
PROBLEM 
by Willard Orlich, 
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 
Head ladies chain to the right 
All four ladies chain across, roll prom-
enade 
Don't slow down, number one gent and 
the girl with you wheel around 
Pass thru, backtrack, follow those two 
Back on out to an eight hand ring 
Circle to the left . . . 
ANSWER #1 
by Willard Orlich, 
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 
Those who can, California twirl, U 
turn back 
Allemande left, promenade 
Head couples wheel around 
-First couple double pass thru, next 
couple pass thru one 
Right and left thru, lines go forward 
and back 
Pass thru, bend the' line 
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Couples three and four square thru and 
California twirl 
While couples one and two right and 
left thru 
Same two square thru five hands 
While three and four swing star thru 
All facing out, so wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, first couple left, 
next couple right 
Cross trail thru, left allemande . . 
ANSWER # 2 
by Willard Orlich, 
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 
Three ladies roll away, half sashay 
Left allemande, promenade 
Number one stop at home, everybody 
swing and whirl 
Number one go down the middle, criss 
cross thru those two, go around one 
Line up four, forward and back 
At the sides, star thru 
Inside arch, dive thru 
Substitute, centers split that line 
Separate, go around two, circle eight 
Those who can, right and left thru 
Same two swing star thru 
Inside arch, dive thru, box the gnat 
Square thru three-quarters to a left 
allemande 
ANSWER TO PROBLEM 
by Don Vance, Detroit, Mich. 
Face your partner, star thru 
If you're facing out, California twirl 
Original number one and couple on 
the right go right and left thru 
Head couples and couples on the left 
do a star thru 
Centers arch, dive thru 
Two ladies chain in the center 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande .. . 
ANSWER TO PROBLEM 
by Will Mills, Chicago, Ill. 
Three ladies roll away, half sashay 
Then all four ladies roll away 
Promenade just that way 
Couples three and four wheel around 
Circle four with the two you've found 
Head gents break, make two lines 
Star thru, dive thru, pass thru 
Star thru to a left allemande . . 
SLIDULATER 
by Bob Baxter, Bellflower, Calif. 
One and three slide thru, pass thru, 
swing thru 
Girls circulate, men trade, girls fold 
behind the men 
Men turn back, slide thru 
Cross trail to a left allemande . . 
SIX BITS 
by Bob Baxter, Bellflower, Calif. 
One and three slide thru, square thru 
three-quarters round 
Centers in, cast off three-quarters 
Centers square thru three-quarters 
Centers in, cast off three quarters 
Star thru, substitute, square thru three- 
quarters to a 
Left allemande . . . 
MORE DIXIE SPIN FIGURES 
by Tom Rinker, Omaha, Nebr. 
Head ladies chain, heads square thru 
Right and left thru the outside two 
Men lead in a dixie spin 
All eight circulate, still not done 
Centers circulate, then ends run 
Cast off three-quarters, keep in time 
Pass thru, bend the line 
Box the gnat, go right and left thru 
Ladies chain across you do 
Square thru three-quarters, man 
Look on the right, left allemande . 
Sides lead right, circle to a line 
Pass thru, bend the line 
Men lead in a dixie spin 
Left spin the top, watch it, pop 
Those facing out, do a U turn back 
Up to the middle, back you reel 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Left allemande . . . 
Four ladies chain three-quarters round 
Turn the girl with an arm around 
Heads do a half square thru 
Right and left thru the outside two 
Ladies lead in a dixie spin 
Slide thru, cross trail thru 
Left allemande . 
Four ladies chain across 
Four ladies lead in a dixie spin 
Slip the clutch, left allemande . . . 
MOLASSES 
by Bob Baxter, Bellflower, Calif. 
Heads lead right, circle to a line 
Slide thru, square thru four hands 
Bend the line, slide thru, swing thru 
Centers trade, girls fold behind the men 
Men turn back, slide thru 
Right and left thru, cross trail back 
Left allemande . . . 
SWING 'N TRADE 
by Bob Baxter, Bellflower, Calif. 
Heads lead right, circle to a line 
Slide thru, swing thru, girls trade 
Swing thru, boys trade 
Right and left thru, slide thru 
Pass thru, bend the line, cross trail 
Left allemande . . . 
SORGHUM 
by Bob Baxter, Bellflower, Calif 
Heads square thru four hands, slide 
thru 
Swing thru, spin the top, men fold 
behind the girls 
Girls turn back, slide thru 
Bend the line, right and left thru 
Slide thru, dive thru, substitute 
Square thru three-quarters round 
Left allemande . . . 
SWING AND RUN 
by Jack May, Toledo, Ohio 
Head ladies chain across 
Same two couples square thru 
Right and left thru the outside two 
Do-sa-do all the way around, make an 
ocean wave, rock it 
Swing thru, balance, centers run 
Wheel and deal to face those two 
Centers arch, dive thru, star thru 
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Now lead to the right, left alle-
mande . . . 
FIGURES 
by Jim Gammalo, Olmsted Falls, Ohio 
Heads square thru four hands 
Right and left thru the outside two 
Dive thru, square thru again 
Others California twirl and cloverleaf 
Insides arch, dive thru, centers go 
right and left thru 
Pass thru to a left allemande , . 
Heads square thru four hands 
Right and left thru the outside two 
Dive thru, square thru again 
Others California twirl and cloverleaf 
Right and left thru 
Left allemande . . . 
Heads star thru, square thru 
Others California twirl and cloverleaf 
Insides arch, dive thru, centers box 
the gnat, pull 'em thru 
Split two, go around one, face the  
center 
Star thru, left allemande . . . 
A QUICKIE 
by Red Donaghe, Houston, Tex. 
Number one face your corner, box the 
gnat 
New heads go forward and back 
Square thru three-quarters 
Separate, go around one, line up four 
Forward eight and back, square thru 
Those in the middle square thru three-
quarters 
Outside four turn back, left alle-
mande . . . 
FIGURES 
by Glen Hinton, Curtis, Nebr. 
Head couples half square thru 
Pass thru, centers square thru 
Others cloverleaf, take a new Sue 
Meet a couple and swing thru 
Pass thru, centers square thru 
Others cloverleaf, take a new Sue 
Meet a couple and swing thru 
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"MOLLY'S BACK" 
Calls by CHUCK MC DONALD 
   
  
MG-901 
A saucy single about a gal who likes 
men. But the girls will go for Molly 
too. She's a swinger! 
MAGNUM RECORDINGS  
P. O. BOX ill 




OCT. 21, 22 & 23 
r:sPrivAL t  
EVANSVILLE. IND. 
Fnr Information rrite: 
Hoosier Square Dance 
Festival 
P.O. Box 731 
Evansville, Ind. 47701 
BOB FISK 	DAVE TAYLOR 
DOT AND DATE FOSTER 
(ROUNDS) 
/ 4 
Rock up and back, change hands 
Left allemande . . . 
Side ladies chain across the ring 
Heads lead right, circle to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, cloverleaf 
Double pass thru again, centers in, 
cast off three-quarters 
Then square thru and look alive 
Sides count four, heads count five 
Sunny side out, circle that way 
Roll away, half sashay, left alle- 
mande . . . 
Heads right and left thru, square thru 
Count to four, then square thru the 
outside two 
Bend the line, pass thru 
Girls trade, then swing thru 
Centers trade, boys run 
Wheel and deal, double pass thru 
First couple left, next one right 
Right and left thru the first in sight 
Two ladies chain, watch it, man 
There's your corner, left allemande ... 
Heads lead right, circle to a line 
Star thru, pass thru 
Inside two cast back, then loop-the-
loop right where you're at 
Inside two star thru, back out and 
make a big ring 
Circle left, roll away, half sashay 
Lady on the left, left allemande . . . 
FIGURES 
by George Jowdy, N. Ridgeville, Ohio 
Heads do-sa-do to an ocean wave 
Swing thru once and a half, that's 
right, left, right, balance 
Girls run, wheel and deal 
Box the gnat, cross trail thru 
Left allemande . . . 
Heads swing thru, without a stop, spin 
the top 
Balance once, swing thru once and a 
half 
Step thru to the outside two 
Swing thru once and a half 
Spin the top, balance, swing thru 
Right and left thru, cross trail back 
1 0 TH ANNUAL 
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Left allemande . . . 
ROUND OFF #1 
by Gordon Blaum, Miami, Fla. 
Heads lead right, circle to a line 
Forward eight, back you toss 
Pass thru, round off, peel off 
Round off, peel off, bend the line 
Cross trail thru, left allemande . . 
ROUND OFF #2 
by Gordon Blaum, Miami, Fla. 
Heads cross trail thru, go around two 
Line of four forward and back 
Pass thru, round off 
Outsides in, pass thru, round off 
Peel off, wheel and deal 
Men square thru five hands while the 
ladies half sashay 
Left allemande ... 
ROUND OFF #3 
by Gordon Blaum, Miami, Fla. 
Heads lead right, circle to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, double  
pass thru 
Centers out, round off, all eight pair 
off 
Centers out, round off, all eight pair 
off 
Lead couples California twirl, dive in 
Swap around to a left allemande . 
ROUND OFF #4 
by Gordon Blaum, Miami, Fla. 
Heads cross trail thru, go around two 
Lines forward and back, pass thru 
Round off, peel off, round off 
Peel off, wheel and deal 
Substitute, gents cross trail thru 
Left allemande . . . 
NEW IDEA 
LIKE A DIXIE DAISY 
by Vern Smith, Southfield, Mich. 
From a double pass thru position, 
centers give a right hand to opposite, 
pull by, and turn the outside two a 
quarter, half, three-quarter, or full 
turn around by the left. 




SQUARE DANCING GAL 
By Caller-Owner 
BOB DUBREE 




#103—WHO LICKED THE RED 
OFF OF MY CANDY? 
#104—TILL MY GET UP HAS GOT 
UP AND GONE 
Special Note: Bob Dubree is available 
for tours through the U.S. and Canada 
during 1966, 1967 and 1968. 
WRITE: 
BOB DUBREE 





by Vern Smith, Southfield, Mich. 
Heads pass thru, go around one 
Come into the middle like a dixie daisy 
Cross by the right, turn full by the left 
Make an ocean wave, rock it 
Girls trade, men trade, all eight cir-
culate to a left allemande . . . 
Heads pass thru, go around one 
Come into the middle like a dixie daisy 
Cross by the right, turn a quarter to 
a wave, rock it 
Men trade, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Substitute, pass thru, left allemande ... 
Sides pass thru, go around one 
Come into the center like a dixie daisy 
Cross by the right, turn three-quarters 
by the left 
Make an ocean wave, rock it 
All eight circulate, boys run 
Go forward eight and back 
Star thru, California twirl 
Left allemande . . .  
Heads pass thru, go around one 
Come into the center like a dixie daisy 
Cross by the right, turn three-quarters 
by the left 
Make an ocean wave, rock it 
Ends circulate, centers trade 
Ends circulate, centers trade 
Left allemande . . . 
Sides pass thru, go around one 
Come into the center like a dixie daisy 
Cross by the right, turn half by the left 
Make an ocean wave, rock it 
Girls trade, girls run, wheel and deal 
Slide thru, cross trail, skip one girl 
Left allemande . 
SQUARE DANCE Magazine WORKSHOP 
features original material submitted by 
you. Choreography, Callers' Questions, 
Basic Breakdown, Figures and Breaks, and 
New Ideas are presented each month. 
Mail new and creative material and ques-
tions to Willard Orlich, Workshop Editor. 
SQUARE DANCE Magazine, 1622 N. Rand 
Rd., Arlington Heights, III. 60004. 
America's Most Beautiful Badges 
At Special Club Discounts 
Here are badges that are truly 
beautiful, distinctive. Nothing like 
them anywhere. Choice of over 20 
colors. The very newest in designs 
and ideas always in stock. We also 
make badges to order—any shape, 
any color, any size. Send sketch 
for FREE sample and estimate. 
Prices start at 70¢ each. Discounts 
on full club orders. However, small 
orders welcome as well as large. 
Write for list of goofy and fun 
badges. Before you buy badges, 
check with us. We invite compar-
ison in quality, design, and crafts-
manship. Satisfaction guaranteed.  
Write for Details — No Obligation 
NEW ERA ENGRAVERS 






Recreation" (by Louis Calhoun); 
"What Is the National Square Dance 
Association?" (by Ray Hall and Ar-
vid Olson). 
These educational programs will be 
continued through the 1966-67 season 
along with a special program aimed at 
recruiting and training new callers. 
• CLEVELAND CALLERS — New 
officers of the Cleveland Area Callers 
Association are: President—Stan Bur-
dick ; Vice-President—Gordon Dens-
more; Secretary—Claire Thomas; and 
Treasurer—Ben Jaffe. Some of the top-
ics covered in the last year at monthly 
meetings were: "The Art of Running 
Institutes'. (by Dave Taylor); "All 
Around With Rounds" (by Phyl and 
Frank Lehnert) ; "Square Dancing and 
• ILLINOIS—The Kewanee Kickers 
of Kewanee, Ill. sponsor their Annual 
Festival Sept. 2-4. Featured staffers will 
be Bill Volner, Bob Fisk, Harry Lackey, 
and Dot and Jerry Daniels. 
• NEW YORK—An "ABC" (Action, 
Beauty, Comfort) vacation is promised 
dancers at the Labor Day Week End 
at Silver Bay on Lake George, N.Y. 
Teaming up for the festivities will be 







YOU AND ME" by Elva and Walt Blythe 
GR 14089 
"OKEY DOKEY" by Hal and Dot Chamber,  
I GR 12084 -GET OUT AND GET UNDER THE MOON 
Johnny Davi: 
Recent Rounds Recent Squares 
14088 Mexicali 	Rose/Seems 	Like 12082 Denver—Schneider 
14087 Taste Of Honey/Conn. Waltz 12079 Yellow 	Bird—Schneider 
14086 New Love/Carolina Morn 12078 This Land—Davis 
14085 Someone/Latin Louie 12077 Henry The Eighth—Johnston 
TOP 
Newest 	TOP 25130 -PISTOL PACKIN' MAMA" by Jim Bauer 
Flip TOP 25131 DOWN BY THE OH/0" by Dick Leger 
Squares 
Recent Squares 
25129 Nobody Home But Me--Peterson 
25128 Mickey's Tune—Schultz 	 25124 
25127 When Your Hair Has Turned to Silver—Bohn 25123 
25126 Tomatoes Are Cheaper—Hartman 	 25122 
Phila. Style—Fish 
By The Sea—Keys 
I'm Walkin'—Peterson 
Flowers On The Wall—Bohn 
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• CALIFORNIA—Sept. 3-4 are the 
dates set for the Central Coast Square 
Affair in San Luis Obispo, Calif. More 
than 12,000 square feet of hardwood 
floor will be available for dancing in 
San Luis Obispo's Veterans Memorial 
Building. Hosts for the week end will 
be the Central Coast Dancers and Cal-
lers Associations. 
• FLORIDA — The Tenth Annual 
Florida Knothead Konvention will fea-
ture Vaughn Parrish and Chuck Raley 
at the Jack Tar Hotel in Clearwater, 
Fla. Sept. 3-5. A pre-Konvention dance 
Sept. 2 will kick off activities. 
• OHIO—The new Rollerdome in Eu-
clid, Ohio will be the site of the Cleve-
land Area Callers' Fall Jamboree Sept. 
11. Dancing will be from 2 until 10:30 
p.m. The rollerdome is air conditioned 
and has a hardwood floor for com-
fortable dancing. 
• CALIFORNIA — Dick Houlton, 
Marge and Vern Carriker, and Mayre 
and Paul Stutsman will headline the 
First Annual Square Dancers' Round-
E-Vous at Del Webb's Towne House 
in Fresno, Calif. Date is Sept. 17. Spon-
sors of the activities are the Lazy 2-
Steppers and the Lucky Rounders. 
• PENNSYLVANIA—The Delaware 
Valley Association hosts its Fifth An-
nual Convention Sept. 29—Oct. 1 in 
Philadelphia, Pa. Al Brundage, Curley 
Custer, Max Forsyth, Jack Jackson, 
Dick Jones, Gloria Rios, Dave Taylor, 
Dottie and Jules Billard, Vivian and 
Ben Highburger, and Nita and Man-
ning Smith will staff the gala program 
in Philadelphia's Bellevue-Stratford Ho-
tel. Information is available from Bill 
Hall, 1010 Cedar St., Riverton, N. J. 
08077. 
Address: National News and Events Editor, 
SQUARE DANCE Magazine, 1622 N. Rand 
Rd., Arlington Heights, 111., 60004. 
MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITY FOR STORES 
You can become part of the booming square dance industry. Earn 
big profits selling square and round dance records in your area. The 
specialist record distributors listed below will set you up in business 
if you con qualify. They carry all square and round dance labels 
and books and can offer fast efficient service. If you ore already a 
dealer of square dance accessories and clothing, here's your chance 
to add to your volume profitably. Contact distributor nearest you 
For complete details. No obligation. 
WRITE TODAY TO DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU 
CALIFORNIA 	 ILLINOIS 
Corsair-Continental Corp. 	Heritage Distributing Corp. 
5528 N. Rosemead Blvd., 1622 N. Rand Rd. 
Temple City 	 Arlington Heights 60004 
NEBRASKA 
Square Dance Distributors 




P.O. Box 16, 
CANADA 	 MICHIGAN 	 Bath 
Canadian Music Sales 	 Scott Colburn's Saddlery 
58 Advance Road, 	 33305 Grand River, 
Toronto, Ont. 	 Farmington 48024 	 TEXAS 
Merrbach Record Sales 
323 W. 14th Str6mt, 
Houston 
GEORGIA 	 MISSOURI 	 WASHINGTON 
Record Distributors 	 Webster Record Distributors 	Western Dance Distributors 
2581 Piedmont Rd., N.E., 	124 W. Lockwood, 	 123014 Westlake Ave. N.. 
Atlanta 30324 	 St. Louis 19 	 Seattle 8 
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NATIONAL SQUARE DAN 
Dear Square Dancers: 
Following are the highlights of the 
First Annual Executive Committee 
Meeting of the NSDA, held in Lafay-
ette, Ind. on June 15, 1966. 
You will find in this report of the 
meeting a mention of an NSDA spon-
sored square dance convention in 1967. 
This idea gives rise to some confusion 
that exists in our activity regarding 
the terminology for square dance 
events. Following are several terms and 
their definitions: 
National Convention—A gathering 
of professionals called together by an 
official organization which represents 
the movement on a national basis. Ex-
ample: The National Park and Recrea-
tion Association called together profes-
sionals in recreation for its 45th Nation-
al Convention recently. 
Festival—A gathering of people to-
gether to dance and enjoy square and 
round dancing as recreation. Example: 
the current national festival (conven-
tion). 
Institute or Camp—A gathering of 
professionals and non-professionals to 
dance and solve problems for a period 
of several days to several weeks. Ex-
ample: the Fontana Vacations. 
Seminar—A group of individuals 
gathered together to concentrate in 
depth on problems of the square dance 
movement. Example: Purdue Seminar. 
Your comments and suggestions on 
these terms and definitions are wel-
come. Now, on to the highlights of our 
first Executive Committee Meeting. 
C:Zetiem foisman 
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FIRST ANNUAL NSDA 
COMMITTEE MEETING 
The First Annual Executive Com-
mittee Meeting of the NSDA was held 
at Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind. 
on June 15, 1966. Officers introduced 
at that meeting were: Arden Johnson, 
President Pro-Tem; H. Paul Hassell, 
Jr., Vice-President; and Arvid Olson, 
Secretary-Treasurer. 
Ray Hall, Executive Director of the 
NSDA, reported on total paid mem-
berships to date (June 15, 1966). Ray 
also outlined his objective role as an 
administrator, emphasizing that he ex-
ecutes the policy decisions of the As-
sociation members, but that he does 
not vote or make decisions regarding 
NSDA business. 
The Secretary-Treasurer then deliver-
ed a full report on the financial status 
of the Association. 
In a general discussion period, the 
general lack of communication inside 
and outside the square dance movement 
was analyzed. The necessity of drawing 
together the activity through meaning-
ful communication was stressed, along 
with the great need for publicity and 
public relations among square dancers 
and non-dancers on a nation-wide basis. 
Drawing up of the Constitution and 
By-Laws of the NSDA will be the work 
of Paul Hassell, who was instructed by 
the President to select a committee for 
this project. 
It was agreed unanimously that it be 
made clear in the Constitution and 
By-Laws that the NSDA encompasses 
all those interested in the square dance 
activity and all related fields. Members 
Enclosed find $5.00 (per person or 
per couple) enrollment fee for one 
year membership, charter certifi-
cate, membership card (s), and 
other privileges. I understand $2.50 
of this amount is for SQUARE 
DANCE Magazine subscription (12 
issues), the Official Publication of 
the Association. 
       
Signed 
     
            
Address 
City 	  
State  
           
     
Mall this form and remittance to: 
Arden Johnson, President 
National Square Dance Association 
25 E. Chestnut St. 
Chicago, III. 60611 
212-642-2901 
 




      





Please en roll (me) (us) as Charter Mem-
ber(s) in the National Square Dance 
Association: 
(Mr. & Mrs.) (Mr.) (Mrs.) (Miss) 
CE ASSOCIATION NEWS 
25 EAST CHESTNUT STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 6C");: 
will be mailed a draft of the Constitu-
tion and By-Laws for their suggestions 
and comments as soon as possible. 
Ray Hall briefly outlined the NSDA's 
incorporation as a not for profit cor-
poration in the state of Illinois. 
At the suggestion of Manning Smith, 
the deadline for Charter Memberships 
in the NSDA was extended from the 
original deadline of June 15, 1966 to 
Dec. 31, 1966. 
The President then opened discussion 
on the relationship of SQUARE 
DANCE Magazine to the NSDA. He 
emphasized that in order to get the 
NSDA off the ground initially, the 
support of a national publication was 
vital. 
The opportunity to publish news of 
the NSDA was offered to all publica-
tions. Because of Arvid Olson's in-
terest in the NSDA from the begin-
ning, SQUARE DANCE was the first 
to bring the NSDA national attention. 
The President added that -We would 
be nowhere without the support of 
SQUARE DANCE Magazine. Hund-
reds of dollars worth of space and 
publicity have been donated by the pub-
lication in the interest of square danc-
ing and the Association's progress." 
New business on the meeting agenda 
included discussion of the 1967 NSDA 
Congress. It was suggested that a 
square dance convention be held in 
conjunction with the meeting. Dates, 
facilities, and staff for such a joint 
festival/meeting were discussed. 
There was unanimous agreement that 
a paid professional staff be hired for 
the festival. Several week ends during 
the spring of 1967 were mentioned as 
possible dates, and Chicago, as a cen-
tral location, was suggested as the site. 
A slate of officers for the 1966-67 
year was proposed by the Nominating 
Committee. Voting on the proposed 
slate will be completed shortly. 	■ 
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At Your Dealer 
SINGING CALL 
"GOOD OLD DAYS" 












BLUE STAR: 174U-1 con t Help It Honey, 
Caller: Sal Fanara, Flip/Inst. 
I789—Sweet Talk, Caller: Bob Fisk, Flip/ 
Inst. 
BOGAN: 1199-1 Wonder Why, Caller: Cal 
Lambert, Flip/Inst. 
1198—April Showers, Caller: Cal Lambert 
Flip/Inst. 
LORE: 1089—Ferris Wheel, Caller: Eman-
uel Duming, Flip/Inst. 
1088—What It Means To Be Lonesome, 
Caller: Allen Tipton, Flip/Inst. 
ROCKIN "A": 1333—Darling Dixie Lee, 
Caller: Bill Wilson, Flip/Inst. 
SWINGING SQUARE: 2333—Hello Mary 
Lou, Caller: George Peterson, Rip/Inst. 
KEENO: 2330—Set Me Free, Caller: Harold 
Bausch, Flip/Inst. 
MUSTANG: 118—One Has My Heart, Cal-
ler: Billy Brooks,' Flip/Inst. 
BLACK MOUNTAIN: 218—John Henry, 
Caller: Frank Lane, Flip/Inst. 
9000 (LP) Called by Les Gotcher 
SQUARE 'N ROUND: 555—Pass the Clo-
ver, Partner Trauo, Caller: Les Gotcher 
Merrbach Record Service 




Calls by Johnnie Roth 
This may become a hot item since 
it contains warm, if not sure fire, dancer 
reaction in the patter. The figure runs 
like "Finders Keepers", an earlier 
Windsor flame. Club dancers will 
find it fun, and callers can blaze away 
with confidence. 
ENGLAND SWINGS—Wagon Wheel 
110 
Calls by Don Franklin 
It was only a matter of time until 
Big Ben swung into the square dance 
spectrum, and you won't need a Brit-
ish accent to like it. This has also got 
what we call the "lazy four" rhythm 
like "Houston". Figure is easy club. 
Next, the Beatles? 
GOOD MAN—MacGregor 1092 
Calls by Bob Brundage 
Bob is no stranger to square dance 
records, but his appearances are too 
few. The dance is composed with a 
pair of left swing thrus and a superb 
feeling for proper timing. The music 
was born to be square danced to, and 
the band adds life to the fine flavor. 
Good, man! 
WHEN YOUR HAIR HAS TURNED 
SILVER—Top 25127 
Calls by Ray Bohn 
Best thing about this timely topic 
is the swing thru three hands to an 
allemande. The music bounces along 
pleasingly, too. We can't predict a long 
life for this but many like it. Don't 
time it, just go with the climate. 
SQUARE L ANNOUNCES 
GAYLON SHULL CALLING 




SL-124 by Dick Enderle 
CITY LIGHTS 
SL-123 by Dusty Ronde!! 
Wonderful Music By 
Square L Outlaws 
ri 
1J-7 
SQUARE L RECORD CO. 
8512 La Jolla Ct. 
Ft. Worth 16, Tex. 
NAME ONLY-600 
NAME & TOWN 
OR DESIGN-65( 




ANY STATE SHAPE ONLY $1.25 
We design club badges. Order any 
in any color—black, white, blue, 
brown, red, yellow, walnut, birch. 
PAT'S PLASTICS Send Check We Pay Postage 
Box 847, Rifle, Colo. 81650 
Ph. (303) 625-1718 




ITOMATOES ARE CHEAPER—Top 25126 Calls by Paul Hartman Eddie Cantor didn't know that to-matoes would be served on a square dance platter. He didn't see dancers 
spin their tops or blow their tops on 
Top either. But he'd enjoy the goof-
proof danceability of this club leveler. 
Good beat, too. 
I WONDER WHY—Magic 1005 
Calls by Fred Bouvier 
Here's another duet type presenta-
tion from Magic. If the key doesn't 
strain your voice, and if another caller 
harmonizing with you doesn't present 
a hurdle, you'll like it. Good idea. 
Nice club dance. Pleasant music. 
DON'T FENCE ME IN—Hi Hat 336 
Calls by Bob Wickers 
More "lazy-four" tempo with a gen-
erous ration of syncopation makes this 
"Fence" stand tall. The choreography 
is simply box-star-box, and it's easy. 
Key changes shouldn't fence in callers. 
Dancer response is above average. A 
pace changer. 
ALL ALONE IN SAN ANTONE-
MacGregor 1093 
Calls by Lee Payne 
This particular tune doesn't sell San 
Antone or the caller, or the band, al-
though everybody tries. There are 
enough swing thrus, slide thrus, and 
spinning tops to satisfy the dancers, 
and the quality of the music shines. 
But this melody is more memorial than 
memorable. 
FOR HE'S A JOLLY GOOD FELLOW 
—Prairie 1009 
Calls by Al Horn 
This is spirited and fun all right, 
but doesn't come off as a top notcher 
for square dancing. Maybe it's only 
that one expects the more traditional 
tune to this title. All other standards 
met. Double top is featured. Music has 
a folksy quality. 
in JEWELRY & ACCESSORIES 
Since 1898 
At Better Stores Everywhere 




HOUR LATEST SQUARE DANCE RELEASE:3X 
No. 1005 




g Written & Called by FRED BOUVIER  
A 
This record has a harmonyg
A 
A 	 voice on the instrumentalA 
A If )our 	side that enables you to: A 
A 	dcrler perform the same duet ar-a 
A doesn't 	rangement Fred does! 	0  
A 
A 	have It, A 
A write to: MAGIC RECORI)S a 
A 	 A 
t:4 
g41342 Lancelot Drive, New Orleans, La. 70127g
A 
atztrlzzzlia):zotzzixzmIx)zzagaxixtto 
ENGRAVED SOC  NAME 
BADGES 
Any Store Shape 650—Choice of Colors 
FULL LIST OF GIMMICK CLUBS. We will 
quote prices for bodges fr:m your samples 
or sketches; any color, any shape. Write for 
brochure or for information. 
A TO Z ENGRAVING, Ray Nelson 
P.O. BOX 345C, WAUCONDA, ILL. 
ATTENTION! 
Record Dealers and 
Square Dance Shops: 
SQUARE DANCE Magazine has just publish-
ed the Fall-Winter 1966 5qm:re Dance-Rosa 
Dante Record Catalog. Your customers will 
want this valuable reference, and your increas-
ed record sales will prove what an indispens-
able catalog, this is. Too complete listings—by 
label and by alphabet. 
Order from Square Dance Magazine 
1622 N. Rand Rd. 
Arlington Heights, Ill. 
60004 
OLD TIMER RECORD 
CATALOG 
YOURS FOR A 5c STAMP 
Old Timer offers the best in old 
standards as well as new favorites. 
Get complete record listing now. 
OLD TIMER RECORDS 
708 E. Weldon, Phoenix 14, Arizona 
ROUND DANCES 
TWILIGHT TIME—Windsor 4716 
Choreography by Iris and Frank 
Gilbert 
A 32 measure, two times through, 
fox trot to an excellent Memo Ber-
nabei arrangement of "Star Dust". 
Flaring two-steps, Tamaras, dips, fox 
trot twinkles, and syncopated vines 
with no repeats. This sprinkling of 
"Star Dust" at "Twilight Time" is 
strictly for the dancer who wants a 
slight challenge . . . mostly memory. 
High Intermediate. 
SUMMER ROMANCE—Windsor 4717 
Choreography by Evelyn and Art 
Johnson 
A new routine to a re-release of 
a good, old tune. A 32 measure two-
step that goes two times th•,ugh. There 
are adequate repeats with 	scissors, 
wheels, points, and hitches. No wed-
ding bells . . . just a "Summer Ro-
mance". Easy-Intermediate. 
FUNNY MELODY—Windsor 4717 
Choreography by Velma and Herb 
Perry 
Another new routine to a good mus-
ical arrangement of "Ja-Da". A four 
times through easy two-step with a total 
of 18 measures. This one gives a new 
lift to the hitch. Figures are easy and 
fun to do. Easy. 
JERE—Sets in Order 3156 
Choreography by Claire and Ed 
Greer 
A 32 measure two times through 
two-step. Figures repeats on two parts. 
This two-step lives it up with cut steps, 
wheels, and plenty of rockin'. Dance is 
bland and easy. Music is pleasurable. 
Easy. 
MANDOLIN BOOGIE MIXER—Sets 
In Order 3156 
Choreography by Otto Stave 
EACH 
96 
An easy six measure mixer that goes 
ten times through. Count 'em. It's ten 
for sure. Music is adequate, but not a 
real toe-tapper like the name suggests. 
Good for an occasional one-night 
stand. Easy. 
TASTE OF HONEY—Grenn 14087 
Choreography by Norma and Phil 
Roberts 
Here a 22 measure concoction in a 
class all by itself. One part waltz and 
one part two-step with no repeats in a 
three times through sequence. It's as 
different as long skirts on the jet set. 
Might just be so different that a very 
slight taste of honey will do. Advanced. 
CONNECTICUT WALTZ—G r e n n 
14087 
Choreography by Luv and Johnny 
Anderson 
A 32 measure two times through 
waltz in three parts with repeats on the 
first two. Waltzing for the learning 
club level". Nothing particularly ex-
citing—just simple. Good waltz music 
by Al Russ. Easy. 
GIRL THAT I MARRY—Hi Hat 829 
Choreography by Nora and Archie 
Murrell 
A 40 measure waltz, twice through, 
with repeats on the first 16 measures. 
Here's a quick step waltz with a few un-
predictable choreo-tricks for the round 
dance club set. An old tune with a not-
as-good-as-usual Hi Hat musical ar-
rangement . . . or maybe it's the addi-
tion of organ music. Intermediate-Ad-
vanced. 
BERNADINE—Hi Hat 829 
Choreography by Marie and Bill 
Brown 
A 32 measure two-step in two parts 
with repeats on part A. Dance goes 
twice through. Satisfying music, but 
like so many other routines, in attempt-
ing to be different, this one winds up 
only a little worthwhile. 
Travel 100 miles 
each way (one 
square or more) to 
attend club or open 
dance. For applica-
tion form write: 
WASHINGTON KNOTHEADS 
P. 0. Box 245 — Gig Harbor, Wash. 
FOR HARD TO FIND RECORDS 
We hove one of the largest stocks of 
both old and new square and round 
dance records in the U.S.A. We ship 
most orders on the some day the or-
der is received. 
Special Price on 78's and 
old 45's 
We recently acquired o great many 
old and discontinued numbers on both 
78's and 45's. These are available at 
special reduced prices. Write for list. 
SEND 5it STAMP FOR NEW 
CATALOG 
MAIL ORDER RECORD SERVICE 
P.O. Box 7176, Phoenix, Arizona 
VYABOTI 	RECORDS 
-IVIE RECORD DESIGNED . . WITH THE CALUR IN MihD 
"ENGLAND SWINGS" 
. . . and so will you with 
WW 110 
by Don Franklin 
Music by the WAGON-MASTERS 
9500 West 53nd Ave. 	Arvada, Colarado 
COMPLETE COURSE 
SQUARE DANCE 
Fundamentals & Movements 
All the basic figures, new movements and ex-
perimental figures from the very first Alle-
mande Left to the very latest. Dancers say 
it is the most complete book on Square Danc-
ing they have ever seen and that it should 
be a MUST for both dancers and callers. 
A new supplement is issued periodically (at a 
nominal cost) to keep the book up to date. 
Price to date, $2.95 plus 20c mailing costs 
Florida residents odd 3% sales tax. 
WALT WENTWORTH 
5557 57th Avenue North 
St. Petersburg, Florida 33709 
57 
"WHY SQUARE DANCE?" 
Johnny LeClair of Riverton, Wyo. presents 
some solid, thought-provoking reasons in re-
ply to the question, "Why square dance?" Be 
sure to read this feature and compare your 
own reasons with those of a nationally known 
caller. 
"THE SCIENCE OF CALLING" 
Cartoonist and humorist Stan Burdick turns to 
his serious side to discuss the many facets that 
make every caller a "scientist". Callers and 
dancers will find valuable tips and informa-
tion in this article. 
ROUND DANCE POTPOURRI 
Marj and Mel Rummel of Chicago masterful. 
ly mix together all the ingredients of the 
round dance activity into an overall recipe for 
teaching and dancing success. Everyone who 
round dances, from the occasional to the avid 
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I 	.1 tit 31,, 	e.0,.. it you 
1622 N. RAND RD. 
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. 
(312) 255-4060 
6407 N. CALDWELL AVE. 
CHICAGO, ILL. 60646 
(312) 763-8252 
Style 04431. Zipper Dress. Grad-
uated 3-tier skirt has wide bot-
tom tier swinging out over 6 yds. 
Blouse is softly pleated at scoop 
neck to give figure flattery. 
Hard back belt has metal buckle. 
100% dacron polyester georgette 
in flowering swirl print softly 
blending tones of: Yellow with 
Apricot; Blue with Green; Style 
04433 same swirl print with 
sweetheart neckline Zipper dress 
also $23. 
w e Pay Pottage 
Allow 10.21 days 
for Mailing 
Illinois Residents 
Add 4% Sale: Tax 
Style 04434. Zipper Dress. Flat-
tering sweetheart neckline with 
graduated 3-tier skirt has over 
6 yd. swing. Hard back belt has 
metal buckle. 100% dacron poly-
ester georgette print with scat-
tered floralprint in light and 
dark tones of Deep Aqua or Hot 
Pink. Style 04432 same flower 
print with soft pleated scoop 






SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
1622 N. Rand Rd. 
Arlington Heights. Ill. 60004 
Please send me the following. (Be I 
sure to state sizes, colors, style 










$ 2 31"0 ZIP 
NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO 





I LOVE YOU 
SO MUCH 
By 	 Two-Step By 




Jean and Vaughn Parrish 
PEOPLE WILL SAY 
WE'RE IN LOVE 
Two-Step By 
Bobbie and Eddie Reeves 
NEW ON KALOX 
K-1061 — HOEDOWNS 
GET READY 
OLD 97 
K-1060 — FLIP/INST. 
IF YOU KNEW SUSIE 
CALLER — BILLY LEWIS 
K-1059 — HOEDOWNS 
YAKKITY - YAK 
CUMBERLIN' GAP 
K-1058 — FLIP/INST. 
MY CONFESSION 
CALLER — HARRY LACKEY 
IVIUSIC BY THE RHYTHM OUTLAWS BAND 




Recent Releases On Longhorn 
LH-153—Flip/Inst. 
ECHO FROM THE HILLS 
Caller—JERRY ADKINS 
LH-152—Flip/Inst. 
BACK IN CIRCULATION 
Caller—LOUIS CALHOUN 




316 STARR ST., 
DALLAS 
TEXAS 
